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LIVING IN THE RED
The Words of Jesus: (The Passion Translation)

A Daily Devotion Based On Jesus’ Words From the New Testament Book of Matthew

Intro
Years ago I started the habit of regularly reading only the ‘red writing’ in my Bible as a
daily devotion. In some Bibles, called Red Letter Editions, the words of Christ are in red
while all the other words are in black. So I would read only the red words, asking Holy
Spirit to speak to me through them. In this Devotion, I have used The Passion
Translation (TPT) and share my thoughts on each idea.

I want to challenge you to not only read the Devotion, but to ask Holy Spirit to speak to
you each day concerning the passage and accompanying thoughts. Here’s some great
questions a pastor friend shared with me that will help you get the most from this
devotion. I have provided space at the end of each day for you to journal your
responses to the following questions.

4 Questions:
1) What captured my attention?

(What most ‘jumped off the page” when you read this?  Maybe it was confusing,
challenging or surprising. Perhaps it confirmed or clarified something you had
been thinking about.)

2) What does it say about God?
(Jesus told us that when we see Him, we have seen God.  So what did Jesus
reveal or confirm to us about God and His nature in today’s passage?)

3) What does it say about me?
(The Word of God is written, not just to humanity as a whole, but to each of us
personally.  If we are to fully appreciate and grow from our time in the Word, we
must take it personally.  D.L. Moody said the Word will “comfort the afflicted and
afflict the comfortable.”  How were you comforted or encouraged, or afflicted or
challenged, by today’s passage?}

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
(Our goal in spending time in any devotion is to grow up into more maturity as
Christians.  One morning, as I was finishing a devotion, I felt like Holy Spirit
challenged what I was doing.  I felt like He asked, “Did you complete that so you
could check off something on your to-do list, or did you spend that time seeking
fellowship with Jesus, the Word Himself? The Apostle John wrote that when we
see Him, we shall become more like Him.  That means we respond to Him.  What
should be our response to our time with Jesus today?)
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A Note to Group Leaders:

I used this devotional as a small group curriculum and it worked really well with good
feedback from the men’s group I was leading.  Here’s how we did it:

Everyone does the daily devotion on their own each day.  Then, when the group comes
together, the leader/facilitator simply asks members to share their favorite day from that
week.  Let them read their answers to the questions, if they’re comfortable doing so,
then open the floor for group discussion.

Before the discussion begins to wane, ask another member to share their favorite from
the week, repeating the process.

The discussion time in our group usually lasted about 45 minutes to an hour and,
invariably, we had to close the discussion before everyone had a chance to share their
favorite.  Make a habit of starting the next week’s discussion by encouraging those who
didn’t share their favorite last week to start this week.

Having extra copies, or a link to the digital version, makes it easy for someone new to
the group to jump right in.  Just have whoever is sharing his or her favorite pause for a
few minutes to allow everyone to read that particular day, or have someone read it
aloud before beginning the discussion.  A new member doesn’t feel left out or lost, and
they’ve been prepared for upcoming groups.

It’s a great way to do a small group and requires little advance preparation, other than
doing your own daily devotion and picking a favorite to share.

Okay…Let’s get started Living in the Red!
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Day 1

Jesus replied, “It is only right to do all that God requires.” Then John baptized
Jesus.
Matthew 3:15

These are the first words of Jesus recorded for us in Scripture.  Sure He had said things
before as He grew from a baby to a child to an adult.  In fact, in a later Gospel, we are
given the words of a 12-year-old Jesus, but these are the first words chosen by Holy
Spirit to be shared with us.  So, let’s look at these words closely and examine the
significance of them.

Jesus’ first words in the Scriptures define righteousness.  Righteousness is doing what
God requires.  Simple definition.  Later on, when He talks about the ‘righteousness of
the Pharisees’, Jesus shows us there are different definitions of righteousness.  But He
also tells us that those types of righteousness will not gain access to Heaven and all its
help, benefits and advantages.  Jesus has come to restore humanity’s relationship with
our Creator and Father, and He begins by clearly and simply defining what
righteousness is and what it isn’t.

We like to make our own definitions of righteousness, which usually find their
foundations in what ‘feels right’, even if what feels right is contrary to God’s Word.  So
we end up asking God to bless things He has already clearly defined as cursed.  We
don’t like ‘what God requires’ when those requirements, or commandments don’t align
with what we want or feel.  But we don’t have a ‘requirement problem’, we’ve got a ‘love
problem’.  We don’t truly believe God, our Creator and Father, loves us and knows
what’s best for us and our lives.  If His requirement is contrary to what I think is best for
me, or if I keep failing in trying to fulfill that requirement, then I develop my own
definition of righteousness.

Jesus’ goal in taking on flesh is the complete restoration of humanity, and He begins
with challenging us to look at what we’ve defined as righteousness.  And, in doing so,
highlights once again what God had shown us throughout the Old Testament: We
cannot attain righteousness by our own efforts or merits. We must have God’s grace
and mercy.  If we don’t daily remind ourselves of our need for His grace and mercy we
will either move back toward a works mentality that seeks to achieve God’s blessing by
our own merits, or we will become frustrated with our continual failure and give up the
pursuit of holiness, choosing to develop our own definition of righteousness.  Our
righteousness will become based on what we can or cannot do, rather than on God.

But if we will begin each day with admitting again our need for His help and guidance,
we will find ourselves becoming more and more like our Savior, ‘baptized into His
likeness’.

Think about this, John’s baptism, is a baptism signifying the remission of sin.  Jesus has
not sinned, yet He is being baptized simply because God requires it of humanity.  He is
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practicing obedience of His Father.  And that act of simple obedience results in one of
the clearest examples of the Trinity we see in Scripture: the Father’s voice is heard from
Heaven, the Son continues in His complete immersion into humanity, and Holy Spirit
descends upon Him as He emerges from the water.  When we simply obey, even when
we don’t fully understand or maybe even agree with the requirement, we open the door
to Heaven’s participation in our life!

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 2

He answered, “The Scriptures say: Bread alone will not satisfy, but true life is
found in every word, which constantly goes forth from God’s mouth.”
Matthew 4:4

God is always speaking and what He is speaking is always life-giving. Today He is
speaking words that will direct our steps through anything we will encounter.

Start this day with good listening habits:

● Make eye contact: Be intentional in looking for God today.

● Acknowledge what He says: Be purposeful in staying engaged with Him in
constant communication.

● Don’t form your response before He has finished speaking: Make room for His
ways by being willing to do it differently than you always have.

In Isaiah 6, the Old Testament prophet has a remarkable, life-altering encounter with
God.  Isaiah’s purpose and destiny are made clear to him when he hears God.  What’s
of note is that God is not specifically speaking to Isaiah in that passage.  Heaven is
having a conversation and Isaiah simply positions himself close enough to overhear
what is being said!

Notice what Jesus says here: God is constantly speaking!  How often do we say we
aren’t hearing anything from God.  Jesus tells us here it isn’t because God isn’t
speaking.  Are we positioning ourselves to hear?  Are we practicing good listening
habits with our Father?

If we will position ourselves to hear and obey Him we will lie down tonight satisfied no
matter what this day brought us.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 3

“Once again Jesus said to him, “The Scriptures say: You must never put the Lord
your God to a test.””
Matthew 4:7

Jesus is quoting from Deuteronomy 6:16, describing the incident where the Israelites
were in a place without water and doubted whether God was really with them, in spite of
all the amazing things He had already done for them.

How often do we doubt God is really with us, or want more proof for ourselves or
others? Jesus, in the face of a challenge from satan himself, refuses to entertain any
doubt that God is with Him and for Him and will not participate in any test of that.
Let’s start today and everyday by thanking our Father that He is with us and asking His
Holy Spirit to check us when we try to give room for doubt.

Today may bring its challenges, but we can face it with confidence because our God
has given us His Word that He will be with us!

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 4

‘But Jesus said, “Go away, enemy!  For the Scriptures say: Kneel before the Lord
your God and worship only him.”
At once the accuser left him, and angels suddenly gathered around Jesus to
minister to his needs.’
Matthew 4:10-11

Most of us wouldn’t think of kneeling before a statue of a false god in worship, but we do
allow things, or people, in our lives to become our focus above God. Maybe it’s our kids,
our spouse, our careers, our image or our stuff, but from time to time most of us will put
so much importance on something that it actually supplants God as the center of our
life.

What Jesus shows us here is there is a direct correlation between Heaven’s interaction
in our life and our focus on things other than God. Heaven stands ready to assist us
today if we will make room by focusing our worship on God alone. And a great
by-product is there is no room left for our enemy when we give all the room to God.

Start today with intentionally setting aside everything and everyone and taking some
time to give complete attention and adoration to God. Then notice Heaven’s
participation in the rest of your day.

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 5

‘From that time on Jesus began to proclaim his message with these words: “Keep
turning away from your sins and come back to God, for heaven’s kingdom realm
is now accessible.”’
Matthew 4:17

Sin can be defined as ‘anything that is less than God’s best’.  We don’t like that
definition too much. It’s much easier to define sin on our terms, and it’s really easy if we
define sin as something that applies to others but not us!

But here Jesus paints a clear picture of sin as an intentional turn away from God and a
key factor in limiting our access to Heaven’s realm.  Thank God for the saving death,
burial and resurrection of Jesus that has poured out grace and forgiveness for our sin.
Not only are we forgiven but, once we’ve accepted this wonderful gift of salvation, we
have been given the power over sin to “walk and never stumble”.

Let’s aim higher today! Instead of just depending on grace to forgive us, let’s aim for a
day without sin! Let’s give Heaven an opportunity to throw the doors wide open and
invade our lives with the fullness of Heaven on earth! If we miss the mark we have
grace to catch us, but let’s at least aim for a sinless day today! Heaven will lean forward
in excitement as we go for it.

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 6

Jesus called out to them and said, “Come and follow me, and I will transform you
into men who catch people for God.”
Matthew 4:19

Jesus is talking to fisherman, and not just casual fisherman, these guys were pros. They
were good at what they did. Yet Jesus lets them know there is another level available to
them, a realm they didn’t even know existed!

When we make the choice to follow Jesus, whole new realms open up to us,
“exceedingly abundantly above all we could ask or even think!” A choice to follow Jesus
isn’t a choice to become a better version of you—it’s a choice to be transformed,
becoming more and more like Christ as we continue to follow Him. And that changes
everything.

Now things that were impossible for me become possible with Him. I can be a better
husband, a better father, a better employee or employer, a better friend, a better
Christian, because the limits imposed on me by my past, my experiences or my abilities
have been removed by the process of transformation.

What’s the ‘next level’ Jesus is calling you to today? There’s a whole new world of
possibilities waiting for us, so let’s choose to follow Him with this day.

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 7

Leaving there, Jesus found three other men sitting in a boat, mending their nets.
Two were brothers, Jacob and John, and they were with their father, Zebedee.
Jesus called Jacob and John to his side and said to them, “Come and follow Me.”
Matthew 4:21

I’ve stood at a place on the shores of the Sea of Galilee near where Jesus called His
first disciples.  I remember sensing the Holy Spirit saying, “Jesus is still calling disciples
today.”  Today, He is saying, “Come follow Me” to you and me!  One of the most striking
things about these passages is the response of those to whom He is speaking.  The
Bible tells us they left everything and followed Him. Whenever we choose to follow Him
there will always be a ‘leaving behind’ required.

Today, He may be calling you to follow Him into the next room and apologize to your
spouse, and to do so you will have to leave behind your pride and sense that you are
‘right’.  Or He may be calling you across the world to a place you’ve never heard of to a
people who have never heard of Him.  To follow you will have to leave behind your fear
and comfort.

Maybe He’s calling you to follow Him down the street to find a local church where you
can impact the community you live in and, to do so, you will have to leave behind your
sleeping late on Sunday or thinking you don’t need a church.  Or He may be calling you
next door to invite the neighbor you barely know to your church.  To follow, you will have
to leave behind your walls of isolation that keep everyone at a safe distance.

Only you and He know where He’s asking you to “Come and follow” today, but here’s
something the Bible makes very clear:  when we choose to follow Him, leaving
everything behind, we will have no regrets!  As the Apostle Paul states after years of
leaving things behind to follow Jesus, “I regard it all as nothing compared to the delight
of experiencing Jesus Christ as my Lord! To truly know him meant letting go of
everything from my past and throwing all my boasting on the garbage heap. It’s all like a
pile of manure to me now, so that I may be enriched in the reality of knowing Jesus
Christ and embrace him as Lord in all of his greatness.” (Philippians 3:7-8)
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 8

“What wealth is offered to you when you feel your spiritual poverty! For there is
no charge to enter the realm of heaven’s kingdom.”
Matthew 5:3

This is the first statement in the first published sermon of Jesus’ public ministry, the
Sermon on the Mount.  He’s laying a foundation for everything else with this statement.
He doesn’t start with a grand announcement of who He is, or an exciting description of
the miracles He will perform.  He has come to save the world with His death, burial and
resurrection, yet some of those He came to save will not receive Him or benefit from His
generous grace and mercy.  Here, He begins describing those who will.

Have you ever ‘hit a wall’ in your walk with Jesus?  Ever felt like you were stalled or
even shrinking back?  The description Jesus provides in this and the following few
verses gives us a great tool to diagnose the issue that may be holding us back as we
seek to grow more like Him.

Jesus begins His ministry by asking, “How hungry are you?”  Note the way Jesus words
this: “when you feel your spiritual poverty.”  Everyone has spiritual poverty, but some
have quit feeling it, choosing either to ignore it or thinking they have it all together in that
area.  No matter how long you’ve been walking with Jesus, no matter how well you think
you know Him, whether you are a brand new believer or a seasoned veteran, today is a
new day, with new mercies and Jesus is challenging us to stay hungry for more of Him!
Let’s start today by asking Him to stir up a fresh hunger in us for more of Him and His
Kingdom!

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 9

“What delight comes to you when you wait upon the Lord!  For you will find what
you long for.”
Matthew 5:4

How often do we go to God looking for something? An answer, help with a problem,
wisdom, miracles, healing...the list goes on and on. And we should go to Him with our
needs. But what Jesus teaches us here is that instead of going to God looking for
something, we should go to God looking for Him. And, taking it a step further, He
suggests that we go to God to see what He needs!

‘To wait upon the Lord’ is not a passive sitting and waiting for Him to do something. It is
an active serving Him similar to what a server does at our favorite restaurant. Going to
Him to find out what He needs instead of only going to Him for our needs actually
results in us finding what we really need! And, instead of chasing the elusive delight we
seek in our lives, it comes to us!

Let’s start this day by asking the Lord what He wants, what would He like from me
today? “How can I serve You today, Father?”

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 10

“How enriched you are when you crave righteousness!  For you will be
surrounded with fruitfulness.”
Matthew 5:6

The simple definition of righteousness is ‘right standing with God.’  As Christians, we
have been given right standing with God through Jesus Christ.  Something that always
frustrated me, as a parent, was when I had spent time and money to pick out a special
gift for one of my kids and, when they opened it, they were more fascinated by the box it
came in than the gift itself!  I could’ve gotten them a box and saved a lot of energy and
money. Jesus is challenging us today to move beyond fascination with the ‘package of
salvation’ and start exploring what’s inside.

If we will move beyond simply being glad we are saved and begin craving the inner
workings of that salvation we will uncover that ‘rich and satisfying life’ awaiting us that
cost Him so much. Instead of just being thankful He has given us right standing with
God, make it our craving today! When we wake up craving pancakes, we usually find a
way to get some pancakes. Ask Holy Spirit to give you a craving for righteousness
today.

The promise in this passage for us is that if we will spend our day embracing right
standing with God, and allow that place to permeate all our thoughts, words and
actions, we will end this day surrounded by fruitfulness—that feeling that today really
counted for something. In other words, live each moment today as if we are standing in
God’s throne room with Him. Not like a mean ogre looming over us, but as a loving
Father helping us. Should make for a great day!

And our Father will enjoy watching us enjoy the gift rather than just the box.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 11

“How satisfied you are when you demonstrate tender mercy!  For tender mercy
will be demonstrated to you.”
Matthew 5:7

Mercy means ‘you deserved it but didn’t get it’. A judge shows mercy when he or she
gives you a lighter sentence than you deserved. Mercy means that instead of giving
someone what they deserve today, I will choose to be tender and kind. If someone is
mean to me, they deserve whatever meanness I return. If someone hurts or offends me,
they deserve my reaction of anger or withdrawal. If someone cuts me off in traffic today,
they deserve the finger. If I don’t feel someone is giving me enough respect, they
deserve my disrespect. If a politician does something I don’t like, he or she deserves my
ridicule and disdain. If my spouse or kids disappoint me, they deserve whatever
punishment I dole out.

The problem is, whenever we give people what they deserve, we are the ones who end
up angry, sullen, stressed, distraught and even miserable. It eats at us, nagging us for
way longer than it should have, taking energy that could have been given to something
productive.

“Yes,” we reason, “but I only did what was fair.”  Thankfully, as Christians God will not
give us what we deserve today and He won’t be fair at all!  He’ll treat us as if we’ve
never sinned, as if we’re perfect and have never disappointed Him. He won’t hold back
His love, protecting His heart in case we let Him down once again. He’ll live recklessly
today, going all in and expecting the best of us.

How about today we treat everyone we encounter the way we like God to treat us?
How about we start the day giving everyone a clean slate instead of what they deserve?
How about today we live recklessly, slinging tender mercy everywhere we go?  At the
end of this day we may find ourselves feeling satisfied instead of scrambling to justify
our feelings of vindication. And we will have planted a ton of mercy seeds that will
produce a crop we will like in the days to come.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 12

“What bliss you experience when your heart is pure!  For then your eyes will
open to see more and more of God.”
Matthew 5:8

When the Bible speaks of the heart it is usually referring more to the essence of who we
are than to the physical organ that pumps blood through our body, using the word like
we use it when we say, “Let’s get to the heart of the matter.”  Basically it’s referring to
‘what makes us tick’.  What’s driving us, what’s our motive or agenda for what we do?

Jesus points out the connection between that and what, or how, we see.  Our motives
and agendas will color the way we see things, often causing us to miss what’s really
going on, or clouding the real opportunities that exist in every situation. For instance, if
my motive for today is just to get through the day so I can get to something I have
planned for tonight, then my eyes are fixed on tonight and I will be almost oblivious to
anything happening during the day. If my agenda is to ‘just not get hurt again today’,
then my eyes will not see all the opportunities for good that will cross my path today.

But if I choose to start this day by giving my motives and agenda to God, allowing Him
to “create in me a clean heart”, then my eyes will be alert and focused on seeing Him at
work in everything I experience today. Instead of missing His hand orchestrating an
opportunity to heal a relationship because I’m too focused on my agenda of not being
vulnerable anymore, I will see beyond the natural and understand what’s really going on
behind what is seen on the surface. Relationships can be healed, restored or deepened
as I go through this day with no agenda but His.

Miracles await us today. They will be happening all around us. Let’s give our hearts to
Him as we start this day, releasing all our motives and agendas. Clean our hearts Lord
and open our eyes to see You today in all we experience.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 13

“How blessed you are when you make peace! For then you will be recognized as
a true child of God.”
Matthew 5:9

Making peace is not the same as keeping peace. The United Nations sends
‘peace-keeping forces’ into war torn areas to try to maintain a cease fire between
warring factions. There is no resolution to the conflict, only an uneasy break in the
destruction.  Making peace requires a conscious effort toward reconciliation, a
willingness to lay aside feelings to do what’s best for others. Peace makers are
proactive and create space for peace to fill rather than just maintaining the status quo.

Today, we will cross paths with people in conflict—with themselves, with someone they
love, with their boss or teacher, with a devil they can’t seem to shake. God has
orchestrated this crossing of our paths so they can encounter a true child of God who
can offer a sincere smile, a word of encouragement, a prayer, some wise counsel.
Everybody has places to go, people to see and things to do today. But along the way, be
alert for those intersections where the person in your path needs you to be a
peace-maker. Hit pause, for just a moment, and make sure that person encounters a
true child of God. Both lives, theirs and yours, will be blessed.

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 14

“How enriched you are when you bear the wounds of being persecuted  for doing
what is right!  For that is when you experience the realm of heaven’s kingdom.
How ecstatic you can be when people insult  and persecute you and speak all
kinds of cruel lies about you because of your love for me! So leap for joy—since
your heavenly reward is great. For you are being rejected the same way the
prophets were before you.”
Matthew 5:10-12

Jesus is talking about a specific type of mistreatment here—for representing Him, His
name and His Kingdom. We can’t just dump every time someone treats us badly into
this category and claim we’re being persecuted. We’re just encountering meanness,
and sometimes it’s a harvest from our own mistreatment of others!

But we will encounter resistance, and even rejection, when we seek to represent Him in
our daily lives. Those who live in countries that have been historically hostile to the
Gospel are very familiar to this, but for those of us living in the States this is a more
recent occurrence, still not on the levels seen in other parts of the world. Today we are
seeing more pressure to bend, distort or dismiss the Truth of God’s Word and His ways
in order to accommodate what the prevailing culture calls acceptable and approved.

If you want to fit in you can’t afford to stand out. And if you choose to represent Jesus
accurately, then you will most certainly stand out!  Think of it—God could have chosen
anyone to represent Him in this age, but He chose us!  Let’s live today uncompromised,
living as if our lives really do belong to Him and remembering we belong to a different
culture. Instead of fitting in and being silent, let’s be openly joyful and excited about Him
and the future in His Kingdom.  Somebody we will encounter today needs to see some
hope and know there is another way—The Way!
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 15

“Your lives are like salt among the people. But if you, like salt, become bland,
how can your ‘saltiness’ be restored? Flavorless salt is good for nothing  and will
be thrown out and trampled on by others.”
Matthew 5:13

Ever eat something that was bland?  What did you do? You probably reached for the
salt shaker and added some salt to give it some flavor.  Then you tasted it again and
thought, “There, much better” and enjoyed it rather than setting it aside.

Because of the presence of Jesus’ Holy Spirit in our lives we have been given the ability
to add some flavor to people’s lives today. Instead of just surviving this day, trudging
through another bland, lifeless day, we can be life-givers who spice up the ordinary. It’s
a new day and we’re God’s salt shakers, purposed by Him to make this day taste better
for those we encounter.

But if we’re to do that for others, we must first embrace that ourselves. If we don’t, we’ll
find ourselves feeling useless, worn out, even trampled upon by the end of this day.
Start today with a ‘taste test’—are you salty or bland?  Ask Holy Spirit to fill you again
this morning with the wonderful, life-giving taste of Jesus, then go allow the Supreme
Chef to use you to sprinkle some Heavenly flavor on this day.

Do that and someone you encounter will be able to say, “There, much better,” rather
than simply pushing another bland day to the side.

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 16

“Your lives light up the world. Let others see your light from a distance, for how
can you hide a city that stands on a hilltop? And who would light a lamp and then
hide it in an obscure place?  Instead, it’s placed where everyone in the house can
benefit from its light. So don’t hide your light!  Let it shine brightly before others,
so that the commendable things you do will shine as light upon them, and then
they will give their praise to your Father in heaven.”
Matthew 5:14-16

I don’t know what your day looks like today or who you will encounter, but the Creator of
the Universe does and has plans for you and I to have an impact on this day. Too often
we deem our lives, and some of the places we live those lives, as insignificant. We just
put it in cruise control and go do what we do everyday without taking a moment to
realize our steps are directed by the Lord.

Listen to what Jesus says here about our lives—“who would...hide it in an obscure
place.” God created us to shine brightly wherever we are and among whomever we
are with. He wouldn’t create you to shine brightly then hide you someplace insignificant.
Don’t underestimate the places and people He has you interacting with today. Heaven
has entrusted you with His mission in those places and with those people. Shine
brightly, whether you are changing diapers or doing brain surgery. Live commendably
whether you are lying in the crawl space of a house doing a repair or standing in front of
a classroom of uninterested kids.

Don’t allow your own attitudes or behavior to dampen your light. Don’t allow any
circumstance, situation or diagnoses to cover it up. You may wish you were somewhere
else today, and who doesn’t from time to time, but don’t let that interfere with shining
bright today. God has confidence in you and handpicked you to live this day with Him.
Shine!
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 17

“If you think I’ve come to set aside the law of Moses or the writings of the
prophets, you’re mistaken. I have come to fulfill and bring to perfection all that
has been written. Indeed, I assure you, as long as heaven and earth endure, not
even the smallest detail of the Law will be done away with until its purpose is
complete.”
Matthew 5:17-18

“The Law of Moses” was originally given by God to Moses for the purpose of helping
former slaves live in freedom. For about 400 years the Israelites had been living as
slaves in Egypt. Slaves don’t make decisions about their lives, they are told what to do
and when to do it. Now God had set them free and He wanted them to stay free! So He
gave them the Law to help them make decisions that would keep them free.
The Book of Galatians tells us that “It was for freedom that Christ set us free.”  Here, in
this passage from Matthew, Jesus is doing two things: readjusting the way people look
at the Law and announcing His purpose of setting people free.

The Law, and all the Old Testament writings, are too often viewed as a bunch of rules
and regulations meant to stop us from ‘having fun’.  Jesus tells us if that’s our
perspective, then we need a readjustment. They are given by a loving God to us to keep
us from falling back into bondage. He’s not satisfied with setting us free, He wants us to
live free! And only the God of true freedom is qualified to tell us how. But God doesn’t
stop with telling us how to live free, Jesus shows us how to do it. That’s one reason
Jesus walked this earth as a man, to illustrate what life is intended to look like for the
truly free,

Today, God wants you to enjoy true freedom. This morning ask Holy Spirit to tell you an
area in your life where you aren’t truly free and start this day with Him by your side
showing you step by step how to live it out. It may be an area in the way you think about
yourself or others, or maybe He wants to set you free in some aspect of the way you
use words.  Maybe there is a habit that is keeping you from enjoying true freedom.
Whatever it is, God isn’t just going to tell you about it, He’s going to personally show you
how He would do it. And Jesus promised us here that He won’t quit until it is complete,
until you and I are completely free!
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 18

“So whoever violates even the least important of the commandments, and
teaches others to do so, will be the least esteemed in the realm of heaven’s
kingdom. But whoever obeys them and teaches their truths to others will be
greatly esteemed in the realm of heaven’s kingdom. For I tell you, unless your
lives are more pure and full of integrity than the religious scholars and the
Pharisees you will never experience the realm of heaven’s kingdom.”
Matthew 5:19-20

There is a difference in ‘right’ and ‘righteous’. The religious scholars and Pharisees of
whom Jesus spoke worked really hard at getting it ‘right’, doing their best to keep all the
rules. But Jesus teaches us here that rule keeping, or even rule breaking, aren’t enough
to give us entrance into Heaven’s realms or to give Heaven access to our lives.

So what’s the answer?  There is a key word in Jesus’ speaking here that unlocks
Heaven—obey. “But whoever obeys...”.  Throughout the Bible God tells us He doesn’t
want sacrifice, He wants obedience. Obedience is birthed from love. Jesus says later, “If
you love Me you will obey me.”

In this passage we see two extremes:
the rule-breakers who don’t like God’s commands so they justify and rationalize
why they shouldn’t obey, and make anyone who is trying to obey feel stupid for
doing so. Kinda like me choosing to live in a way that obviously is not God’s best,
then calling you judgmental or phobic because you don’t agree.

the rule-keepers who work hard to be right, often developing a sense of pride at
how well they keep the rules, becoming the ‘umpires’ of spirituality who decide if
the rest of us are safe or out. There is no flexibility or understanding and
everybody knows more of what they are against than what they are for.

Jesus says neither of those extremes will have access to Heaven’s realm, or Heaven’s
active participation in their lives. He once again teaches us that Christianity isn’t about
rules and regulations, the keeping or the breaking of them, it’s about a relationship with
Him. It’s about falling in love with Jesus and obeying Him because of that love. If we
struggle with any of God’s commands, we don’t have a ‘command problem’, we have a
‘love problem’.

Start your day simply asking Holy Spirit to help you fall more in love with Jesus today,
and, as a result, to help you walk in obedience. Not gritting your teeth cause you’re
trying so hard to do it right, or just giving up because you always seem to miss the
mark. But enjoying the adventure of walking with Him today, loving Him and learning to
obey because you trust Him. No matter what today brings your way, you won’t face it
alone because you have invited Heaven to participate in this day with you.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 19

“You’re familiar with the commandment that the older generation was taught, ‘Do
not murder or you will be judged.’ But I’m telling you, if you hold anger in your
heart toward a fellow believer, you are subject to judgment.  And whoever
demeans and insults a fellow believer is answerable to the congregation.  And
whoever calls down curses upon a fellow believer is in danger of being sent to a
fiery hell.”
Matthew 5:21-22

The Church is the hope of the world. God has chosen to work through local churches to
bring about transformation. Here, toward the end of Jesus’ first public sermon, He
makes a subtle turn. Most of the preceding statements are about our personal attitudes
and behaviors.  Now Jesus shifts gears and talks about our ‘corporate attitudes and
behaviors’, how we treat each other as believers.   He’s been talking about how we, as
individuals, can live blessed lives and now He’s talking to us, the blessed ones, about
how we can make sure a lost and dying world gets in on the blessings.

Later in His ministry on earth, Jesus teaches His disciples that the world will know Him
by the way we treat fellow believers. Here Jesus paints a picture of the importance of
our local church, and our attitudes toward our fellow church members. The way we treat
each other, the way we handle being church members, has a direct impact on Jesus’
ministry to the world He saved. There are three institutions on this planet started and
defined by God—marriage, family, and church—and all three are designed to represent
Him accurately to a lost world He desperately loves. That’s why all three are constant
targets of attack and redefining.

Jesus reminds us here that it’s not enough for us to be personally blessed, that He
came to save the world and we have a part in that mission. Our part begins by simply
treating fellow believers with kindness and respect, making room for our mistakes by
living in grace and mercy with each other. We can change the world starting with simply
being a good church member.

Perhaps a good thing to do today would be to start by thanking God for your church,
your pastors and leaders, and the church family He has given you.  Take a moment and
reach out to a few just to tell them you care about them and appreciate their
participation in your life. If you aren’t part of a local church, how about starting the day
by asking Him to direct you to a local church family this week. Let’s get this changing
the world partnership with Jesus going strong!
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 20

“So then, if you are presenting a gift before the altar in the temple and suddenly
you remember a quarrel you have with a fellow believer, leave your gift there in
front of the altar and go at once to apologize with the one who is offended. Then,
after you have reconciled, come to the altar and present your gift.”
Matthew 5:23-24

Our relationships with our fellow believers have a direct impact on our relationship with
God. An offering and the altar are two sacred things and Jesus ranks getting things right
with our fellow believers even more sacred!  Our Father takes our relationships with our
brothers and sisters seriously, having made those relationships possible with the death,
burial and resurrection of His Son.

So Jesus tells us we must be mindful of each other as members of His family. Note that
Jesus isn’t talking about someone who has hurt your feelings; He’s telling us we must
be sensitive to the feelings of others and take responsibility if they have taken offense at
something we’ve done or said.

Jesus leaves no room for our justification and rationalization, things like, “They took
what I was saying wrong,” or “I was just kidding,” or “Well that’s just who I am and they
need to deal with it.”  He says the reasons aren’t near as important as getting it
resolved. Basically Jesus throws ‘fair’ out the window when it comes to our relationships
with fellow believers. Think about the importance of what He is saying here. We can’t
say we’re putting God first, as symbolized by the offering at the altar, unless we put our
relationships with fellow believers first!

Wow, that little irritating thing I’ve let come between me and one of my fellow church
members has actually come between me and God!  Get it fixed. God will hold your
place at the altar while you do.

Start each day asking Holy Spirit if there is a relationship you need to repair and He’ll
help you handle it. Jesus teaches us in this passage that a life lived that way is a life
lived in the presence of God with no hindrances and that’s a good life.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 21

“It is always better to come to terms with the one who wants to sue you before
you go to trial, or you may be found guilty by the judge, and he will hand you over
to the officers, who will throw you into prison. Believe me, you won’t get out of
prison until you have paid the full amount!”
Matthew 5:25-26

My friend and mentor, Billy Hornsby, once taught me there are four words that, if used
more often, would result in fewer arguments. “You might be right.”  Those four words
should be a regular part of our vocabulary, a phrase we use often, in lots of different
situations with lots of different people. Learn to say them gently with a smile and you’ll
be astonished at the reduction in your involvement in arguments.

Here again, Jesus is challenging our concept of personal rights. We end up in
arguments, or lawsuits, because two parties think they are both right, and it is our
personal right to stand our ground. “It’s only right. I just want what’s fair.  I’m right, you’re
wrong and I’m not giving in this time!”  Jesus tells us here that right may not be
righteous, and we are called to be righteous not necessarily right.

He doesn’t ask us to admit we’re wrong and the other party is right, He simply says it is
ALWAYS better to settle. Anytime a dispute requires intervention by another party,
someone is going to end up unhappy. Jesus advises us to figure out a way to settle
things. He changes the ‘Win’ for us.  Instead of winning by proving we are right, we win
when we honor Him, no matter the outcome of our dispute. And when we put Him and
His ways first, we always win.

Today look for an opportunity to practice saying, “You might be right.”  Watch for and
enjoy the surprised reactions. This could be fun!
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 22:

“Your ancestors have been taught, ‘Never commit adultery.’ However, I say to
you, if you look with lust in your eyes at the body of a woman who is not your
wife, you’ve already committed adultery in your heart. If your right eye seduces
you to fall into sin, then go blind in your right eye!  For you’re better off losing
sight in one eye than to have your whole body thrown into hell. And if your right
hand entices you to sin, let it go limp and useless!  For you’re better off losing a
part of your body than to have it all thrown into hell.”
Matthew 5:27-30

Jesus’ attitude toward sin is quite a contrast to the attitude of some who use His
participation in the lives of sinners as justification for their flirtations with sin. Here is the
Giver of grace, the One who would pour out His blood for our sin, telling us His sin
boundaries. Yes He participated in the lives of sinners, to the point where His enemies
falsely accused Him of gluttony and drunkenness, but He never participated in their sin.

Thank God for the grace and mercy that have removed sin as the obstacle keeping us
from a relationship with God. Thank You Lord for stripping sin of its power to separate
us from You and erasing its penalty by taking our place in the punishment. We look
forward to the day when the presence of sin will be gone, but until that day, and on this
day, help us to walk with Your attitude toward sin.

Instead of responding to our sin with justification and rationalization, remind us that the
truly free don’t see the freedom You have given us as a license to do whatever we want.
Instead true freedom is the power and ability to “walk and never stumble.”  Help us to
love sinners while hating sin, to understand that winning the lost and hurting means
presenting The Way instead of compromising to fit their ways.

Jesus sets a high goal for us in this passage, challenging us to aim for a sinless life. Too
often we aim lower, accepting less than His best. He does not issue a challenge that He
doesn’t empower us to do. Today, let’s aim for His best, assured we have His safety net
of grace to catch us if we misstep.  If we start each day accepting His challenge, trusting
Holy Spirit to help us, there’ll soon be days when we hit what we’re aiming at. We’ve
proven it because we’ve hit the target when we’ve aimed lower!  Let’s go for it today,
and every day until we become marksmen.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 23

“It has been said, ‘Whoever divorces his wife must give her legal divorce papers.’
However, I say to you, if anyone divorces his wife for any reason, except for
infidelity, he causes her to commit adultery, and whoever marries a divorced
woman commits adultery.”
Matthew 5:31-32

In Jesus’ time if a man didn’t like his wife, for any reason, he basically just wrote her a
note that she was divorced and out she went!  He just quit the marriage and acted like it
never existed. Jesus addresses a few things here that apply to us all, married or single,
whether or not we have ever been divorced. We all have relationships and Jesus’ goal
is for those relationships to be rich, rewarding, and beneficial to us and His Kingdom.

First, relationships are work, you just don’t quit when they get tough. In our society we
have turned divorce into an art. We don’t like our job, we divorce it. We don’t like school,
we divorce it. We don’t like the person we’re dating, we divorce them. We don’t like the
coach, we divorce. Our pastor makes us mad, we divorce. We’re tired of our spouse, we
divorce.  Jesus challenges the idea of the prevailing culture that said quitting is ok. His
challenge is relevant today. Sometimes quitting is not ok. Sometimes we miss out by not
giving God an opportunity to work in and on our relationships. Sometimes we miss the
greater purpose for that relationship when we just walk away. What current relationship
are you ready to quit? Perhaps Jesus is challenging us today to look a little deeper
before we issue a divorce decree.

Second, Jesus tells us that, no matter what our laws and culture say, there are
consequences to just walking away. Ask anyone who’s been through a divorce and
they’ll tell you there are always complications to deal with. You just don’t walk away and
it’s over. There are things from that relationship that impact your decisions, maybe for
the rest of your life. Jesus teaches us that quitting isn’t a remedy for everything, that
we’re still gonna have to deal with some of the issues. And sometimes those issues will
be easier dealt with by staying rather than quitting. Maybe today you are unhappy and
ready to quit something.  Why are you so miserable?  You can’t control what other
people do, but you can ask yourself if there is something in you that’s keeping you from
succeeding no matter the circumstances. Have you allowed a victim mentality to
develop, always able to place blame and fault elsewhere for your unhappiness? Jesus
challenges us today to open our hearts to Him instead of just quitting, letting Him
examine us and our issues. Allowing Him to fix what’s broken in us instead of quitting
because He doesn’t seem to be fixing everyone else the way we think He should.

Lastly, Jesus challenges us to look at the effects of our quitting on others. As Christians,
we are called to live for others, first for Christ, then for those He died to save. Instead of
just making our relationship decisions based on how it effects us, He reminds us that
those decisions will affect others and we should take the time to consider that before we
just quit. Is there someone you work with who seems to be opening up to the Gospel?
Maybe it’s not time to quit yet. As a pastor for over 30 years, I can tell you example after
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example of kids who are now adults and think church is irrelevant because of the impact
of parents who kept getting offended, finding some reason to quit and move on to
another church, only to get offended again and quit it. I don’t know what you’re thinking
about giving up on, but there will be an impact on others. Jesus challenges us to
consider it before we call it quits.

God designed us to live in relationships. And He wants those relationships to be a
meaningful part of our lives. Ask Him today to help you with the difficult ones, to reveal
what you can do instead of quitting. You’ll thank Him somewhere down the road.

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 24

“Again, your ancestors were taught, ‘Never swear an oath that you don’t intend to
keep, but keep your vows to the Lord God.’ However, I say to you, don’t bind
yourself by taking an oath at all. Don’t swear by heaven, for heaven is where
God’s throne is placed. Don’t swear an oath by the earth, because it is the rug
under God’s feet, and not by Jerusalem, because it is the city of the Great King.
And why would you swear by your own head, because it’s not in your power to
turn a single hair white or black? But just let your words ring true. A simple ‘Yes’
or ‘No’ will suffice. Anything beyond this springs from a deceiver.”
Matthew 5:33-37

My good friend, Tony Sherrill, once challenged me based on this passage. He said for
the next week I was to do everything I said I would do. What I discovered, and what
you’ll discover if you try it, is we say we’re going to do lots of things we never really do.
Here in this passage Jesus tells us we can invoke all the things we can think of to back
up our words, but we’ll either keep our word or we won’t.  The Psalmist said God loves
when we keep our word, even to our own hurt.

Jesus gives us a key to a simpler life in this passage. He basically says we should be
serious about the things to which we say ‘Yes’, only saying yes if we truly will follow
through. He also says we should learn when to say ‘No’.  The lesson I learned from my
friend’s challenge was I needed to say no more. We often say yes because we don’t
want to let someone down. Then we find ourselves overloaded, unable to follow
through, and we’ve let them down and lessened the value of our word. As the people of
God our words should matter. We should be known as people who keep their word
because we represent a God who keeps His Word.

Today, pause before saying yes and consider if you really can follow through. Learn to
say no graciously at the appropriate time. And if you find yourself invoking something to
make your ‘Yes’ seem more trustworthy, ask yourself why a simple yes is not enough.
Try to keep Tony Sherrill’s challenge today. If you say you’re going to do something,
then do it.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 25

“Your ancestors have also been taught, ‘Take an eye in exchange for an eye and a
tooth in exchange for a tooth.’ However, I say to you, don’t repay an evil act with
another evil act.  But whoever insults you by slapping you on the right cheek,
turn the other to him as well.”
Matthew 5:38-39

When God freed the Israelites from slavery in Egypt, He didn’t just save them from a
culture bent on destroying them. He saved them to a new culture, a new nation, giving
them laws and commandments that protected their freedom and set them apart from all
others. In this first published public message of Christ, which we call the Sermon on the
Mount, Jesus is establishing the boundaries of a new culture, God’s Kingdom on Earth.

Jesus didn’t come to change the cultures of His time, He came to create a new culture
offering a clear and better way to do life. As His followers, we aren’t called to change
the cultures that surround us, we’re called to represent the culture Jesus defined, God’s
Kingdom on Earth. A culture so different from what’s being offered elsewhere that we
are able to offer hope to the hopeless, help to the helpless, light for those in darkness,
freedom for those in bondage, dancing for mourning and joy for depression!

What Jesus describes in this passage, and throughout His Sermon in the Mount, is a life
lived in such a way that those outside His Kingdom can’t miss the difference. He
challenges us to be intentionally different, to respond in ways that don’t make sense,
like turning the other cheek when insulted instead of defending ourselves, trusting Him
to be our defense. Those who are deceived don’t know they are deceived, and Jesus
wants the citizens of His Kingdom to live so differently from the norms of society that the
deceived take notice and begin to wonder.

What Jesus reminds us of here is there is more at stake, when we are insulted, than our
pride and dignity. He reminds us that lives may hang in the balance. That the lost, the
broken, the hurting, and the next generation, need to see somebody representing
something different than everything else this world offers. Something that causes them
to pause and think there may be a better way than what they’ve known.

Today, and every day, we have a choice. Which culture will we represent?  God gave
the Israelites the answer to that question when He made them a nation, and He gives
us the answer today: “Choose Life!”
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 26

“If someone is determined to sue you for your coat, give him the shirt off your
back as a gift in return. And should people in authority take advantage of you, do
more than what they demand. Learn to generously share what you have with
those who ask for help, and don’t close your heart to the one who comes to
borrow from you.”
Matthew 5:40-42

Jesus continues with His contrast between what life looks like in His culture versus life
in the prevailing culture. Think about living in a place where people responded to each
other the way these three sentences describe.  Some would say you would always end
up being walked on, with people taking advantage of you. Why would Jesus want us to
behave in such a way?  If we don’t look out for ourselves, then who will?

Perhaps Jesus is not only concerned about how we represent Him to others, but He is
also very interested in our well-being, in the condition of our heart. I have learned that
you usually get what you expect and, in this passage, Jesus challenges us to protect
what we expect of others. When we’re taken advantage of, when we’re wrongfully used
and abused, we will begin to expect the worst if we don’t guard our innocence. No one
likes to be taken advantage of, but a worse fate, the one Jesus is addressing here, is to
begin suspecting everyone of being out to get you. He challenges us to respond to
being misused and abused in a way that challenges others to be their best, at the same
time keeping our hearts and attitudes from being contaminated by the worst humanity
has to offer.

Another attitude Jesus is challenging in these sentences is the ‘Minimum’ attitude.
“What’s the least I can do to satisfy these requirements?”  ‘How often do I have to be
here?”  “What’s the smallest amount I can give?”  Instead, Jesus says to live with an
‘Extra Mile’ attitude. Always go beyond the minimum requirements. There’s an old
saying, “It only costs a nickel more to go first class.”  Obviously, in most cases, inflation
has made it more than a nickel, but the thought remains the same.  It doesn’t take that
much more effort to give your best rather than just enough. That kind of attitude not only
reflects well on Jesus’ Kingdom, it will pay huge benefits to those who practice it. You’ll
definitely be set apart from the crowd if you always give more than the minimum.

Today, be intentional about expecting the best of others and giving your best no matter
what you’re doing. Keep practicing these habits and you will find yourself enjoying life a
lot more. And you’ll be pleasantly surprised when you find out there are lots of good
people out there who don’t want to take advantage of you.  You’ll also find yourself
gaining more and more influence with others, with the ultimate reward of representing
our Savior in excellence.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 27

“Your ancestors have also been taught ‘Love your neighbors and hate the one
who hates you.’ However, I say to you, love your enemy, bless the one who
curses you, do something wonderful for the one who hates you, and respond to
the very ones who persecute you by praying for them. For that will reveal your
identity as children of your heavenly Father. He is kind to all by bringing the
sunrise to warm and rainfall to refresh whether a person does what is good or
evil.”
Matthew 5:43-45

Several times in His Sermon on the Mount Jesus challenges what we have been taught
or accepted as traditions. “Your ancestors taught...”.  But He also said He has not come
to abolish what has been written. So do we listen to the old ways or ignore them?  What
He’s teaching us is we are to measure everything by the Word of God, by determining if
it is congruent with His nature and ways. Basically Jesus is asking, “Who’s your
Daddy?”  If it’s God, then act like it!

Whether it’s something we’ve been doing for generations, or a new way we’ve decided
to try, our first responsibility is to examine it by the standards of God’s Word and
Kingdom. Will it identify us with Him? Will those with whom we interact—our family,
friends and associates— recognize His nature in our actions and reactions? Does it
show favoritism or does it treat everyone with kindness and respect?

What’s the definition of ‘thoughtless’?  It simply means we did it without thinking. Jesus
asks us to be ‘thoughtful’ today in our actions and reactions to others. Don’t just do what
we always do, even if it’s worked for us in the past. Do what He would do, interact with
others with our brains fully engaged with His heart. Pause and think before acting, “If I
do or say this, whose kid will I look like, God’s or satan’s?”  Pretty easy to determine
which one wants you to have a better day today!
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 28

“What reward do you deserve if you only love the loveable? Don’t even the tax
collectors do that? How are you any different from others if you limit your
kindness only to your friends? Don’t even the ungodly do that? Since you are
children of a perfect Father in heaven, you are to be perfect like him.”
Matthew 5:46-48

There used to be a bumper sticker that seemed to be popular among church-goers that
said, “Christians aren’t perfect. They’re just forgiven.”  And we often hear or say,
“Nobody’s perfect.”  Then we have this statement from Jesus, “Be perfect, for your
Father in Heaven is perfect.”   We know Jesus doesn’t ask us to do anything He won’t
empower us to do.

So we have a few options: Act like He didn’t really mean it and don’t even try, or excuse
ourselves from this one because we know we can’t do it, or redefine perfection to make
it something easier we can do.  Or, we can take Jesus seriously and make it a daily goal
to go for perfection.

Let’s start with looking at the difference in how the Bible defines perfection and in how
we normally define it.  We usually think of perfection as the absence of mistakes.  So,
using that definition, we erroneously think Jesus is challenging us to live a life absent
from mistakes.  But we find a different definition in 2 Timothy 3:17 KJV:

“That the man of God may be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good works.”

Perfect isn’t the absence of mistakes.  It is being fully equipped with all you need to
accomplish what God has for you today!  Think about it—most of the time when we fail,
it’s because we thought we didn’t have what it takes not to fail.  We call something
irresistible or overwhelming, creating room for failure.  Yet, living inside us is the Perfect
Savior in the person of the Holy Spirit.  We, through our union with Christ, have been
‘thoroughly furnished’ to face what this day will bring without finding anything
overwhelming or unable to be resisted.  We really can set a goal of having a ‘perfect
day’ today.  Let me give you a few suggestions to keep you from getting frustrated and
quitting if you choose that option.

First, remember you have been forgiven and grace is there to catch you if you miss the
mark. Practice repentance and receiving forgiveness, then starting again instead of
giving up. His forgiveness and His patience do not wear out when you’re following His
commands.

Second, remember Jesus didn’t ask you to attain this on your own.  Everything He asks
of us, He asks us to do WITH Him. “WITH men it is impossible, but WITH ME all things
are possible.”  Intentionally seek and embrace His presence daily. Live with Him instead
of for Him.
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Last, look again at His statement. “SINCE you are children of a perfect Father...”.
Perfection is in your bloodline!  You are a child of perfection personified in your
Heavenly Father. Our Father will not encounter anything today for which He is not
equipped to handle.  But how often do we identify with our sinful heritage, with
generations before us who have sinned and settled for less?  Listen to what the Apostle
Paul says about this in Romans 6:6: “Could it be any clearer that our former identity is
now and forever deprived of its power? For we were co-crucified with him to dismantle
the stronghold of sin within us, so that we would not continue to live one moment longer
submitted to sin’s power.” Maybe the big idea Jesus wants us to get from His statement
is that we have been given a new, sinless, perfect heritage, traceable to God Himself!

There are lots of tests you can find that will reveal your ancestry.  Most of them want
some form of payment. Jesus gives you one here for free—your Father is the perfect
Father in Heaven and perfection runs in your blood!  You have been given the
equipment to “be perfect like Him!”

So go for it today, and everyday, and with Jesus at your side you will find yourself
resembling your Father more every day.  And those around you will start seeing
unconditional, limitless love being lived out by you to them. Sounds like a Win-Win-Win.
You win. Those around you win and, most importantly, Heaven wins as you represent
your Father well.

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 29

“Examine your motives to make sure you’re not showing off when you do your
good deeds, only to be admired by others; otherwise, you will lose the reward of
your heavenly Father. So when you give to the poor, don’t announce it and make
a show of it just to be seen by people, like the hypocrites in the streets and in the
marketplace.  They’ve already received their reward! But when you demonstrate
generosity, do it with pure motives and without drawing attention to yourself.
Give secretly and your Father, who sees all you do, will reward you openly.”
Matthew 6:1-4

Jesus introduces the first of three ‘deeds’ He says we should do. Three things that
should be habits of every believer and will receive Heavenly rewards—generosity,
prayer and fasting. Note, when speaking of these three, He does not say “If you do...”
He says, “When you do...”.  Generosity, prayer and fasting should be the ‘three-fold cord
that’s not easily broken in every believer’s lifestyle.

A Romanian pastor friend, John Ianchis, once taught me these are the habits that form
the three roots of a healthy tree that can’t be easily pushed over or uprooted.  If you find
your days regularly feeling like you’ve been fighting a windstorm and lost, you might
want to check your health in these three areas. If you’re tired of being uprooted and
starting over, give some attention to these habits.

In this passage Jesus tells us a couple of things about these habits: Always do a
self-check on your motives for doing them, and, you get to choose the reward attached
to each habit.

Jesus advises us to give, pray and fast simply because we love our Father and wish to
please Him, not because it makes us look good to others. I don’t think Jesus has issues
with us feeling good about doing something Godly, in fact, I think that’s part of the
reward He says we should seek. But we should be intentional about the agenda we
have for doing good. We simply want to be an expression of the goodness of our
Father. An easy way to do this is thank Him for the opportunity you were given instead
of dwelling on how good you were. Be grateful that He trusts you to represent Him and
He’ll give you more opportunities.

And that’s the reward Jesus said we should choose, the attention of our Father. If we
choose the attention of others as our reward, then that’s all we get and it’s over. But if
we choose the attention of our Father as our reward, the reward just keeps coming!

Today, live with your eyes wide open to potential opportunities to do good to others. Be
generous with your time, talent and treasure. Sometimes all it takes is a generous smile
to turn someone’s day around. Have a stockpile of compliments ready to be dispensed
to others. Be intentional about having something to give away. Sometimes Sheryll or I
will wear something with the intention of giving it away to the first person who says they
like it.  It could be a piece of jewelry, a jacket or sweater, or even shoes. It’s fun and it
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keeps you alert for opportunities to give. Challenge yourself to never go a day without
giving something away. You’ll find yourself richer as Heaven rewards you.

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 30

“Whenever you pray, be sincere and not like the pretenders who love the
attention they receive while praying before others in the meetings and on street
corners. Believe me, they’ve already received in full their reward. But whenever
you pray, go into your innermost chamber and be alone with Father God, praying
to him in secret. And your Father, who sees all you do, will reward you openly.”
Matthew 6:5-6

The emphasis in this passage is on ‘Father’.  Prayer can be intimidating when we think
we have to have all the right words or it won’t work. We’ve all probably heard someone
else pray and we’re impressed at the beauty or majesty of his or her prayer. If we
compare our attempts at prayer to those we’ve heard, we often feel clumsy and ill
equipped.

But here comes Jesus telling us to focus on Father and our prayers will be fine. He once
again reminds us this walking with God thing is about relationship, not rules. We have a
loving Father, who already knows everything about us and sees everything we do, who
enjoys talking with His kids. He doesn’t have a prayer scorecard measuring our
attempts at prayer, deciding if it was good enough to count.

Jesus encourages us to move prayer from intimidating to intimate by focusing on the
One who hears our prayers. Our Father wants relationship with us, wants to spend time
with us, wants to talk to us. And, even though He knows it already, He wants us to tell
Him what’s on our heart. As a parent, I usually could guess what my kids needed, but,
when they took the time to talk to me about it, to ask for my involvement, meeting those
needs went to an HNL (‘hole nuther level)!

Today, Father God sits on the edge of His seat, waiting for you to make eye contact, to
speak to Him not about Him, and to ask for His involvement in your life. Prayer is not
intimidating, it’s an intimate Daddy-Child talk. Share your day with Him, your thoughts,
your concerns, and your ups and downs. Sure He sees it all, but it will be an HNL for
you and Him if you’ll purposely invite Him to participate. Make a point today to whisper
to Him all throughout your day. By the time this day is over you will have seen the
reward Jesus talks about.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 31

“When you pray, there is no need to repeat empty phrases, praying like those
who don’t know God, for they expect God to hear them because of their many
words. There is no need to imitate them, since your Father already knows what
you need before you ask him.”
Matthew 6:7-8

Jesus reassures us that our prayers are heard because we belong to God, not because
we’re such good pray-ers. You don’t have to jump up and down, waving your arms
frantically, to get His attention. In our society it seems those who shout the loudest and
the most often are the ones who get heard. Not so in Heaven’s culture. You have His
attention, His eyes are always on you.

The Old Testament writer said it’s our eyes that need to focus on Him, not His on us. In
fact, the O.T. writer said He is overwhelmed by a look from our eyes!  Think of that, the
Almighty, All Powerful God can be overwhelmed by only one thing in the universe—you
making eye contact with Him!  Jesus wants us to understand that we have His attention,
so pray like you know that. Talk with Him like the ever-present Father He is instead of
acting like each prayer is a reunion with an estranged relative.  Even if it’s been a while
since you took the time to talk intimately with Him, you don’t need to go through the
clumsy, awkward ‘break the ice’ stuff. He’s ready to listen and respond. He’s always on
‘go’ when it comes to one of His kids.

There is another powerful principle in this passage, God knows what we need but wants
us to ask. There’s that relationship thing again. Our Father wants to be an active
participant in our lives, interacting with us in a two-way conversation. Jesus gives us a
great secret to prayer in this sentence. Too often we come to our Father with what we
think we need, hoping we are asking for the right thing this time. Jesus says our Father
knows what we need, so why not come to Him with a question instead of a request?
“Father, what do I need?”  How simple is that?  Instead of thinking I’ve got to have it
figured out and then bring a request to God, just ask the One who knows everything and
trust His response. He really is smarter than I am anyway!

Start your day with a simple prayer, “Father, You know what I will need today. Help me
hear You and keep my eyes on You, as You direct my steps, meeting every need I will
encounter.”
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 32

“Pray like this: ‘Our Father, dwelling in the heavenly realms, may the glory of your
name be the center on which our lives turn. Manifest your kingdom realm, and
cause your every purpose to be fulfilled on earth, just as it is fulfilled in heaven.
We acknowledge you as our Provider of all we need each day. Forgive us the
wrongs we have done as we ourselves release forgiveness to those who have
wronged us. Rescue us every time we face tribulation and set us free from evil.
For you are the King who rules with power and glory forever. Amen.’
Matthew 6:9-13

An issue I have with some of our most popular praise and worship songs is they are
focused on us rather than on Him. We sing about our troubles, our pain, our thoughts,
and tie them together with some words about His ability to rescue us. It’s hard to find
great songs that are focused solely on Him and His great attributes.

Now, notice what Jesus teaches us about how to pray. We start with a focus on Him.
We end with a focus on Him. And even in the body, when we are praying about needs
and help, the focus is on Him and His abilities more than on our needs. Instead of giving
attention to the need, Jesus gives attention to the Provider. Instead of focusing on hurts,
Jesus gives attention to releasing others who have hurt. Instead of dwelling on the trials
and tribulations we will face, Jesus focuses on the power of our great King.

If we don’t give attention to the way Jesus says we should pray, we slide into a
‘Me-focused’ attitude that magnifies our circumstances and situations rather than
magnifying our God. And there is a physical law which tells us the biggest objects have
more gravitational pull. We will orbit whatever is biggest, which means many of us
spend our days orbiting our troubles and our circumstances. Just listen to what
occupies our thoughts, our prayers and our conversations.

So Jesus advises us to intentionally magnify God, to give our effort to glorifying Him,
making Him the biggest thing in our day, the “Center on which our lives turn.”  Start your
day making Him big. Every time you encounter an obstacle today, think about His ability
to make a way where there seems to be no way. Make Him the focus rather than the
things we will face today and you’ll like find yourself in orbit paths that don’t result in as
many crash and burns.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 33
“And when you pray, make sure you forgive the faults of others so that your
Father in heaven will also forgive you. But if you withhold forgiveness from
others, your Father withholds forgiveness from you.”
Matthew 6:14-15

Jesus teaches several times that we can limit God’s activity in our lives. An Unlimited
Almighty God who chooses to allow us to limit Him because He believes in healthy
relationships not manipulation. In every other ‘belief system’, the ‘higher power’ doles
out rules that must be kept for the followers to attain access to the deity or become
some sort of level of ‘goodness’.  But here again, in this passage, we see the incredible
nature of Christianity, our God comes to us, interacts with us, even makes Himself
vulnerable to us!

In this particular passage, Jesus implores us to give forgiveness away quickly and
freely. We often withhold it, waiting on whomever needs our forgiveness to earn it in
some way. Maybe they need to apologize, or change the way they act, or pay us back in
someway. Or maybe we just need to dwell on how much they’ve hurt us for a little
longer, allowing ourselves to become victims. No matter the reason, Jesus tells us it is
us we are hurting when we withhold forgiveness. We’re not doing the offender a favor
when we forgive, we’re actually doing ourselves one!  You don’t have to wait til
someone asks for forgiveness, just go ahead and give it away in your heart. If they ever
do ask, you will have already forgiven so it’ll be easy to handle your response then.

Sometime today you will probably use a faucet, maybe in the kitchen or bathroom. You’ll
turn the handle and water will magically appear!  Did the water come out of nowhere?
Of course not!  The water is there, waiting for the faucet to release it’s flow so you can
enjoy it’s benefits. Sometime today, or maybe this week, you’ll probably need
forgiveness, either from God or from someone else. What Jesus teaches us here is we
are like a faucet when it comes to forgiveness. The forgiveness is always there, we
release it’s flow when we give forgiveness freely and quickly.  So make sure the benefits
of forgiveness are there for you by keeping the faucet open to others.

Today, forgive freely and quickly. Empty out your ‘hurt’ holding tank where you’ve stored
up those offenses from the past. Let forgiveness flow. You’ll benefit more than anyone
else!
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 34

“When you fast, don’t look gloomy and pretend to be spiritual. They want
everyone to know they’re fasting, so they appear in public looking miserable and
disheveled.  Believe me, they’ve already received their reward. When you fast,
don’t let it be obvious, but instead, wash your face  and groom yourself and
realize that your Father in the secret place is the one who is watching all that you
do in secret and will continue to reward you.”
Matthew 6:16-17

Cajun cooks have a ‘holy trinity’ of celery, onions and bell peppers as the base for all
those wonderful dishes like étouffée and gumbo. It’s the starting point for something that
ends up great.  Jesus has described the ‘holy trinity’ that serves as the base for a
believer’s lifestyle: generosity, prayer and fasting. It’s the starting point, the base or
foundation, for a great life with Jesus.

In this passage, He gives us some direction on fasting, reminding us why we fast. First
of all, notice He said ‘when’ not ‘if’, indicating fasting should be a regular part of our
lifestyle. Like generosity and prayer, we should be intentional about including fasting in
our daily lives. Don’t just limit it to once a year when you struggle through a declared
fast with your church, but learn to live a fasted lifestyle. And that means moving beyond
just fasting food.

For instance, instead of listening to your favorite morning TV show, fast it for a week
and give that time to reading the Bible. Instead of listening to the radio on the way to
work, fast it and spend that drive time in prayer. Instead of eating lunch everyday,
occasionally skip it and take a walk while you listen to an audio version of the Book of
John. And here’s one that everybody would be better off doing—stay off of social media
for a week and spend that time in spiritual media, the Bible.

One of the points Jesus is making in this passage, and the most important one, is the
purpose of fasting is to get in the Secret Place with your Heavenly Father. That requires
us to make some room for Him. We don’t just skip a meal, we fill that time by spending it
with Him. Fasting is an intentional choice we make to create space for God to fill. And
Jesus said there is a reward awaiting us when we do.

How will you create some extra space for God today?  What will you fast so you could
hang out with Him a little more?  Make it an adventure every day to find something to
fast and you’ll end everyday rewarded with a richer relationship with God. And that
means your whole life and all your other relationships will be richer as a result.  You’ll be
licking your lips in satisfaction like you just finished eating some great Cajun meal.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 35

“Don’t keep hoarding for yourselves earthly treasures that can be stolen by
thieves. Material wealth eventually rusts, decays, and loses its value. Instead,
stockpile heavenly treasures for yourselves that cannot be stolen and will never
rust, decay, or lose their value. For your heart will always pursue what you
esteem as your treasure.” Matthew 6:19-21

Ever watch a puppy or kitten chase their own tail?  It’s cute for a while, but they seldom
catch it and, on those few occasions where they do, it hurts!  What will you chase
today? That’s the question Jesus asks us in this passage.

Sheryll and I married in 1975. At that time I had one financial goal—to be rich!  I wanted
to make $30,000 a year and that would make us rich. I don’t remember what year I
achieved that goal, but I do remember we weren’t rich. Someone had moved the mark
and it took more money to be rich than when I began chasing my goal. So I raised my
goal and chased it again, only to hit the mark and find it had been moved once again.

Jesus is telling us that’s the problem with material goals—the target keeps getting
moved, (rusting, decaying, and losing value), so we end up like the puppy or kitten
chasing our tail. Sure we need some material things to live in this world, but Jesus is
advising us to make our goals something worth chasing, something that, when caught,
is even more valuable than you thought it would be.  And He tells us those treasures are
Heavenly ones.

So what does Heaven treasure look like?  It’s easy to determine what someone truly
treasures, just look at where they are investing their time, talent and resources. If you
look at our bank accounts, a lot of us truly treasure pizza because we invest in delivery
several times a month!  If you look at Heaven’s bank account you’ll find it was
completely emptied to purchase you!  The Old Testament says God swaps the priceless
(Jesus) for the worthless (us).  We are the apple of His eye, the pearl of great price that
God sold everything to get. People, and relationships, are what Heaven treasures.

Jesus teaches us the secret to true wealth in this passage.  Invest in people and
relationships.  Add value to others today by seeing them, hearing them, and sharing the
love of God with them. While you’re going about your tasks of attaining the material
things we need for this life, keep your heart chasing the important things—healthy
life-giving relationships, first with God, then with others. When you catch that goal it
won’t hurt!
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 36

“The eyes of your spirit allow revelation-light to enter into your being. If your
heart is unclouded, the light floods in! But if your eyes are focused on money, the
light cannot penetrate and darkness takes its place.  How profound will be the
darkness within you if the light of truth cannot enter!”
Matthew 6:22-23

Jesus isn’t just talking about physical light and darkness in this passage, or anytime He
speaks of light and darkness, He’s talking about the two opposing Kingdoms active on
earth.  The Kingdom of Light is ruled by God while darkness is the domain of satan.
One, God, is for you, while the other, satan, seeks only to harm you. But darkness has a
trick, it can act like it’s good, even posing as light for a while.

Most drug addicts didn’t start using so they could become an addict.  They started
because it felt good or was fun. Then somewhere along the way what seemed like a
good thing threw off its mask and revealed itself as the darkness it was all along.  By the
time the user realizes he has been duped it’s too late, he’s an addict!  Thank God for the
power of Jesus who can break those chains and set us free.  But In this passage Jesus
is trying to help us live free rather than continually be rescued. And He is targeting one
of darkness’s best tricks for trapping us—money, materialism, stuff.

God’s not against us having stuff, He’s against stuff having us. Jesus tells us to examine
our focus, to continually check our motives for wanting more stuff. Do we see and use
money simply as a tool or do we focus on more because we find it fulfilling?  Here’s a
simple heart check that will answer that question and determine your focus. If God
wants you to give some of your stuff away, can you do it?  It’s easy to say yes, but ask
Him today what He would like you to give away and then do it. The best antidote for
materialism, for greed, is generosity.  Transfer ownership of your stuff to God. If you
don’t own it, it can’t own you. And if God is the owner, then He can give it away if He
wants.

Here’s the problem with darkness—we can’t see!  We think we’re right, we think our
focus is ok, we don’t think we’re compromising or becoming greedy. But we have moved
into the realm of darkness where everything seems ok, because there isn’t enough light
to see clearly. Jesus is helping us avoid that terrible feeling we have all experienced
when we suddenly realize we’ve been duped, we’ve been going the wrong way and
what we thought would be good has turned out bad.

Today, ask yourself what’s your focus. Do I want God and all His light to flood my life?
Then give your day to God.  Remind yourself this morning that you, and all your stuff,
belong to Him and He can do what He pleases with it and you. And if He is pleased,
you’ll be happy and fulfilled and that’s a good day.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 37

“How could you worship two gods at the same time? You will have to hate one
and love the other, or be devoted to one and despise the other. You can’t worship
the true God while enslaved to the god of money!”
Matthew 6:24

Jesus defines what a god wants in this passage. A god wants our love, devotion and
worship.  There are lots of things competing for the place of god in our lives, clamoring
for those three things.  But the One True God will not compete for them.  He is God
alone and will not share His glory with another. He, unlike all the false gods seeking our
attention, will not try to prove He is God. He won’t do tricks or jump through hoops. He
has proven He is God, the only true God. He has given us His Word and keeps it, even
when we try to redefine it, ignore it or mold it to fit what we want. He loves at all times,
even we are at our worst, sending His Son to save us while we were sinners. He is
devoted to us, doing everything He does for our good, even while we choose other
ways to find happiness and satisfaction. His goal for us is freedom, continually rescuing
and saving us when we have allowed ourselves to become enslaved again to other
things.

In this passage, Jesus makes it easy for us to know when we’re being duped by a false
god.  The One True God loves us, is devoted to us, and protects our freedom, even
when He’s getting nothing in return. He wants our love, devotion and worship, but will
not change His treatment of us when we choose not to give them to Him. He is God and
He does not change. The culture around us wants to change Him, thinking we can
make a better version of God if we tweak a few things to make Him more ‘open-minded’
and ‘up to date’ with our latest definitions of ‘freedom’.

But the reason we can trust God, the reason we can find real life, real fulfillment, real
freedom by following His ways, is because He does not change, because He will be the
same yesterday, today and tomorrow. The reason we don’t need to redefine, ignore or
change His Word is because the stability of that Word is what great life is built upon.
When the world around us shifts again, as it always does, His Word will remain, still
right there in the same place, unshakable and ready for us to join Him in building great
life.

The false gods want our love, devotion and worship and will jump through our hoops to
please us for a while. They’ll make us feel good about our choices and give us ways to
justify and rationalize all the things we want to think and do, even if those things are
contrary to God’s ways and Word. They’re willing to morph into anything we need them
to be to fit our desires of the moment. They’ll play along just long enough to trap us and
then they’ll abandon us once again, leaving us wrecked and broken.

Listen to the heart of God in what Jesus is saying here. He’s not a mean God trying to
keep us from enjoying life. He’s a loving, devoted God who wants us to find real life, real
freedom, real love. He will rescue us when we’ve followed our desires and our ways to
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another dead end, but Jesus is telling us there is a better way than ‘wreck and rescue’.
There is a life of love, devotion and worship given to the One True God that is
sustainable and worth pursuing. More and better life than anything the culture around us
can offer. And it is a life of true freedom, with no danger of ever being tricked again
because the God of that kind of life will not change!

Today, start your day asking God to change you instead of asking Him to change to suit
you. Then spend your day loving Him, devoted to His Word and reserving your worship
for Him alone.  Great life, and a great day, with the One True God await you!

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 38

“This is why I tell you to never be worried about your life, for all that you need will
be provided, such as food, water, clothing—everything your body needs. Isn’t
there more to your life than a meal? Isn’t your body more than clothing? “Look at
all the birds—do you think they worry about their existence? They don’t plant or
reap or store up food, yet your heavenly Father provides them each with food.
Aren’t you much more valuable to your Father than they? So, which one of you by
worrying could add anything to your life? “And why would you worry about your
clothing? Look at all the beautiful flowers of the field. They don’t work or toil, and
yet not even Solomon in all his splendor was robed in beauty more than one of
these! So if God has clothed the meadow with hay, which is here for such a short
time and then dried up and burned, won’t he provide for you the clothes you
need—even though you live with such little faith?”
Matthew 6:25-30

Jesus points out two reasons we worry—we don’t know who we are in Him, and, as a
result, we have little faith.  He starts with asking if we have de-valued ourselves, “Aren’t
you much more valuable to your Father than they?”  Our Father is the Creator and took
great care in making sure creation works.  The seasons change, the earth spins in orbit,
there is an unmistakable order to the universe.

I watched a documentary on the Pacific salmon and their return to the exact stream in
Alaska or British Columbia where they were born 4 years earlier. I’ve fished some of
those streams during the salmon run and it is incredible. Along the way they are caught
and eaten by bears, wolves, otters, predatory birds and other animals. Some have
traveled thousands of miles to reach a certain spot in a stream that is a few inches deep
and a few yards wide. There the females lay their eggs and the males fertilize them.
Then they die. Their bodies are dragged onto the shores of those streams by animals
who eat part and the rest decays.  Their decomposing bodies then release the nitrogen
needed for fertilizing the largest temperate rain forest in the world. It’s estimated that the
salmon provide 80% of the total nitrogen supply that causes those trees to grow so big
and tall. Our God designed all that, creating each species in that chain, giving each of
them a purpose and an order. The result is mind boggling and fills us with wonder.

Jesus points out that we are the crown jewel of God’s creation. Unlike anything else on
this planet, we are made in His image, carefully and thoughtfully crafted by a loving
Father. You are not an accident or an incident, you are His intentional design, created
for greatness!  No matter the story of your birth, whether it’s a good one or a brutal one,
you weren’t a mistake or just the result of your biological parents getting together. Your
biological parents may have been obedient, following God’s plan in their decision to
plan your birth, or your birth may have been the result of someone’s disobedience that
had nothing to do with God’s plan, but either way, you were born in Him before you were
ever conceived in a womb. You are His creation, His son or daughter, and you are
valuable to Him.
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Jesus teaches us in this passage to know who we are to God, to read our story in His
story, to find ourselves in His Word rather than allowing anything in this culture, our
circumstances or our history to define us. We are made in His image and the same God
who carefully keeps the earth spinning on axis today gives more attention to you. If we
get that, if we feed our faith with Truth, the Word of God, then we will find ourselves
worrying less and less.

Today, before you give place to worry, take a look around you at the order and purpose
of the creation. Thank God for the beauty and majesty of what He has created and allow
Him to remind you of His love and plans for you. Embrace the place He has given you
as His very own child. A place we didn’t deserve or earn by our efforts or our worry. A
place He chose to give us by giving His Son. As the Apostle Paul wrote, “If He did not
withhold Jesus, how could we think He will withhold anything from us?”

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 39

“So then, forsake your worries! Why would you say, ‘What will we eat?’ or ‘What
will we drink?’ or ‘What will we wear?’ For that is what the unbelievers chase
after. Doesn’t your heavenly Father already know the things your bodies
require?”
Matthew 6:31-32

I like the way Jesus chooses to say this, “...forsake your worries!”  This wording puts it
in the realm of relationships. He makes it clear that we have a choice when it comes to
worry.  We can be faithful to our worry, inviting it into our lives, even entertaining it and
making it comfortable. It can become such a trusted companion we do it without even
thinking.

We wake up and welcome worry, asking it what this day will bring. We drop off the kids
at school, and worry sits in the passenger seat asking what they will encounter today.
Worry rides to work with us, asking all those questions that have no answer. We don’t
feel too well and our trusted friend worry is there to tell us we’re really sick and probably
have some kind of incurable disease. One of our friends is having a bad day and
doesn’t respond to us as they normally do, but good ole worry is there to comfort us by
telling us they no longer like us or are mad at us. We finally make it to bedtime and
worry let’s us know everything we didn’t get done today and wants to know if we’ll
spend a restless night talking with it instead of getting the sleep we really need.

I read a study saying 85% of the things we worry about never happen!  Talk about a
frustrating relationship. Worry rarely, if ever, is truthful!  And when it is truthful, it has no
answers. Just more questions, most of them beginning with “Why”.

Jesus not only speaks of our relationship with worry in a way that makes it clear we
have a choice, He also points out that faithfulness to worry means we are forsaking
God. We choose to ignore God when we entertain worry. We need God to be quiet so
we can clearly hear what worry is telling us.

You gotta love how Jesus just cuts to the chase and lets us know how silly our worrying
is. We’ve got a Great Big God who also happens to be our loving Father. We are never
out of His sight or beyond the reach of His arm.  He cares, He wants to be involved in
our lives, and He is the answer to every question.

So tell worry it’s over. Understand we’ve been in this relationship for a while and worry is
a stalker who won’t just go away until it realizes you really have found someone else.
Just keep ignoring it by giving the attention you used to give to worry to God. It’s really
not that hard to break it off: “Don’t worry about anything; instead, pray about
everything. Tell God what you need, and thank Him for all He has done.”
Philippians 4:6

Should be a good day now that we’ve dumped worry. Thank you Jesus.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 40

“So above all, constantly chase after the realm of God’s kingdom  and the
righteousness that proceeds from him. Then all these less important things will
be given to you abundantly. Refuse to worry about tomorrow, but deal with each
challenge that comes your way, one day at a time.  Tomorrow will take care of
itself.”
Matthew 6:33-34

There are two very important concepts in this passage that, if we apply them, will result
in a simple, satisfying and uncomplicated life.  I personally believe these verses, and the
concepts in them, are foundational statements for how to live life.  Of course everything
Jesus says is something you can build a great life upon, but He whenever He says
“...Above all” we better sit up straight and listen!

The first concept is Divine Order. God is a God of order, not chaos or confusion. Today
there will be night followed by day, just like yesterday and everyday preceding it. By the
way, it’s important to note the order given by the Bible—night then day, not day then
night as most of us would say it. What’s the big deal, isn’t it just semantics?  Here’s one
reason it’s important to know that night is always followed by day—whenever you are
going through a dark time you can rest assured that light is coming! Night, darkness, is
always followed by daylight. That means the old saying that if things are going well then
hang on because trouble is coming isn’t accurate, according to the Bible, because the
Word says the opposite.  Darkness always gives way to light, not light giving way to
darkness. It’s the Divine Order.

“To everything there is a season...” is another example of Divine Order. Sheryll’s not a
big fan of winter, but she is hopeful when it’s cold because she knows it’s only a season
that will be followed by spring. Divine Order provides us with promise and hope because
‘everything’ has a season, meaning if I’m in a bad place I know it has a season and I
won’t be here forever if I’ll simply follow God.

The Divine Order given to us by Jesus in this passage is simple—put Heaven and its
priorities first in our lives and everything else will find its proper place. No more juggling
a hectic life as we chase the dream. Instead of being a circus act where we try to keep
all the plates spinning at once, we simply put God first and He’ll make sure the plates
that need to keep spinning don’t drop. He’ll also point out the ones we keep working so
hard at spinning that really aren’t too important. It’s a simple life—just put God first and
everything else important to real life will find its place.

The second concept is there is no anointing for yesterday or tomorrow available to us
today, only today’s anointing. The anointing is God’s supernatural power given to us to
help us as we navigate our days. Later, in John 17, Jesus says He brought glory to God
by doing what was put in front of Him. Today, there is an anointing available to you to
help you live victoriously no matter what you face, but too many of us never access it
because we are focused on regrets from yesterday or worries about tomorrow. Focus
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on today, on bringing God glory in whatever this day will bring. Leave your yesterdays
and tomorrows to Him. He’s big enough to handle it. There’s that Divine Order
again—simply focus on honoring Him today and He’ll make everything else fall into its
proper place. He’s equipped you for today, so go forth and conquer!

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 41

“Refuse to be a critic full of bias toward others, and judgment  will not be passed
on you. For you’ll be judged by the same standard that you’ve used to judge
others. The measurement you use on them will be used on you.”
Matthew 7:1-2

This is one of the simplest life principles given to us in the entire Bible, “Don’t judge
others and you won’t be judged.”  The Passion Translation makes it even
clearer—“Refuse to be a critic...”.   We get to choose how we will be judged and I want
that standard set as low as possible because, like all human beings, I am flawed.

So my goal is not to issue judgements, or opinions, where they are not asked for or
wanted. I hope to stay away from the role of critic, or ‘umpire’, making declarations
about right or wrong based on my opinions. I heard a great comment from Pastor Don
Williams, “Who says you have to have an opinion on everything.”  It’s ok to not have an
opinion; in fact it’s probably healthy!  It’s ok to simply think or say, “That’s between you
and the Lord,” rather than issuing a criticism based on our way of doing things.

A Bible teacher I admire once told a story about his wife deciding God no longer wanted
her to drink coffee. He got up at his usual time the next morning and went to fix his
usual morning brew.  The coffee, and all the accompanying stuff, including his favorite
mug were gone!  He asked her where it was and she told him she got rid of it since God
told her no more coffee. He replied, “Don’t strap your revelation on me! I want my
coffee!”  There’s a great lesson to help us stay out of the critic, judge or umpire role.
Leave the cleaning of other people’s lives to the Holy Spirit, just keep yours submitted to
Him.  You’re responsible for obeying Him in what He’s telling you to do and not do, and
you’re not responsible for how others respond to Him.  (Unless, of course, it’s your
young children who are still under your guidance.)

One word of caution, Jesus is not saying you should abandon judgement, He’s saying
you shouldn’t judge others. He expects us to use Godly judgement in making decisions.
For instance, Jesus hung out with sinners and they liked being around Him. But, even
though He was accused of being a drunkard and a glutton by His enemies, He never
participated in the sin of those with whom He was with. He didn’t issue judgement, but
He also didn’t issue approval. It’s possible to do both in a life-giving way. He didn’t feel
the need to ‘join in’ with a sin lifestyle in order to gain influence with the sinner. He lived
a sin-free life in the midst of sinners and they were drawn to it, not pushed away. Many
of them, because of His refusal to lessen His Godly boundaries, judged themselves as a
result, turning from their sin lifestyle and following Him.

Just live with Jesus today, choosing to honor Him in all you do, and keep your criticisms
and judgements of others locked away. You’ll find being responsible for yourself instead
of everybody else is enough. You’ll also find yourself gaining more influence with others,
and that’s God’s plan.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 42

“Why would you focus on the flaw in someone else’s life and yet fail to notice the
glaring flaws of your own? How could you say to your friend, ‘Let me show you
where you’re wrong,’ when you’re guilty of even more? You’re being hypercritical
and a hypocrite! First acknowledge your own ‘blind spots’ and deal with them,
and then you’ll be capable of dealing with the ‘blind spot’ of your friend.”
Matthew 7:3-5

Jesus points out our remarkable ability to focus more on what is wrong in others rather
than what is right.   And He seems almost astonished that we don’t just do it with others,
we look for the wrong in our friends, those closest to us!

One of the problems with focusing on what’s wrong with others is it turns us into a critic,
which Jesus already told us to avoid. And criticism soon becomes complaining. And
complaining leads to disdain and even disgust. Soon we no longer have a friend, and
we feel justified in cutting off the relationship because they were so flawed.

I have a great dog, a yellow lab named Jake. Jake really is a great dog. He’s one of the
best dogs I’ve ever seen. But, like all labs, he sheds hair. A lot of hair.  He’s a mostly
inside dog so that means we’re constantly cleaning his hair from our floors. I’m kinda
the self-appointed floor man around our house, so I go through a lot of Swiffer cloths
trying to keep Jake’s hair off the floors. I began complaining about it. Every day, as I
swept the floors again I complained about Jake’s hair, growing more and more irritated
with him. One day, as I’m sweeping and muttering, I heard myself say, “I wish he’d just
die.”  Here’s one of the greatest dogs in the world, a dog whose main goal in life seems
to be finding ways to please us, and I just wish he’d die because I’m tired of cleaning his
hair off floors!

Immediately I felt like Holy Spirit told me that’s the danger with focusing on flaws, you’ll
soon hate what you formerly loved. When we allow ‘what’s wrong’ to become our focus
we’ll find ourselves hating the job we were so excited about getting, transferring to yet
another college because the latest one just wasn’t right for me, leaving our church
where God has done so much in our lives, finding new friends because the old ones
now get on our nerves, even wishing we had a different spouse!  And most of the time,
none of them changed, we just changed what we’re focusing on.

Jesus gives us the cure for focusing on what’s wrong with others—admit your own flaws
and do something about them. Most of us will admit we have flaws, but Jesus said that’s
not enough. We must deal with them, submitting to Holy Spirit and obeying His
direction. Once we no longer have any flaws we can then return to helping others by
pointing out their flaws. Which means, if we’re honest, our critic days are done!

Today, you get to choose what you will focus on, at home, work, school, church, and in
your circle of family and friends. Choose to find what’s right and good and you’ll find
yourself loving life, and those who fill your life, even more. By the way, Jake still sheds
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hair at a record-breaking rate, but cleaning it up is no big deal because it’s a small price
to pay for having such a great dog.

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 43

“Who would hang earrings on a dog’s ear or throw pearls in front of wild pigs?
They’ll only trample them under their feet and then turn around and tear you to
pieces!”
Matthew 7:6

My college roommate had a poster in our room with a picture of a huge, angry looking
gorilla holding a big club. The caption said, “When I want your opinion I’ll beat it out of
you!”  Have you ever given good advice to someone who was obviously in need of it,
only to have them turn on you?  The advice can be great, maybe even the answer to the
problem, but if they weren’t ready to hear it you wasted your time.   Jesus is trying to
help us avoid those situations with this statement.

He doesn’t say the opinion or advice was bad, in fact He describes it as a piece of
valuable jewelry. What He does say is we should use some wisdom when dispensing
wisdom. Don’t share your wisdom with someone who doesn’t want it yet, no matter how
brilliant or appropriate the wisdom.  It’s one thing to gain wisdom, it’s another to learn
how and when to effectively share it.

We like to give answers before the question has been asked. Sometimes it’s because
we sincerely want to help, and sometimes it’s because we know the answer and want
others to know we know! Jesus has all the answers to any question or dilemma, in fact
He is the answer. But He is a master at getting people to ask the question before He
gives the answer.

Throughout the Gospels we see Jesus waiting until someone gives Him authority, then
working a miracle. Too often we take authority, wading in because we think we have the
answer. What Jesus teaches us is being ‘given authority’ is much more effective than
‘taking authority’. It also keeps our pearls of wisdom from being smashed by angry wild
pigs.

Sometimes I will start to intervene when I haven’t been invited and Sheryll will whisper
to me, “Back away from the fire.”  She knows whatever I’m about to do won’t be
received and, in fact, will be like throwing gas on a fire. Today, listen for Holy Spirit to
whisper to you, “Back away from the fire,” and keep your jewels of wisdom safe until
someone wants them.  Way better than dispersing them to an angry gorilla with a club.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 44
“Ask, and the gift is yours. Seek, and you’ll discover. Knock, and the door will be
opened for you. For every persistent one will get what he asks for. Every
persistent seeker will discover what he longs for. And everyone who knocks
persistently will one day find an open door.”
Matthew 7:7-8

We like the first part of this passage. Ask and it’s yours. Seek and you’ll find.  Knock and
the door opens. If Jesus had stopped there this would be a great passage. But He
continues and that’s the part that messes up the whole thing!  He starts throwing in this
persistence theme. It would have been so much easier if He had just stopped after
“ask...seek...knock.”

Persistence, hanging in there, grabbing hold and not letting go, never giving up. That’s
the part most of us would rather not do.  In fact, it would be great if we could also leave
off the seek and knock part. Just ask and it’s yours!  Problem is most of us have the
asking part nailed, or at least we think we do. Later on in the Scriptures, one writer tells
us the reason we ask and don’t get what we ask for is our asking is off target.

According to Jesus, and He is always right, if we ask we will receive. So if we’re not
receiving there’s a breakdown somewhere. And I’ve found the breakdown is never with
God, it’s always with me!  So Jesus continues by adding seek, knock, and don’t quit
until you receive. Seek wisdom about what we’re asking and keep knocking until we find
the right door. If God has promised it, then don’t give up until it’s yours!

That means a couple of things for us: are we asking for what God has promised and, if
so, we will encounter ‘predictable resistance’ to receiving it. We must align our asking
with His Word, and we have an enemy who doesn’t want us to have what God has
promised. Jesus encourages us here to keep pursuing the promise until it’s ours.

What has God promised, and already given, that you are not receiving? Peace, joy,
confidence, acceptance, health?  Where have you settled for less and just quit asking?
Jesus assures us in this passage that our Father wants us to have it and tells us not to
stop until it’s ours. Today, start asking again for the promises of God you have given up
on. Seek them out in the Word and keep knocking until the door opens and it is yours.
God doesn’t want you to just survive this day, He wants you to live victoriously and He’s
given us everything we need to do so. Go for it again!  Expect every day to be the day
you find the open door!
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 45

“Do you know of any parent who would give his hungry child, who asked for
food, a plate of rocks instead? Or when asked for a piece of fish, what parent
would offer his child a snake instead? If you, imperfect as you are,  know how to
lovingly take care of your children and give them what’s best, how much more
ready is your heavenly Father to give wonderful gifts  to those who ask him?”
Matthew 7:9-11

Sometimes we try to spiritualize things that make no sense, things that aren’t good and
no one would ask for, by saying something like, “Well God knows best,” or, “God must
have something for me to learn so that’s why He’s doing this to me.”  Sometimes caring
people, who don’t know what to say but feel they need to say something, will tell us,
“Everything happens for a reason,” hinting that God is somehow directing the misery we
are enduring.  Things do happen for a reason, but not all of them are God’s reason. We
live in a world broken by sin, so bad things happen. Too often God gets the blame.

Jesus gives us a simple standard here to help us when we’re not sure if God is the
source of a situation or if it is another effort by our enemy to destroy us. He tells us to
think of the best and most loving parent we know and remember God is a better and
more loving Father. If the best parent you know wouldn’t do that to their kid, then God,
an even better parent, is not doing that to you. So quit calling that plate of rocks or that
snake a blessing in disguise and reject it. It’s not the answer sent from God to teach you
some kind of torturous lesson. It’s a trick and deception from your enemy posing as an
answer, deceiving you into settling for less or destroying your trust in God!

Listen to how Jesus describes what our Father stands ready to give His children,
“wonderful.”  Pretty simple theological lesson that will help us as we daily seek Him and
His ways.  God is good, devil bad.

Today Father, You want what’s best for me. Open my eyes, heart and mind to see the
wonder in all you give me today and help me see the deception that seeks to steal that
wonder. Thank you for being a loving Father.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 46

“In everything you do, be careful to treat others in the same way you’d want them
to treat you, for that is the essence of all the teachings of the Law and the
Prophets.”
Matthew 7:12

This is one of the most well known verses in the Bible, often called the Golden Rule.
Just a simple statement, “...treat others the same way you’d want them to treat you,” but
one of the toughest commands our Lord gives us. Think about this, if we are able to do
this then, according to the last part of this verse, we have kept all the commandments
and decrees from the entire Old Testament!  Basically, the one who keeps this
command does not sin.

Here’s a great takeaway from this—sin isn’t the result of breaking a bunch of ‘do and
don’t’ rules, it’s the result of treating others differently than I would want them to treat
me.   If we put God at the first of the list of ‘others’, then there is no place for sin if I
simply treat Him the way I want Him to treat me. Then add my family, my friends, the
people I interact with at school, work or while I’m out doing life.  Just treat them the way
I would like them to treat me. Then add all other people, including those I don’t like. Just
treat them like I would want them to treat me.

Simple command. Treat others like I want them to treat me. Not like I think they
deserve, or what I think is only fair. Not just giving them back what they give me,
returning their grouchy or rude attitude with my smart remark that sets them straight.
Not trumping their angry, stinging statement with my own zinger. Not returning their
silence or avoidance with distancing myself from them. Not paying back hurt for hurt.
Simply treating them the way I would want them to treat me instead of treating them the
way they may be treating me.

Our Father does it all the time with us. Always returning our ignoring Him with love and
faithfulness, responding to our sin with forgiveness, showing patience with us as we get
impatient with Him. Simple command. Great example. Just follow Him, imitate Him,
respond to others the way He responds to you.

Could be a great day today. All I’ve got to do is follow this simple command. Even
simpler, all I’ve got to do is follow Him as He leads me. Accept the challenge and spend
this day treating everyone you encounter the way you’d want them to treat you. Be
intentional about doing it and ask your Father to help you. Could be a great day. In fact,
it could be a ‘Golden’ day!
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 47

“Come to God through the narrow gate, because the wide gate and broad path is
the way that leads to destruction—nearly everyone chooses that crowded road!
The narrow gate and the difficult way leads to eternal life—so few even find it!”
Matthew 7:13-14

Jesus makes everything simple, cutting right to the heart of anything He explains. Here
He refutes what our enemy would have us believe and what many have embraced as
the way to life—that there are many ways. Jesus says there are only two: a narrow,
difficult way that leads to life, and a broad, crowded way that leads to destruction. How
much clearer can He make it than telling us that any way other than God’s way is a bad
way?

Yet many of us keep buying into the complicated ‘there are many ways’ lie, following
that road, along with the rest of the lemmings, until it once again takes us over some
cliff. Here’s a really nice aspect of the narrow gate—it limits our choices. We like having
choices, but sometimes a bunch of choices is not good, only confusing.  Jesus says
there are only two choices, life or destruction. Pretty simple.

Jesus is not ‘a way’, He is The Way. Too often we want Jesus, but we want Him our
way, adding our wants and our ways to His clearly defined path. It makes the road much
broader, much easier, and more crowded as we join with all the others who think they
are doing something new and unique. But Jesus + anything = nothing!

The reason His way seems difficult is because it’s not our way. His way requires us to
follow Him, listen to Him, and honor His Word. Our way allows us to compromise, bend,
distort or ignore His way, mapping out a way we think will be best. But Jesus tells us
clearly any way other than His way, which is clearly defined by His Word, will result in
destruction.

Today you and I will come to some crossroads requiring us to make a choice about
which way we will go, which we way will handle something, which response we will give.
Pause for just a moment at that crossroad and look for Jesus. He’s there, like a good
traffic cop, pointing to the one way that will lead you to great life. The only difficult thing
will be whether you follow His direction or not. Once you decide to go His way, you will
find you’re never walking alone. It may not be crowded, but it will be filled with the
presence of Jesus and that alone makes it the best way!
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 48

“Constantly be on your guard against phony prophets. They come disguised as
lambs, appearing to be genuine, but on the inside they are like wild, ravenous
wolves! You can spot them by their actions, for the fruits of their character will be
obvious. You won’t find sweet grapes hanging on a thorn bush, and you’ll never
pick good fruit from a tumbleweed. So if the tree is good, it will produce good
fruit; but if the tree is bad, it will bear only rotten fruit and it deserves to be cut
down and burned. Look at the obvious fruit of their lives and ministries, and then
you’ll know whether they are true or false.”
Matthew 7:15-20

Years ago a wonderful young mother who had recently become a Christian attended our
church. She was excited about her newfound faith and loved hearing the Word of God
taught. One Sunday she arrived to church especially early because she was disturbed
about our beliefs about the rapture and the second coming of Jesus. She had been
watching a guy on television whose show came on about 3 am and was convinced he
was right. I had seen the guy’s show and I knew his theology and, like most erroneous
ones, it was nothing new. In fact, the early church fathers had specifically addressed it,
pointing out the Biblical flaws.

It was simply bad teaching, but this young lady was convinced he was right and was
now questioning many of the foundational beliefs she had embraced. She accepted the
things I showed her from the Bible, but she never seemed to regain the enthusiasm and
trust she had displayed. A false prophet had preyed upon her innocence. I’m sure he
would not consider himself a false prophet and he was probably sincere with what he
was presenting, but his teaching did not follow the most basic principles Jesus gives us
for interpreting Scripture.

I asked the young lady how well she knew this man. What did she know about his life,
how he treated his family, how he handled other relationships?  Did he live an
extravagant lifestyle or did he handle finances in a Godly way?  Of course she didn’t
know any of this, how could she?  Then I asked her how well she knew me, my family,
and how I lived life. She knew us well. We had spent hours at the hospital with her and
her young son as he went through treatments for a rare disease. We had been her
support system and our church had been her family. Yet now, because of this fellow’s
teaching, she wasn’t as sure about us.  She had opened her mind and heart to him and
it infected everything else.

There are lots of people who want to tell us how to live our lives and how our
Christianity should look. With all the access to information available today, you can find
blogs, videos, live broadcasts, devotions like this one posted on social media. In this
passage Jesus warns us about who we allow to speak into our lives, giving us a litmus
test that will protect us. How well do you know the life of someone you’re opening your
heart and mind to?  Many times we like a blog, video or devotion like this one because it
agrees with what we want to hear, or supports a direction we think is right.
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But Jesus teaches us the more important test is knowing the lifestyle of those to whom
we are listening. What’s their reputation, how do they treat their family and others, how
much do they love the local church? What is their stance on the holiness and infallibility
of the Bible?

You should know the answer to these questions, you should examine the fruit. Ask your
pastor what they think or know about what you’re allowing into your life. Ask them
before you decide you can no longer trust them, even though they live their lives in front
of you every day, because you’ve been duped by a false prophet.  All the teaching out
there is like a big bowl of cereal—full of nuts, fruits and flakes!  Some is good and
helpful, but some of it is bad fruit. Listen to Jesus, examine the fruit throughly and you’ll
avoid the fruits that will make you sick.

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 49
“Not everyone who says to me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ will enter into the realm of heaven’s
kingdom. It is only those who persist in doing the will of my heavenly Father. On
the day of judgment many will say to me, ‘Lord, Lord, don’t you remember us?
Didn’t we prophesy in your name? Didn’t we cast out demons and do many
miracles for the sake of your name?’ But I will have to say to them, ‘Go away from
me, you lawless rebels! I’ve never been joined to you!’
Matthew 7:21-23 TPT

This is a rather sobering passage. Perhaps I should just ignore it, skipping it and going
on to another passage that fits my life and ideas better. Instead of spending any time
wondering if I need to allow Him and His Holy Spirit to transform me and my way of
thinking to fit Him, it would be much easier to just make this one of those parts of the
Bible I simply set aside while I try to make Him and His Word fit me!

Awww, but if I do that I’m doing exactly what He’s warning me about here!  The fact is
Jesus has expectations of us. He really believes us when we tell Him we’re giving our
lives to Him. He didn’t save me to make me a better version of me, or to make me feel
better about me, He saved me to make me Christlike. So Christlike that, as the Apostle
Paul writes later in the New Testament, it is no longer me who lives but Christ living in
and through me!  Joined to me, becoming the dominant force in my life, not a co-pilot or
a passenger along for the ride with me still leading.  Jesus doesn’t just want to be our
escape clause, our safety net, or our fire insurance, He wants to be the best and all
consuming force in our lives.

Listen to His heart in this sobering passage. It’s a love note to those for whom He has
given it all. He says, “I don’t want you doing stuff FOR me.  I’ve done it all FOR YOU. I
don’t want to save you then spend life on separate paths. I saved you to be WITH you,
so you could be WITH Me in every aspect of life.”  Look again at the passage. The
sentences begin with “Didn’t we...”, excluding Jesus and focused on us. Jesus wants us
to follow Him, do life with Him, and enjoy Him.

Yes, this is a challenging passage. The Word, if we take it seriously, will always
challenge us. But Jesus doesn’t ask us to live it out on our own, by our own strength. He
encourages us to live it joined to Him. Don’t do anything FOR Jesus today, do
everything WITH Him, following His lead. Then we won’t have to skip over passages
like this one!
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 50

“Everyone who hears my teaching and applies it to his life can be compared to a
wise man who built his house on an unshakable foundation. When the rains fell
and the flood came, with fierce winds beating upon his house, it stood firm
because of its strong foundation. “But everyone who hears my teaching and does
not apply it to his life can be compared to a foolish man who built his house on
sand. When it rained and rained and the flood came, with wind and waves beating
upon his house, it collapsed and was swept away.”
Matthew 7:24-27 TPT

Jesus finishes up His first, and longest, published public sermon with this statement
emphasizing the importance of what He has said. It’s not just a good message from a
good teacher—it’s what great life is built upon. Jesus is not just a teacher and His
Words are not just words. He is the Giver of Life and Savior of the world, and His Words
are life-giving, forming the very foundation of life.

He makes the only two results of hearing His Word very clear, leaving no wiggle room or
gray area.  Our lives will either stand immovable through any adversity, or we will be
shaken to the core. All we have to do is look at what happens to us when we face
adversity to determine how well we are applying His Word to our lives. If trouble comes
and we are able to stand firm through its entirety, then we have accurately applied
Jesus’ teaching in our life. If, however, trouble comes and knocks us for a loop, we need
to re-evaluate how well we are living out what Jesus has taught us.

Jesus came to restore order to the chaos created by mankind’s sin. The world is broken
and, until Jesus returns again, bad things will happen. In fact, the Bible tells us the world
around us will grow darker and darker. Everyone will face trouble at some time. You are
in one of three seasons of life right now: Pre-trouble, Presently in trouble, or Post
trouble. But, as Christians, trouble is not supposed to keep knocking us down. Yes,
Jesus will pick us up again, but here He tells us we should be able to stand through any
storm. If not, then we aren’t hearing and applying His Word. It’s that simple. Either we
are listening and doing His Word, and standing through trouble; or we are ignoring His
Word and starting over every time trouble comes our way.

Jesus wants you to have a great life, a great day today, and has given you the tools to
do so. No matter what comes your way today, He has given you His Word to make sure
you are standing at the end of the day. Let’s learn, if we find ourselves knocked down
again, to not only ask Him to help us up, but to show us where we are not applying His
Word in our lives. Let’s start seeing more days ending up on our feet and less days
knocked flat, overwhelmed by what the world has thrown at us. Help us Lord to hear
and obey Your Word.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 51

Jesus reached out his hand and touched the leper and said, “Of course I want to
heal you—be healed!” And instantly, all signs of leprosy disappeared! Then Jesus
said to him, “Don’t speak to anyone, but go at once and find a priest and show
him what has happened to you. Make sure to take the offering Moses commanded
so they can certify your healing.”
Matthew 8:3-4 TPT

“Of course I want to heal you...”
Jesus makes His stance on healing very clear here. Healing is one of His calling cards,
one of the way He announces the Kingdom of God is here.   Not only do we want to be
healed, He wants us healed!

Too often we allow experiences, ours or someone else’s, to damper this emphatic
statement from Jesus. Maybe we didn’t receive healing when we were sick, or maybe
our dear great aunt, who was the godliest person we ever knew didn’t receive healing.
So we have allowed those situations to redefine what Jesus Himself tells us
unequivocally, “Of course I want to heal you!”

We start a list of reasons why the healing didn’t happen, many times beginning with
whether we deserved it or not, like healing is based on a merit system.  Jesus didn’t put
this fellow through a test to determine if he was eligible for healing. He healed him. And
He also told him not to be afraid to certify the healing. It wasn’t just a ‘spiritual healing’, it
was a healing that could be verified by physical means.

Jesus is the healer, the Supreme Physician, and He wants to heal us. Instead of
creating lists of reasons for why we didn’t receive healing, let’s just keep innocently
believing we will be healed. Our lists trick us into accepting sickness and disease,
instead of fighting for healing. We even begin to take ownership, calling it ‘our sickness’
or ‘our disease’.  That’s not what Jesus wants for us. The truth is we will be healed
when we trust in Jesus, either here or in Heaven, but we will be healed. That’s what
Jesus wants for us.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 52

Jesus responded, “I will go with you and heal him.” But the Roman officer
interjected, “Lord, who am I to have you come into my house? I understand your
authority, for I too am a man who walks under authority and have authority over
soldiers who serve under me. I can tell one to go and he’ll go, and another to
come and he’ll come. I order my servants and they’ll do whatever I ask. So I know
that all you need to do is to stand here and command healing over my son and he
will be instantly healed.” Jesus was astonished when he heard this and said to
those who were following him, “He has greater faith than anyone I’ve
encountered in Israel! Listen to what I am about to tell you. Multitudes of
non-Jewish people will stream from the east and the west, to enter into the
banqueting feast with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in the heavenly kingdom. But
many Israelites, born to be heirs of the kingdom, will be turned away and
banished into the darkness where there will be bitter weeping and unbearable
anguish.” Then Jesus turned to the Roman officer and said, “Go home. All that
you have believed for will be done for you!” And his son was healed at that very
moment.
Matthew 8:7-8,10-13 TPT

In this passage Jesus makes sure everyone understands that birth has nothing to do
with entrance into His Kingdom or access to its benefits. It’s all about faith, not birthright.
God has no grandkids, only kids. It doesn’t matter if you grew up in church with
Christian parents, or if you never knew anything about Christianity, faith, not birthright, is
the key. I don’t gain access because my parents walked with God and I’m not denied
access if my family never acknowledged God even existed. God wants a relationship
with me, personally. He wants me to seek Him for myself, and His relationship with me
is based on my faith, not the faith or lack of faith of those who came before me.  Jesus
throws the door open to everyone, regardless of where we came from!

Another important point in this passage is the connection between faith and authority.
This Roman understood that having Jesus’ Word was the same as having Jesus in
person. Sometimes we think if Jesus Himself would just walk into the room, or touch us,
then we would get our miracle. This passage teaches us that if we have Jesus’ Word,
then He has walked into the room, He has reached out and touched us, and the miracle
is there!  Jesus is astounded at this man’s faith because he understands the power of
Jesus’ Word, he understands that having His Word is pure gold!

We have the Word of Jesus at our fingertips today. He has made it clear that faith is the
key to accessing the Kingdom and it’s benefits. Let’s take Him at His Word today and
expect His presence to fill wherever we go. Jesus was far away from the Roman’s son,
yet His presence filled that room and healed that boy. You’re a member of a wonderful
Kingdom ruled by our Wonderful Lord. We have been given His Word today to take that
powerful presence everywhere. Expect something wonderful to happen as you go
through this day.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 53

Jesus replied, “Foxes have dens, birds have nests, but the Son of Man  has no
true home in this world.” But Jesus said to him, “Now is the time to follow me,
and let those who are dead bury their own dead.”
Matthew 8:20,22 TPT

Jesus reminds us this is not our home, because we belong with Him. We are citizens if
Heaven thanks to His death, burial and resurrection, and we are simply ‘passing
through’ here. If we remind ourselves of that fact, we’ll quit investing so much emotional
energy into the things of this world. Yes, we live here now, but like Jesus, this is not our
true home.

I’ve heard a saying—“You’re too Heavenly minded to be of any earthly good”—but I
believe the reverse is true.  I think we can get so earthly minded that we are not useful
to Heaven and it’s plans anymore.

Live like a visitor today, remembering where and to whom you belong.  Visitors enjoy
the good, interact with others, and remind themselves when bad things happen that
their true home is not like that so this is temporary.

Jesus gives us the key to our time on this planet—“NOW is the time to follow Me...”.
Today my task is to find Him, seek what He is doing, and join in with Him in that. Then I
will be a citizen of Heaven God is able to use to touch earth. And earth, and those in our
circle of influence, could use all of Heaven’s touch it can get.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 54

But Jesus reprimanded them. “Why are you gripped with fear?  Where is your
faith?” Then he stood up and rebuked the storm and said, “Be still!” And
instantly it became perfectly calm...Jesus commanded, “Then go!” And at once
the demons came out of the men and went into the pigs. Then the entire herd of
crazed pigs stampeded down the steep slope and fell into the water and drowned.
Matthew 8:26,32  TPT

Jesus asks a question, “Where is your faith?”, then answers it, “Then He stood up and
rebuked the storm.”  Faith is a person and His name is Jesus!  We have been given
faith when we receive Jesus. Faith lives inside of us, waiting for us to call upon Him,
accessing the power that stills storms and send demons running.

Too often we make faith the result of some formula we have to get right in order for it to
work, assuming all the responsibility for the results. That’s called ‘works’ and we can’t
work hard enough or good enough to earn God’s favor. We have been given favor in
Christ Jesus.  It’s His faith at work in us, not our work creating faith, that empowers us to
live with Him. “Where is your faith?” It’s in Him and He is in us!  Faith is as close as our
nest breath. Simply trust and obey and faith commands the storms to be still and the
demons to flee.

Another thing we should notice from this passage is the wisdom of a pig. Even the pigs
knew anything was better than accepting a demon!  Too often we put up with demonic
resistance in our lives, accepting it as a normal part of living. We have an enemy who
hates us and wants to kill, steal and destroy.  Addiction, poverty, depression, chronic
sickness and disease, rebellion and confusion are all signs of demonic resistance. The
Apostle Paul put it this way later in the New Testament, “I wish you would not fellowship
with demons.”  Quit inviting them to hang around!  We will encounter trouble in this life,
but we’re not supposed to let trouble move in and make itself at home. Don’t tolerate
anything contrary to God’s Word taking up residence in your life!  Where is your faith?
Speak God’s Word, keep speaking and obeying, and make room for Jesus to stand up
and command it to Go!
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 55

Just then some people brought a paraplegic man to him, lying on a sleeping mat.
When Jesus perceived the strong faith within their hearts, he said to the
paralyzed man, “My son, be encouraged, for your sins have been forgiven.”
...Jesus supernaturally perceived their thoughts, and said to them, “Why do you
carry such evil in your hearts? Which is easier to say, ‘Your sins are forgiven,’ or,
‘Stand up and walk!’? But now, to convince you that the Son of Man has been
given authority to forgive sins, I say to this man, ‘Stand up, pick up your mat, and
walk home.’”
Matthew 9:2,4-6 TPT

“Be encouraged, for your sins have been forgiven.”  In Christ Jesus all my sin—past,
present and future—has been forgiven!  Be encouraged!  There’s no sin that can
separate me from Him and His love. That was the power of sin, it separated me from
God, creating a chasm between He and I. Now that has been removed and the only
thing keeping me from God is me.  I choose to draw near or pull away, but sin has no
say in that choice anymore!  Be encouraged!

For the man in this passage, being forgiven was the difference between a life confined
to a sick bed or walking. For us, being forgiven is the difference between walking with
Him in freedom or being confined, and defined, by our mistakes and our bad choices.
Because of His forgiveness, my past no longer defines who I am, my present can be
filled with His presence daily, and my future is secure. Be encouraged!

This morning, and throughout this day, I can claim the power of His blood to wash me
clean, thanking Him for His forgiveness, and I can get up and walk with Him, expecting
His presence to accompany me wherever I go. Be encouraged, your sins have been
forgiven!  And He tells me any thought that would limit the power of His forgiveness, any
doubt that tells me my sin is not forgiven and has power over me, is an evil thought and
should not be tolerated. Be encouraged!

Thanks be to God, who has washed us clean through the death, burial and resurrection
of Christ Jesus. Get up today, and everyday, and walk with Him all the way home!  Sin
has no say in what this day will bring. Choose to spend it with the One who forgives us.
Be encouraged!
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 56

As Jesus left Capernaum he came upon a tax-collecting station, where a
traitorous Jew was busy at his work, collecting taxes for the Romans. His name
was Matthew. “Come, follow me,” Jesus said to him. Immediately Matthew
jumped up and began to follow Jesus...When Jesus overheard this, he spoke up
and said, “Healthy people don’t need to see a doctor, but the sick  will go for
treatment.” Then he added, “Now you should go and study the meaning of the
verse: I want you to show mercy, not just offer me a sacrifice. For I have come to
invite the outcasts of society and sinners, not those who think they are already
on the right path.”
Matthew 9:9,12-13 TPT

Jesus connects ‘sacrifice’ and ‘self-righteousness’ in this passage. Whenever we think
we are ‘sacrificing’ something to serve Him, we are forgetting how sick we were when
He found us and are leaning on our ‘good-ness’ rather than His. And the fact is we’re
just not that good without Him, even on our best days!

It’s a privilege to be counted as one of His, called into His Kingdom and invited to do life
with Him. He chose us, picked us out of the crowd and said, “Follow Me.”  When I was a
kid in elementary school we would often play baseball during our recess. Two good
players would be captains and take turns picking a team from all those who wanted to
play. One of the worst feelings was being the last guy picked or, even worse, not getting
picked at all!  But Jesus took me and you with His first pick and that is quite an honor.

Today, He will ask us to “Come follow Me,” and our response will determine how much
we still value being picked by Him. Will we jump up  with excitement, still living in
wonder that we were chosen, or will we think we’re doing Him a favor by making the
‘sacrifice’ to live for and with Him today?

The King of kings, the Creator of the universe, the First and the Last, the Almighty God,
has picked us for His team. We were His first choice, the ones He wanted, and He
invites us to join Him on another adventure today. Let’s remember what it feels like to be
left out, to be the last choice, and give Him our best. He doesn’t want a ‘sacrifice’, He
just wants us to enjoy life with Him.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 57

Jesus replied, “How can the sons of the bridal chamber grieve when the
Bridegroom is next to them? But the days of fasting will come when the
Bridegroom is taken away from them. And who would mend worn-out clothing
with new fabric? When the new cloth shrinks it will rip, making the hole worse
than before. And who would pour fresh, new wine into an old wineskin?
Eventually the wine will ferment and make the wineskin burst, losing
everything—the wine is spilled and the wineskin ruined. Instead, new wine is
always poured into a new wineskin so that both are preserved.”
Matthew 9:15-17 TPT

It seems as though Jesus has strung together several totally different ideas in this
paragraph—a bridal party, mending clothes, and storing wine. What ties these together
is the contrasts He is pointing out. He once again is teaching the total difference in the
Kingdom of God compared with any other culture, religion or way of thinking. In this
paragraph, He warns against trying to simply fit His Way into what we are already doing,
into our ways.

We want to pick and choose what we want, like a buffet, shaping our beliefs to fit what
we think works best for us. But the Kingdom can’t be molded, bent, or conformed to any
other way of thinking or behavior. It’s very popular today, and really throughout history,
to ‘add’ something we like about Christianity to our life, then add something Oprah or
some other celebrity does, then keep something we’ve always done, and then adopt
something from our favorite blogger or self-help author. We think we create a ‘better’
version of ourself, more ‘open-minded’ and ‘well-rounded’.

The problem, as Jesus teaches here, is the Kingdom, and Christianity, isn’t  defined by
the norms of society or by our desires. That’s what Jesus came to save us from!  He
didn’t save us to make us ‘better’, He saved us to make us Christlike. The Kingdom,
defined by His Word and His Ways, is not a patch or bandaid we apply to fix something.
It is the cure and requires us to die to our old ways so we can live in His ways. Patches
may be fine for an old pair of jeans, but Jesus doesn’t want us to have a patched up life,
constantly in need of repair and mending. He’s given us a wonderful new life found in
Him that doesn’t need our constant attention. It’s a life void of the complications and
anxieties that come with our way of doing things. It’s life as the Creator of life intended it
to be from the start.

With these seemingly different thoughts in one paragraph Jesus shows us two simple
things:
He’s given us the best way, not a better version of our old way.
Try and make His way fit our way and we mess them both up!

Show us Lord where we are trying to use Your Way as a patch on our way. Help us
today to walk in new life, Christlike life, rather than trying to make an improved version
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of our old life. Help us remember You are smarter than we are and Your design is
perfect, needing no additions from us!

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 58

Just then Jesus turned around and looked at her and said, “My daughter, be
encouraged. Your faith has healed you.” And instantly she was healed!...He told
them, “You must leave, for the little girl is not dead; she’s only asleep.” Then
everyone began to ridicule him. After he made the crowd go outside, he went into
the girl’s room and gently took hold of her hand. She immediately stood to her
feet!...And they followed him right into the house where Jesus was staying. So
Jesus asked them, “Do you believe that I have the power to restore sight to your
eyes?” They replied, “Yes Lord, we believe!” Then Jesus put his hands over their
eyes and said, “You will have what your faith expects!” And instantly their eyes
opened—they could see! Then Jesus warned them sternly, “Make sure that you
tell no one what just happened!”
Matthew 9:22,24-25,28-30 TPT

These three separate incidents describe a day in the life of Jesus—healing a woman
with an incurable disease, raising a girl from the dead, and restoring sight to two blind
men!  A typical day in the life of our Savior.

There are also three separate lessons that will help us as we continue this daily
adventure with Jesus.

First, keep your expectation level high, regardless of what you see or don’t see. He is a
miracle worker and we should expect the miraculous when we’re around Him. It’s
supernatural for us but normal for Him. Too often we lower our expectations based on
our experiences. The woman healed in the first part of our passage had spent a lifetime
being disappointed by attempts to get better. Nothing had worked and she only got
worse. Yet here she is again, expecting a miracle. What miracle have we quit seeking
because of disappointment or the fear of disappointment?  Raise those expectations
again and push through to get to Him. No matter what, good or bad, keep expecting a
miracle!

Second lesson—there will always be opposition to our miracles. Jesus has just healed
an incurable disease and the crowd laughs and ridicules as He prepares to raise the girl
from death. We need to do what He did when we hear opposition to our expectations,
whether it’s the crowd or our own thoughts. Put them in another room!  The voices will
be there whenever you look to Jesus, but if we’ll find a quiet place where it’s just us and
Him, He’ll restore our confidence. Don’t let the crowd and the opposition determine your
expectation level. Even death is no foe for Jesus!  Today, expect the supernatural and
don’t let the opposition surprise you or lower your expectations.

The third lesson in this passage is the example of humility we see in Jesus. If I had just
healed two blind men I would, at the least, be posting it on social media!  I’d want some
publicity, some fanfare, some media coverage. But Jesus instructs them to tell no one.
Instead of seeking celebrity status He just continues His journey. He’s not doing what
He does for attention, it’s just who He is.  How often do we want to be noticed,
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especially if we’ve done something we consider remarkable?  Jesus didn’t seek
attention, yet He is the most famous person to ever walk on this planet. He kept His
attention on His purpose, pleasing His Father and seeking the lost, hurting and the next
generation. Today, if I’ll just give my attention to Him and His purpose for me, it will be a
miraculous day. And if He wants me to get any attention, I’ll leave that to Him. Instead of
promoting myself, I’ll give my energy to promoting Him.

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 59

He turned to his disciples and said, “The harvest is huge and ripe! But there are
not enough harvesters to bring it all in. As you go, plead with the Owner of the
Harvest to thrust out  many more reapers to harvest his grain!”
Matthew 9:37-38 TPT

Notice the expectation Jesus has of disciples—“As you go...”. Disciples go!  We go into
the huge, ripe harvest of souls that surround us. We go, with our focus on the harvest,
whether we are going to school or work, or whether we are going to Walmart or West
Africa.

Today, we will all go somewhere, but what will be our focus as we go?  When we go to
the grocery store, do we go with our focus only on what we need to get, or do we focus
on who we will encounter that may need a touch of Heaven?  More than likely we will
cross paths today with someone who is lost—away from Jesus or without a church
home—or who is hurting—in need of spiritual, physical or emotional healing.

And we have what they need because we aren’t just going, we have been sent!  The
Lord who is mighty to save, rising up with healing in His wings, has sent us!  He has
sent us with His Name, His Word and His Power. He didn’t tell us to go into the harvest
without giving us the equipment we need for that harvest. The only thing that will stop us
from having an Heavenly impact today will be our focus. That’s what will separate us as
disciples, lovers of Jesus. Everybody will be going today. And everybody will be focused
on something. Most will be focused on ‘what’, ‘where’, or ‘when’: what I need to do or
acquire, where I need to be, and when I need to be there.

Those are all important, but Jesus tells us our most important reason for going today is
the ‘who’: who will I interact with today that needs to encounter Jesus?  It could be my
kids in the back seat on the way to school, or it could be the first person I see at work. It
could be the cashier at the coffee shop, or it could be the classmate in the seat next to
me. Today we will go, but our going is an assignment from Heaven. Help us Holy Spirit,
Owner of the Harvest, to be more focused on The Who than we are on the What, Where
and When.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 60

Jesus commissioned these twelve to go out into the ripened harvest fields with
these instructions: “Don’t go into any non-Jewish or Samaritan territory. Go
instead and find the lost sheep  among the people of Israel.”
Matthew 10:5-6 TPT

God’s enduring, faithful love for Israel should be an encouragement for each of us. The
Apostle Paul writes in the Book of Romans that the history of Israel, and her relationship
with God, is an example for us. Israel would draw close to God and find blessing. Then
she would begin to take the blessing for granted, pull away from God, disobey Him, and
end up in a mess. Her history is a continual cycle of obeying God and blessing,
disobedience and trouble. Israel would find herself in some sort of horrible situation,
finally turn to God for help, and He would rescue her.  Eventually, she would return to
her old ways, following after her own desires instead of obeying God, and end up in
another bad place. And yet, time after time, when she cries out to God, He responds by
rescuing and restoring her.

In this passage, Jesus has assembled His team and is giving them their first assignment
for the Kingdom. Along the way He has encountered resistance, ridicule and rejection
from the Jewish people and their leaders. Yet who is the first recipient of His Kingdom,
the first to be given all the blessing of receiving Him and His mission?  Israel!  God’s
unfailing, faithful love for her is not dependent on whether she is obeying or disobedient,
accepting or rejecting, honoring or dishonoring. He loves her no matter how she returns
that love. What a good God!

We, like Israel, often love God in a cyclical way—sometimes we are desperate for Him
and His presence, seeking and obeying. Then sometimes we take Him for granted,
setting Him aside while we pursue other interests. We find ourselves living life like a
roller coaster ride, experiencing highs and lows, blessing and cursing, good times and
bad times, faithful and unfaithful. We find ourselves in a mess and our zeal for God
amps up as we cry out, needing rescue again. We get back in church, focus on His
Word, return to worship. Life settles down, the roller coaster becomes more
manageable, and we slip back toward our own ways. Yet God just keeps loving,
remaining faithful to us, responding when we reach out. What a good God!

Be encouraged when you see Jesus send His disciples first to Israel. By doing so He is
assuring each of us that He will always be there for us, offering us the best of His
Kingdom, showing us how to get off the roller coaster and find real life. Thank Him this
morning for His faithfulness and grace. And let’s all ask Holy Spirit to help us honor Him
today by returning that faithfulness with a loyalty He deserves. What a Savior!!
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 61

“And as you go, preach this message: ‘Heaven’s kingdom realm is accessible,
close enough to touch.’ You must continually bring healing to lepers and to those
who are sick,  and make it your habit to break off the demonic presence from
people,  and raise the dead back to life. Freely  you have received the power of
the kingdom, so freely release it to others. You won’t need a lot of money. Travel
light,  and don’t even pack an extra change of clothes in your backpack. Trust
God for everything, because the one who works for him deserves to be provided
for.”
Matthew 10:7-10 TPT

What’s truly astounding about this passage is the audience to whom Jesus is speaking.
He has assembled a small band of men wha are extremely UNQUALIFIED for this
assignment. They are described later in the Book of Acts as uneducated and untrained.
The one with the best looking resume is Judas, and we all know how that turned out!
Jesus doesn’t go through a long check list with each of them, looking for ways to
exclude them.  Instead He gives them the keys to the Kingdom—“freely you have
received the power of the Kingdom...”.  Their only real qualifier is they chose to follow
Jesus.  And because they did, He puts His trust in them, empowering them to do what
He does and share in His mission.

God asks us to trust Him, but He models how to do it by trusting us first. He doesn’t wait
for us to prove we are qualified to be trusted, He just trusts us and gives us access to all
that is His. He has proven how trustworthy He is to us over and over, yet we want more
proof with every new situation we encounter. He has brought us through countless
times, but we run into some kind of trouble and He want to see His qualifications again.
And He stays patient and trustworthy, because each time we do trust we move closer to
the simple command Jesus gives His crew in this passage—“Trust God for
everything...”

When you chose to follow Jesus, He qualified you, giving you open access to all that is
His. Don’t find ways to disqualify yourself today, coming up with some sort of checklist
that proves you don’t measure up. He doesn’t have that checklist, He simply trusts you
because you chose to follow Him. Step out in faith today and His power will flow through
you, touching those He wants to touch, announcing to them that Heaven is closer than
they know.  And, if we’ll lay aside all our reasons that disqualify us, we’ll find ourselves
growing in our ability to trust Him more and more. Eventually growing to the wonderful
place of trusting Him for everything!

He trusts us today to represent Him and His Kingdom well. That means this should be a
remarkable day. And it also means that our ability to trust Him even more will be
stronger by the end of this day!  Thank You Lord for trusting us with this assignment.
We’re trusting You to help us do it well.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 62

“Whatever village or town you enter, search for a godly  man who will let you into
his home until you leave for the next town. Once you enter a house, speak to the
family there and say, ‘God’s blessing of peace be upon this house!’ And if those
living there welcome you, let your peace come upon the house. But if you are
rejected, that blessing of peace will come back upon you. And if anyone doesn’t
listen to you and rejects your message, when you leave that house or town,
shake the dust off your feet as a prophetic act that you will not take their
defilement with you.”
Matthew 10:11-14 TPT

If we are sincerely trying to represent Jesus and His Kingdom we will either be
welcomed or rejected. Most of us like it when people respond well to our attempts to
share our faith, but no one likes it when we are rejected. And, if we continue to share
our faith with others, we will encounter rejection sooner or later.

In this passage Jesus tells us how to handle either scenario, welcomed or rejected.
When we, and our message, are welcomed, openly bless those who welcomed you. Let
them know how honored you were that they allowed you to share your faith with them
and speak blessings over them.  Don’t just share your testimony, Jesus said to share
the peace you have found in Him with them. In other words, when you leave, the person
who allowed you to share with them should feel more peaceful and assured than when
you arrived.

Even if your conversation included confrontation or correction, if we truly are
representing the Gospel, our goal is to leave them more peaceful than we found them.
That requires us to speak the Truth in love.  Sometimes we speak with only love and
sometimes we speak with only Truth. Love, by itself, cannot fully empower the change
God wants. Truth, by itself, cannot fully impart the peace God wants. Truth with love
creates space for God’s transforming grace. Both parties walk away blessed. When
someone allows us to speak into their life, let’s do it with Truth and love, sharing the
blessing of peace we have found in Christ.

And when we are rejected, take your peace with you and shake off every thing else.
Don’t let the rejection accompany you as you go your way. Rejection is going to happen,
but Jesus makes it clear we have a choice in how we will let rejection affect us. He said
to wipe it off and leave it there. If you’ve allowed rejection to join you on your journey,
then take a Holy Spirit bath right now and wash it off, letting it go on down the drain
instead of bugging you anymore. Quit wearing the rejections you have encountered like
a dusty stain. Pick up your peace in Jesus and go find a place where you, and His
message, are welcome!
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 63

“Mark my words, on the day of judgment the wicked people who lived in the land
of Sodom and Gomorrah will have a lesser degree of judgment than the city that
rejects you, for the people of Sodom and Gomorrah did not have the opportunity
that was given to them! Now, remember, it is I who sends you out, even though
you feel vulnerable as lambs going into a pack of wolves. So be as shrewd as
snakes yet as harmless  as doves.” “Be on your guard! For there will be those
who will betray you before their religious councils and brutally beat you with
whips in their public gatherings. And because you follow me, they will take you to
stand trial in front of rulers and even kings as an opportunity to testify of me
before them and the unbelievers. So when they arrest you, don’t worry about how
to speak or what you are to say, for the Holy Spirit will give you at that very
moment the words to speak. It won’t be you speaking but the Spirit of your Father
repeatedly speaking through you. “A brother will betray his brother unto
death—even a father his child! Children will rise up against their parents and
have them put to death. Expect to be hated by all because of my name, but be
faithful to the end and you will experience life and deliverance. And when they
persecute you in one town, flee to another. But I promise you this: you will not
deliver all the cities and towns of Israel until the Son of Man will have made his
appearance.”
Matthew 10:15-23 TPT

Jesus warns His disciples they will face opposition and persecution. The fact is
everyone experiences trouble. Right now, every person is in one of three ‘PT’ seasons:
Pre-trouble, Present-trouble, or Post-trouble.

A pastor tells about a time when a lady came to him for prayer and asked him to pray
that she never experience trouble again. So he took her hands and prayed, “Father kill
this dear lady and take her to Heaven.”  She jerked her hands loose and snapped at
him, “That’s not what I want you to pray!  I want you to pray I have no more trouble.”  He
replied, “Then the only prayer we can pray is for you to die and go to Heaven, because
as long as we live here we will experience trouble.”

The good news is the difference when we are Christians. We don’t walk through our
trouble alone or by our own strength. In this passage, Jesus promises the help and
presence of the full Trinity. “Remember it is I who sends you...”. “The Holy Spirit will give
you...the words to speak.” “Your Father speaking through you.”  The full power and
presence of the Godhead is with us, good times and bad. There is nothing we will face
today that we have to face alone. There is no situation that God won’t give us His words
to guide us through. There is no disaster, opposition, or persecution we will face that will
prevent His presence from being with us, and working through us.
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Those around us will go through bad times. They need to see the difference it makes
when we go through them with Jesus. They need to see us handling those same bad
times with Him by our side. They need to know life is better with Jesus, even the bad
times. When you encounter bad times, look for the Trinity. They’re right beside you.
Don’t let the trouble cause you to miss them.

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 64

“A student is not superior to his teacher any more than a servant would be
greater than his master. The student must be satisfied to share his teacher’s fate
and the servant his master’s. If they have called the head of the family ‘lord of
flies,’  no wonder they malign the members of his family.”
Matthew 10:24-25 TPT

Jesus gives two great life tips in this passage for those of us who have decided to follow
Him.

First, just as some will be offended by Him, sometimes ridiculing or rejecting Him, we,
as sincere followers of Christ, will also experience that.  He is once again reminding us
there are two opposing kingdoms at work on this planet, His Kingdom of Light, which is
for us and wants to give us life, and the kingdom of darkness, whose purpose is to kill,
steal and destroy. Sometimes we can get lulled into complacency because the kingdom
of darkness is skilled at appearing harmless, even inviting. But, like our Teacher and
Master, we who follow Jesus are the enemies of that kingdom. So Jesus gives us a
heads up here so we aren’t caught off guard.

Next, He encourages us by telling us we will share His fate. While He faced opposition
and rejection, His fate is not determined by that. His fate is complete victory!
Regardless of what came His way, He won, even over death and the grave. Here He
assures us that, while we will face the opposition that comes with being a member of
His Kingdom, we will share in His victory.  If we know, going into a fight, that we’re going
to win, then we won’t quit in the middle of the fight even if it looks like we are losing. We
know the only way we can lose is if we quit because we know the outcome. What a
great life tip from our Teacher and Master!

Today, remember His two tips and plan on being a victor instead of a victim. Just don’t
quit and you’ll share His fate and end this day as an overcomer!
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 65

“Don’t be afraid or intimidated by others, for God will bring everything out into
the open and every secret will be told. What I say to you in the dark, repeat in
broad daylight, and what you hear in a whisper, announce it publicly. Don’t be in
fear of those who can kill only the body but not your soul. Fear only God, who is
able to destroy both soul and body in hell. You can buy two sparrows for only a
copper coin, yet not even one sparrow falls from its nest without the knowledge
of your Father. Aren’t you worth much more to God than many sparrows? So
don’t worry. For your Father cares deeply about even the smallest detail of your
life.”
Matthew 10:26-30

Jesus addresses a common human fear in this passage—“What do others think about
me?”  When someone is whispering near us, we wonder if they’re whispering about us.
We may try to act like we don’t care, but inside we are worrying. Jesus tells us the only
thing we should fear is God, and then He tells us we don’t need to be afraid of God
because His love is so great for us. He cares about the smallest details of our lives, and
He, unlike the others to whom we give so much thought, actually has the power to do
something.

God wants to be involved in our lives today, in the details that may seem too small for
His attention. And if we will make room for His involvement, He will make even those
smallest details better. What Jesus teaches us here is how to make room for God to be
more involved in the details of our lives. Give less attention to what everybody else is
thinking or saying about us and we will make more room for God’s thoughts and words
about us. And His thoughts toward us are good, caring deeply about every detail.

And the truth, which Jesus says will be made known openly, is most people aren’t
thinking and talking about us nearly as much as we think they are. Like us, they’ve got
their own lives to sort out.

Today, make room for what God says and thinks about you. Make room for Him to tell
you His thoughts about others, and instead of worrying about what they’re saying about
you, tell them the good things God wants for them. Then we will find that place where
we really don’t care if others think ill of us because we know what the One who matters
thinks!
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 66

“If you openly and publicly acknowledge me, I will freely and openly acknowledge
you before my heavenly Father. But if you publicly deny that you know me,  I will
also deny you before my heavenly Father.”
Matthew 10:32-33

For those of us living in the States, this passage may not seem too daunting. The
audience to whom Jesus spoke probably didn’t get the weight of what He was saying at
the time. Here was a gentle teacher from the Galilee telling them not to deny they knew
Him. At this point in Jesus’ earthly ministry there wasn’t a lot of pressure on those who
followed Him. Most considered Him just another traveling teacher attracting crowds with
a new message and performing some miracles. He really didn’t seem like much of a
threat to any of the things that ‘really mattered’.  So why tell them this?

It wasn’t long though until He threatened everything, and those in authority, both Jewish
and Roman, began to take notice of His comings and goings. And as He made it more
and more apparent that He wasn’t just a teacher with a great message, that He was
God made flesh and the Messiah, He really stirred things up. Then, after His death,
burial and resurrection, His disciples openly proclaimed Him as Lord of all, King of
kings, and the soon returning ruler of all creation. Now this statement from Jesus made
sense. If you acknowledged Him publicity it could cost your freedom and even your life!
This wasn’t a simple little statement, it was a life-defining axiom that requires courage
and faith.

Here’s what challenges me about this statement today. Jesus is still challenging the
norms we accept as part of our daily life. He’s still making it very clear He is Lord and
His Word is Truth. Today I will have opportunities to proclaim His Lordship and submit to
His Word as I go through my daily routine. Will I get angry without sinning? Will I love
my wife as Christ loves His Church. Will I do unto others as I would have them do to
me?  Will I give 8 hours work for 8 hours pay?  Will I do everything as unto Him?  Will I
openly and publicly acknowledge He is more than another way, He is The Way?  Will I
risk offending others because I refuse to offend Him by compromising His Word?  He is
a threat to what our culture wants to call normal. Openly acknowledging Him could
cause some problems.

At first glance this passage seems rather easy. But it’s not. It challenges us to examine
our choices today and see if they line up with His Word and His Ways. Is He really Lord
of our lives, to the point where He threatens the status quo?  He promises to keep me in
front of my Heavenly Father, to make sure I have God’s attention. That’s a great
promise that will assuredly make my day better. All I have to do is act like He really is
my Lord and King today.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 67

“Perhaps you think I’ve come to spread peace and calm over the earth—but my
coming will bring conflict and division,  not peace. Because of me, A son will turn
against his father, a daughter her mother and against her mother-in-law. Within
your own families you will find enemies. Whoever loves father or mother or son
or daughter more than me is not fit to be my disciple. And whoever comes to me
must follow in my steps and be willing to share my cross and experience it as his
own, or he cannot be considered to be my disciple. All who seek to live apart
from me  will lose it all. But those who let go of their lives for my sake and
surrender it all to me will discover true life!”
Matthew 10:34-39

The Gospel—Jesus and His Good News—will cause collisions. Anytime two opposing
forces meet, it happens. We see examples of this almost every day at intersections
when two vehicles, going in different directions, tried to occupy the same space.  Jesus
tells us when we choose to follow Him, we’re on a collision course with our old ways
and our old thinking, and with the ways of the culture around us. Our collisions will be
within and without, with ourselves and with others. As the old hymn says, we have
decided to follow Jesus, which means we have committed to walk in His ways and live
by His Word.

We want everyone to like us and we would like everyone to just get along. We often
judge our days by our ‘approval rating’. Did everyone we interacted with like us today?
That would be nice, but Jesus gives us another standard for judging our days here. Did
we love Him more than anyone today?  One of the New Testament writers, a collision
expert, tells us we cannot please God and people.

Jesus makes the two choices we have at each of life’s intersections very clear :
Either…love Him more and experience true life…
Or…please others and avoid conflict, and lose what life you’ve found.

Another fact about collisions is both parties involved are impacted. Two cars collide,
even slightly, and both come away marked by the collision. When we avoid conflict
caused by the Gospel, within ourselves and with others, we miss the opportunity to
come away marked by the power of the Cross. If we spend today simply trying to get
along with everyone, never taking the opportunities given us by the Holy Spirit to share
the Gospel, we may end the day with no marks but we also didn’t leave any marks.

Today, Jesus wants us to take up His Cross and get involved in some collisions that will
leave you, and those with whom you collide, marked for eternity!  He’s not talking about
going and picking a fight, creating conflict for the sake of argument. He’s talking about
following Him, living out His Gospel and engaging with others in order to help them find
The Way. Sounds like a demolition derby where everyone wins.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 68

“Whoever receives you receives me, and whoever receives me receives the One
who sent me. Whoever receives a prophet because he is God’s messenger will
share a prophet’s reward. And whoever welcomes a good and godly man because
he follows me  will also share in his reward. And whoever gives a cup of cold
water to one of my humble disciples, I promise you, he will not go unrewarded.”
Matthew 10:40-42

I love being part of Jesus’ Kingdom!  It’s a Kingdom built on life-giving principles like the
two Jesus describes here—respect and kindness. This Kingdom is so vastly different
from what the world and it’s cultures offer us that if we will simply live a Kingdom life
those in our circle of influence will be drawn toward it. If we practice this kind of
kindness and respect, we will have tremendous impact on others and, as Jesus
promises here, experience the reward of God’s presence in our lives.

The world’s norm is ‘respect is earned’, but Jesus shows us it is ours to give. Trust is
earned but respect is ours to simply give away.  My friends, Drs. Larry and Virginia
Price, spent years of hard work becoming medical doctors. I’ve known them both for a
long time, traveled with them, just hung out with them. But I always call them Dr. Price,
or in more informal settings, Doc, because I want to give respect to them and the price
they’ve paid. That respect has been rewarded by a mutual friendship, but also by a
relationship where they speak into my life, sharing their wisdom, not just as my doctors
but as valued advisors and Trustees in our church.

Jesus specifically speaks of receiving someone who represents Him. In our society, we
want our pastors and spiritual leaders to be ‘one of us’, and I think that’s healthy. But we
also need them to speak into our lives on another level, with more authority than just
‘one of us’. We sometimes forget that those offices are gifts from Jesus to His Church to
help us grow up into His likeness. I don’t just need them to be my buddy, I need them to
have spiritual authority in my life. I’ve learned to protect that place by giving respect in
the way I address them. I call my pastors Pastor, not just to respect the office but to
honor the price they’re paying and to make room for the gift of Jesus to benefit me.

Today, we will cross paths with teachers, bosses, spouses, parents, grandparents, and
others. What if we just gave respect to them as our gift to honor them?  What impact will
it have on our society if we start practicing that Kingdom principle?  It will make our
world a better place and we will be rewarded.  Win—Win!

And what if we practice kindness toward other believers, looking for ways to help each
other?  Jesus says just start with offering a simple drink. If we became intentionally
aware of the other believers in our lives, and looked for ways to be kind to them, those
around us would see an attractive Kingdom worth investigating. And we receive a
reward. Another Win—Win!  Seems like this Jesus lifestyle is filled with wins!
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2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?
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Day 69

Jesus answered them, “Give John this report: ‘The blind see again, the crippled
walk, lepers are cured, the deaf hear, the dead are raised back to life, and the poor
and broken now hear of the hope of salvation!’ And tell John that the blessing of
heaven comes upon those who never lose their faith in me — no matter what
happens!”
Matthew 11:4-6 TPT

John the Baptist grew up with Jesus. As a baby still in his mother’s womb, he
responded to the Holy Spirit and recognized Jesus as the Messiah! (There’s a whole
lesson there on when life begins with a fetus.)  When he saw Jesus coming to be
baptized, he immediately proclaimed, “Behold the Lamb of God who takes away the sin
of the world!”  John knew Jesus was the Messiah and had known it for most of his life.

John the Baptist is one of the Bible’s most outspoken prophets, boldly proclaiming the
message without fear. In one of the other Gospels, Jesus describes him as the greatest
born of a woman. But here he sends messengers to ask if Jesus really is the One. What
happened?  Why the questions from one who was so sure?  John is sitting in a prison
awaiting his execution. He’s about to give his life for what he has been saying he
believed. He wants to make sure he’s right before he loses his head for it.

Jesus doesn’t respond with a rebuke, He responds with evidence and encouragement.
He doesn’t get frustrated and tell John’s messengers that John should know better and
go tell him to suck it up. He gives them proof and tells them to reassure John that
Heaven is real and is awaiting him. Jesus understands that even the greatest may have
questions and He is not offended by those questions. He loves John, even while John’s
faith may be wavering, and sends help.

Ever have questions or wonder if what we have believed is really the Truth?  If you
haven’t yet, you probably will. There are two lessons in this passage that will help when
we’re having faith struggles. First, go straight to Jesus. Don’t seek opinions from a
bunch of folks, go right to the One in whom you have believed. Don’t get second hand
responses, let Him answer your questions. Don’t let your questioning push you away
from Him, run straight to Him every time. That will sure mess up your enemy’s plan!

Next, remember He is not afraid of our questions, nor will it offend Him.  When you go to
Him, you can count on Him to do for you exactly what He did for John. He will reaffirm
what you know about Him and give you the encouragement and strength you need to
face the situation. John got his answer and we know he faced his death without
wavering in his faith. And we know we will hear his story firsthand when we see him in
Heaven. No matter what you will face, Jesus will be there with you and for you,
providing all you need to win every battle.
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Reflection and Journal:
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2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 70

“What kind of man did you see when you went out into the wilderness? Did you
expect to see a man who would be easily intimidated? Who was he? Did you
expect to see a man decked out in the splendid fashion of the day?  Those who
wear fancy clothes live like kings in palaces. Or did you encounter a true prophet
out in the lonely wilderness? Yes, John was a prophet like those of the past, but
he is even more than that! He was the fulfillment of this Scripture: See, I am
sending my prophetic messenger who will go ahead of me and prepare hearts to
receive me.”
Matthew 11:7-10 TPT

Jesus challenges us in this passage to stay away from requiring a certain ‘look or style’
in those we allow God to use to speak into our lives. We all have our preferences, but
Jesus warns us about letting those preferences limit the Word of God from having its
maximum effect on us.

For instance, my favorite preachers are the ones I agree with. I really like their teaching
because it makes me feel good and affirms me. I’m just kidding, but if that were the way
I chose who God could use to speak to me then I would never be challenged and
certainly never confronted!  And, I would never grow up, becoming more and more like
Christ.  What if I limited the number of people God could use to speak into my life to
only those older than me?  As I grow older, I eliminate anyone younger from being
God’s spokesperson, and soon there’s only a few who qualify and, like me, they are
struggling with remembering where they parked their car!

Maybe I could disqualify any man who wore skinny jeans, since I don’t like skinny jeans,
from speaking into my life. Or maybe I’ll only let people from my culture or ethnicity lead
me. Maybe I’ll only listen to people who’ve been where I’ve been. One time a guy
struggling with addiction told me I was unqualified to speak into his life because I had
never been an addict. Well, that disqualifies Jesus from speaking to us because He’s
never sinned in any area!

Here’s one of my least favorite statements from believers: “(Fill in the blank) can’t pastor
me.” John the Baptist didn’t fit any of the accepted norms for preachers of his day.
Some went to see him because they liked the ‘show’. Some went because he was
unusual. Some just went along with the crowd to see him. But Jesus said those who
listened to him, regardless of whether or not he met their list of qualifications, would be
prepared to receive Him in a greater measure.

In this passage, Jesus asks us to make more room for God by throwing out our speaker
qualification list. He gives us two simple qualifiers: are they fulfilling Scripture and are
they preparing hearts to receive Jesus?  Are those we allow to speak into our lives
teaching God’s Word?  Does their teaching glorify Jesus?  Then listen intently to them
and you’ll grow more and more like Jesus. Once again, Jesus simplifies life for us.
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Day 71

“For I tell you the truth, throughout history there has never been a man who
surpasses John the Baptizer. Yet the least of those who now experience heaven’s
kingdom realm will become even greater than he. From the moment John stepped
onto the scene until now, the realm of heaven’s kingdom is bursting forth, and
passionate people have taken hold of its power. For all the prophets and the
Torah prophesied until John appeared. If you can receive this truth, John is the
Elijah who was destined to come. So listen and understand what I’m telling you.”
Matthew 11:11-15 TPT

Let’s look at two things Jesus is emphasizing in this passage: understanding our identity
in Him and His Kingdom and, the reality that His Kingdom has come.

Jesus calls John the greatest in history. Then He says the least in His Kingdom is
greater!  One of the most frequent reasons I see believers struggling is a lack of
knowledge about who they are in Christ and what that identity gives them access to in
His Kingdom. There are many things that seek to give us our identity. It could be our
family history, our cultural or ethic background, our own past, the popular culture around
us, our insecurities, and a host of others. But, once we have decided to follow Christ as
our Lord and Savior, our identity is found in Him and what His Word says about us.

My family history may be a long line of failures or even successes, but I have a new
family history in Christ. I’m a child of God and brother of the King. My ethnicity could be
marred by past abuses and mistreatment, but I am now a member of one Holy race. My
past could be addiction, but I’m a new creation in Him and that past does not define me.
The culture may have some category they want to force me into, but I’m being renewed
daily by His Word and this world does not tell me who I am. I may have fears about
relationships because I’ve been hurt and rejected, but His perfect love in me has
prepared me for victory in my next relationships.

As a member of His Kingdom, even if I consider myself the most insignificant member of
His Kingdom, I’m greater than anything this world has ever produced!  Because Christ is
in me, and I am in Him and a member of His Kingdom, I have everything I need to
overcome anything I will face on this planet!  We must stop allowing anything other than
His Word to give us our identity. Anything else, no matter how bad or good, minimizes
who we are in Christ.

Secondly, Jesus encourages us to take hold of the Kingdom, and its power NOW!  Don’t
wait for some future event, the Kingdom is here!  John the Baptist announced it and
Jesus brought it. When we accepted Christ, we became citizens of His Kingdom and He
expects us to live like citizens here. Yes we’ve been given an eternity in Heaven, but we
aren’t in Heaven yet and His Kingdom, and its power, is here. Live today as a member
of that Kingdom.  Jesus ends this passage by imploring us to listen and understand
these things. If we will get this, it will change how we live on this planet. Instead of
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passively waiting for Heaven, we will be the vessels through which Heaven actively
touches Earth!

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 72

“Don’t you understand? How could I describe the people of this generation?
You’re like children playing games on the playground, yelling at their playmates,
‘You don’t like it when we want to play Wedding! And you don’t like it when we
want to play Funeral! You will neither dance nor mourn.’ Why is it that when John
came to you, neither feasting nor drinking wine, you said, ‘He has a demon in
him!’? Yet when the Son of Man came and went to feasts and drank wine, you
said, ‘Look at this Man! He is nothing but a glutton and a drunkard! He spends all
his time with tax collectors and other affluent sinners.’  But God’s wisdom will be
visibly seen living in those who embrace it.”
Matthew 11:16-19 TPT

Ahhh, the life of a critic. As a critic, we don’t actually have to do anything, we just sit on
the sidelines and criticize those who are doing something. Critics don’t really get
involved or invest any energy, they just look for what’s wrong. And the more we criticize,
the better we get at finding what’s wrong. We soon become ‘wrong experts’, able to
point out the flaws in even the best of humanity’s efforts. 

If we stick to our critic role and continue practicing it daily, soon nothing and no one will
measure up. We can’t enjoy a meal out because there’s too many flaws.  We can’t enjoy
a movie because we saw too many mistakes, and the popcorn was terrible!  We can’t
enjoy the company of others because so many of them are doing things the wrong way.
Besides, most of them don’t call anymore because they got tired of being wrong. We
can’t enjoy our church because of all the things that are wrong.  And we have
discovered we really don’t like being around our family too much. They all do things that
bug us. 

Get good enough as a critic and we’ll finally end up in that place my Louisiana friend
called ‘Bayou Self’—all alone. The nice thing about being all alone is we’re always right.
There’s no one around to challenge us, no one doing life a different way, no one asking
if our interpretation of God’s Word and Ways is correct. And the problem with always
being right is it’s an illusion.  Only God is always right, and we’re not Him!  So the life of
a critic soon becomes one of constant disillusionment, because our life is an illusion that
can’t be maintained. Nothing satisfies for long. Nothing is enjoyed for long. No
relationship lasts very long. No church, or pastor, is good enough. 

In this passage, Jesus points out how many people missed the blessing of John the
Baptist because they were finding his flaws. He points out how many will miss the
blessing of knowing Him because they don’t like the way He does things. He
encourages us to abandon the role of critic, to quit relying on our wisdom and embrace
the wisdom of God. And that begins with reversing the way we look at things and
others. Instead of looking for what’s wrong, begin looking for what’s right and good. 
Celebrate that and we’ll soon find ourselves moving out of Bayou Self and joining the
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Kingdom party, enjoying this life journey we are on with Jesus, even with the twists and
turns, the ups and downs. Go out there today and find what’s right!

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 73

He said, “How tragic it will be for the city of Korazin! And how horrible for the city
of Bethsaida! For if the powerful miracles that I performed in Korazin and
Bethsaida had been done in Tyre and Sidon,  they would have humbled
themselves and repented, and turned from their sins. Tyre and Sidon  will Be
better off on judgment day than you! And Capernaum—do you really think you’ll
be exalted because of the great miracles I have done there? No! You’ll be brought
down to the depths of hell  because of your rejection of me. For if the miracles I
worked in your streets were done in Sodom, it would still be standing today! But I
tell you, it will be more bearable for the region of Sodom in the day of judgment
than it will be for you.”
Matthew 11:21-24 TPT

Jesus contrasts the disbelief in two regions, one from the past that was destroyed, Tyre,
Sidon and Sodom, and one that was doing well but would be destroyed, Korazin and
Bethsaida.  I’m sure most of the citizens of Korazin and Bethsaida scoffed at Jesus’
prediction of their demise. They were flourishing, things were going well and there was
no way they should be compared to Tyre, Sidon and Sodom. They even had a nice,
thriving Synagogue where Jesus Himself spoke from time to time!  Things were good
and Jesus couldn’t be right about their future.

I’ve stood in the ruins of Korazin and Bethsaida on my visits to Israel. I’ve seen the
remains of the synagogue where Jesus spoke. Their destruction came just as Jesus
predicted. In fact, almost every prediction Jesus ever made has happened. The only
ones that haven’t have to do with His second coming. The accuracy of His predictions is
beyond mere coincidence or lucky guessing. He has proven to us He tells the Truth and
His Word will remain no matter what else changes.  What He says happens!

What does this passage speak to us today?  First, we can depend on Jesus and His
Word. We can build a life on the foundation of what He says and it will stand, unlike both
of these regions which looked like they were doing well but didn’t have the bedrock of
belief to withstand what was coming.

Second, don’t judge how well we’re doing by the standards of the world; rather judge
our lives by His Word. We may look like we’re doing well in the things the world
considers important, but what does our faith in Jesus look like?  We don’t fit Jesus into
our life, we fit our life into Him. What doesn’t fit needs to be let go.

Third, we can count on His predictions, His promises, to happen. He will return. He will
rule the earth completely. We will reign with Him and spend eternity with Him. This life,
this world, will fade away, but for those of us who love Him, a new life and better world
truly do await us!  It’s not a fairy tale or a myth, it’s the Truth. He’s proven we can count
on Him. Live today knowing your today, and your future, are secure in Him. That should
give us a different perspective than those around us who don’t yet believe. And it should
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create questions from them that open the door to telling them why we’re different. And
that’s why we’re still here anyway, to spread the Good News of Jesus.

I think one more thing Jesus is challenging in this passage is the impact of this world on
what we believe about Him.  Where are the areas we used to believe He could impact
and now, because of disappointment or failure, we’ve lowered our expectations or even
quit believing He can do it? Today, He challenges us to believe again, to believe He
makes a way where there is no way, to believe He breaks chains and moves mountains.
He hasn’t changed, but He challenges us to ask ourselves if we have allowed what we
have seen or experienced in this world to lessen what we believe about Him. 

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?

Day 74
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Then Jesus exclaimed, “Father, thank you, for you are Lord, the Supreme Ruler
over heaven and earth! And you have hidden the great revelation of your
authority from those who are proud and wise in their own eyes. Instead, you have
shared it with these who humble themselves. Yes, Father, your plan delights your
heart, as you’ve chosen this way to extend your kingdom—by giving it to those
who have become like trusting children. You have entrusted me with all that you
are and all that you have. No one fully and intimately knows the Son except the
Father. And no one fully and intimately knows the Father except the Son. But the
Son is able to unveil the Father to anyone he chooses.”
Matthew 11:25-27 TPT

Jesus gives us two of the most important keys to understanding God and His Word in
this passage. First, those who truly want to know God and His Ways must come to Him
as trusting children. If we want to understand Him we must lay aside all our
presumptions and agendas.  Our knowledge is useless when it comes to knowing God.
Anytime we think we have Him figured out, we are wrong. Francis Frangipane said, “if
you have a god small enough to understand, then he’s not big enough to be your God!”
In fact, as Jesus tells us here, when we think we’re smart enough to figure Him out, He’s
actually hiding His plans and thoughts from us!  But when we come before Him without
any predefined ‘boxes’ we want Him to fit into, simply making room for Him to reveal
Himself, we will begin to see His true nature and understand His ways.  We just come to
Him and let Him be Him, filling us each time with wonder, as we see Him through the
eyes of a trusting child.

Second, God is not ‘known’, He is revealed. He reveals Himself to those who have
made room by emptying themselves of any pre-conceptions or assumptions. God is
revealed through and by Jesus. We cannot understand God, His Word and His Ways,
unless we see Him through Jesus. Jesus, as described by the writer of Hebrews, is the
exact nature and representation of God. That’s why it’s so important to do what we’re
doing in this devotion—spend regular time in the ‘red writing’, The Words of Jesus. The
more we know Jesus, the better we will understand the Word and Ways of our God.
Read the Old Testament without Jesus and some of it becomes very harsh, even cruel.
But when we overlay Jesus, we begin to see the workings of a loving, grace-filled God
who seeks the best for His people and will terrify any who seek to harm them.

Jesus has chosen to reveal our Father to us today. Let’s go through this day with the
attitude of a trusting child at Disney, seeing everything as if it’s the first time and being
filled with wonder and innocence.  Too often we allow our ‘knowledge’, gained through
experience, to steal that innocence and wonder. The Supreme Ruler of Heaven and
Earth created this world surrounding us. He made the people we will interact with today
in His image. Allow Jesus to give us a child’s perspective and let’s see it all through Him
today!
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 75

“Are you weary, carrying a heavy burden? Then come to me.  I will refresh your
life, for I am your oasis. Simply join your life with mine.  Learn my ways and you’ll
discover that I’m gentle, humble, easy to please. You will find refreshment and
rest in me. For all that I require of you will be pleasant and easy to bear.”
Matthew 11:28-30 TPT

Jesus absolutely destroys a common, erroneous belief that some of the unpleasant stuff
we are facing in our lives is caused by the Lord, either to teach us something or to
punish us. He tells us plainly He’s not responsible for the unpleasant things we are
facing. If we are overwhelmed, worn out, or feel our load is too heavy for us, then Jesus
says He’s not the cause or the problem. But He is the solution!  Instead of blaming God
for the bad things, or accepting them because we think He gave them to us, run to Him
and unload.

Too often we go through life carrying a heavy load simply because we won’t let go of it.
Listen to Jesus, “...come to me. I will refresh your life...and you will...find rest in Me.”
Most of us are better at learning to live with the load than we are at unloading it. Just
keep going to Him, by faith unloading, until you actually have learned to leave it with
Him. It may take a few times, or a bunch of times, but don’t quit practicing it until you’ve
learned how to unload with Jesus.

One key He continually teaches is doing life WITH Him rather than FOR Him. I’ve often
noticed that people who say they are ‘burned out’ on serving seem to serve as if it’s a
burden they have to do for Jesus instead of a joy they’re doing with Jesus. It’s almost
like we’re doing Him a favor, or trying to pay Him back, by serving. He doesn’t want our
favors or our repayment. Several times in the Bible God tells us He doesn’t want our
sacrifice, He wants our love. When we do things ‘for’ Him, we’ve returned to the old
sacrificial system instead of embracing this life of grace and mercy given to us by Jesus.
He wants us to do life with Him, and He says if we do we will find Him gentle, humble
and easy to please. And we’ll find ourselves refreshed, enjoying true life instead of
enduring our version of life.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 76

Jesus responded, “Haven’t you ever read what King David and his men did when
they were hungry? They entered the house of God  and ate the sacred bread of
God’s presence,  violating the law by eating bread that only the priests were
allowed to eat. And haven’t you read in the Torah that the priests violated the
rules of the Sabbath by carrying out their duties in the temple on a Saturday, and
yet they are without blame? But I say to you, there is one here who is even
greater than the temple. If only you could learn the meaning of the words ‘I want
compassion more than a sacrifice,’  you wouldn’t be condemning my innocent
disciples. For the Son of Man exercises his lordship over the Sabbath.”
Matthew 12:3-8 TPT

Jesus once again emphasizes the importance of relationship rather than rules.
Christianity is not adherence to a set of rules and regulations, it is a relationship with
Jesus that gives life to all the other areas of our lives. Jesus compares rule keeping with
a return to the old sacrificial system where we seek to gain God’s favor through some
sort of sacrifice offered as payment.

Sometimes we implement rules, thinking they will protect the relationship. When we do
we rob ourselves of the joy and life of the relationship. Instead of bringing our tithe and
giving as a response to His love for us, we do so out of a sense of obligation. Going to
church becomes a duty rather than the joy God wants it to be. We do it in our marriages
and other relationships too, creating rules hoping to keep that relationship safe. Instead
of being faithful and avoiding flirtation because we want to honor the spouse we love so
much, we try to do it out of a sense of duty or even fear. And that gets old in a hurry,
crumbling under the weight of obligation.

But when we make room for the love and life of the relationship, we find ourselves
wanting to honor it in any way we can, looking for ways to make it even richer. My
faithfulness to Sheryll isn’t something I do out of fear or obligation, it’s something I do
because of my love for her and her love for me.  Jesus wants our relationship with Him
to be a based on a mutual love and respect, a life-giving flow that grows each day. He is
the Lord of the Sabbath, and He didn’t create the Sabbath to be a burden that requires
a bunch of rules. He gave us the Sabbath out of His love for us, to keep us refreshed
and focused. When we turn it into an obligation, it’s no longer refreshing, it has become
‘work’ and another obligation.

Today take a moment to reflect on your relationship with Jesus. What have you allowed
to become a rule instead of a life-giving flow?  Do you do a daily devotion out of a sense
of obligation or because you can’t wait to re-connect with Him?  Have you allowed your
church life to become a duty?  Is the bringing of the tithe and your giving done with
thoughtfulness and thanksgiving or has it become just another ‘bill payment’?  Ask Him
to restore the life to those things you have allowed to become ‘rule-keeping’.
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Our relationship with Jesus is the most important one we have, and it will flow into all
our other ones, keeping them alive and healthy. Protect it, not by surrounding it with
rules, but by keeping it fresh and responsive. Respond to Him with thoughtfulness and
thankfulness, not duty and obligation. Make room for Him to breathe life into everything
you do today.

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 77

He answered them, “If any of you had a lamb that fell into a ditch on the Sabbath,
wouldn’t you reach out your hand and lift it out? Isn’t a man much more valuable
than a lamb? So of course, it’s always proper to do miracles,  even on the
Sabbath.”
Matthew 12:11-12 TPT

There’s never a bad time for a miracle. We hear Jesus say, “It’s always proper to do
miracles,” and most of us immediately nod in agreement. In this case, people were
saying He shouldn’t work miracles on the Sabbath because He was breaking a religious
rule. We read the story and think it was silly for people to object to a miracle because of
the timing. The poor guy needed help and Jesus was there. What better time for a
miracle?

But how many of us have allowed some rule, some circumstance or situation, some
diagnosis or other bad news, to stop us from receiving a miracle?  Maybe we’ve bought
into the lie that miracles don’t happen anymore. Or perhaps we’ve determined that we,
somehow, aren’t worthy of a miracle. Whatever the reason, most of us have probably, at
some time, allowed something to set aside our hopes for a miracle.

In this passage, Jesus reminds us how valuable people are and that it’s always proper
to perform a miracle. Let’s ask Holy Spirit to renew our capacity to believe and receive
miracles. People still are in need and Jesus is here, so the same ingredients are
present. Jesus is the same yesterday, today and tomorrow. He still performs miracles.
Don’t allow any ‘rule’ to stop you from expecting Him to do so.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 78

Now, Jesus supernaturally perceived their thoughts and motives, so he
confronted them by telling them this parable: “Any kingdom that fights against
itself will end up in ruins. And any family or community splintered by strife will
fall apart. So if Satan casts out Satan, he is making war on himself. How then
could his kingdom survive? So if Satan empowers me to cast out demons, who
empowers your exorcists  to cast them out? Go ask them, for what they do
proves you’re wrong in your accusations. On the other hand, if I drive out
demons by the power of the Spirit of God, then the end of Satan’s kingdom has
come! Who would dare enter the house of a mighty man and steal his property?
First he must be overpowered and tied up by one who is stronger than he. Then
his entire house can be plundered and every possession stolen.”
Matthew 12:25-29 TPT

The first takeaway from this passage is the fact that Jesus knows our thoughts and
motives, as He should since He is God and our creator. Here’s what amazing about
that, He knows everything about us and yet He loves us!  He knows our every secret,
our faults, the very worst about us we hope no one ever sees, and He still loves us!  Yet
we will let our enemy use the shame of our secrets and our sin to drive us away from
God, pulling away as if we can hide them from Him. He already knows and He hasn’t
changed His love toward us!  Jesus’ ability to know our thoughts and motives should
cause us to run to Him when we’ve blown it, when we’re hurt or broken, or when we feel
ashamed or embarrassed. He knows everything about us, still loves us and is ready to
heal the hurt.

The second takeaway for me is Jesus’ reminder that strife ruins everything. No
relationship, community, church or kingdom can withstand it. He hints that even satan is
smart enough to try and avoid it within his kingdom of darkness. But how many times do
we allow it, even make room for it with our thoughts and motives?  One of the writers of
the New Testament says it opens the door to every evil work. It should be our goal to
eliminate strife as quickly as possible, even if it means we have to apologize or admit
we’re wrong about something!  What would our day look like if we made no room for
strife, if we quickly snuffed out any complaining, griping, gossip, or criticism?  If we
slammed the door shut to evil, making room only for light and life, we’d probably have a
pretty good day.

Lastly, Jesus gives us insight as to why we see so much evil on our planet. Bad things
happen, not just to good people, but to people everywhere. And often, God gets blamed
for it. But Jesus, in the last part of this passage, tells us there’s a strongman who must
be overpowered, satan. When man originally broke Covenant with God and sinned, we
turned the keys to this house, our planet, over to satan. We didn’t just break Covenant,
we broke the planet!  In God’s original creation there was no room for evil, but we threw
the door open and Jesus came to slam it shut and restore us and creation.
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Look closely at the wording used by Jesus to describe the strongman. This planet is his
house, and Jesus announces He has come to rob satan of every possession, starting
with us!  Jesus tells us later in the Gospels that satan is the god of this planet. There’s
good news in this last statement of this passage, as Jesus announces a stronger man
has arrived, one who will overpower and tie up our enemy, then empty his house of all
he has taken from God. Our hero has arrived, and today should be a good day for us
because we now live in a new house owned by a good, loving God.  Today, we will
cross paths with folks still living in that old house and let’s make sure they know the
owner is tied up and powerless to stop them from leaving, thanks to Jesus.

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 79

“So join with me,  for if you’re not on my side you are against me. And if you
refuse to help me gather the spoils, you are making things worse. This is why I
warn you, for God will forgive people for every sin and blasphemy they have
committed except one. There is no forgiveness for the sin of blasphemy against
the Holy Spirit. If anyone speaks evil of me, the Son of Man, he can be forgiven;
but if anyone contemptuously speaks against the Holy Spirit, it will never be
forgiven, now or ever!”
Matthew 12:30-32 TPT

When you focus on the ‘red writing’, the Words of Jesus, every erroneous interpretation
of the Bible is dismantled. If we have a belief or doctrine that can’t be substantiated in
the red writing, then we need to re-examine that doctrine because it may be incorrect.

In this one passage, Jesus invalidates any belief or doctrine that removes mankind’s
free will choice in accepting the Gospel. Some state we have no choice because we
were either predetermined for salvation or not; while others state we have no choice
because everyone will be ultimately be saved, whether they choose it or not. Both are
two sides of the same coin—removing our choice in the salvation experience. Note the
words Jesus chooses to use—“So join with Me...”, “if you refuse...”.  Clearly, these are
descriptions of choices to be made.  So any doctrine removing my choice is incongruent
with the Words of Jesus.

Then Jesus teaches us two more things about our choices. First, sin is not a ‘mistake’,
it’s a choice. We consciously choose to sin or not sin. We may be deceived or tricked,
but, ultimately, we make the choice. As Christians, saved by Jesus’ death, burial and
resurrection, we have been given the power and authority to choose life instead of
continuing in our sin. Our goal, our choice, is to see less and less sin in our lives as we
become more and more like Him. If we stumble, if we choose to sin, there is
forgiveness. Get up, repent, and get moving again!  Make the choice to live in the power
of His blood, refusing to let sin stop us.

The second thing we learn about our choices is there is one that cannot be forgiven,
blaspheming the Holy Spirit. We cannot receive salvation by our own power, we are
prompted by the Holy Spirit. For every person, and for each of us who have accepted
Christ as Savior, there is a moment when Holy Spirit taps us on the shoulder and tells
us today is our day to be saved. Then we had to make a choice, listen to Him and
respond, resulting in our salvation, or ignore Him and remain lost in our sin. The only sin
for which there is no forgiveness is our choice to ignore the Holy Spirit’s urging us to
accept the saving work of Jesus. That’s why Jesus begins this passage pleading with us
to not only make the choice to join Him, but to help Him in making sure no one makes
the wrong choice and ignores salvation.
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We have been given an incredible gift when we received Jesus as Lord. We have been
forgiven. Our sin—past, present and future—has no power over us because of His
precious blood. Choose to walk in the power of that blood today and pursue
Christlikeness. Learn to repent quickly when we do choose sin. And take every
opportunity to help others find forgiveness and salvation, joining with Jesus in sharing
the Good News.

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 80

“You must determine if a tree is good or rotten. You can recognize good trees by
their delicious fruit. But if you find rotten fruit, you can be certain that the tree is
rotten. The fruit defines the tree. But you who are known as the Pharisees are
rotten to the core! You’ve been poisoned by the nature of a venomous snake.
How can your words be good and trustworthy if you are rotten within? For what
has been stored up in your hearts will be heard in the overflow of your words!”
Matthew 12:33-34 TPT

“The fruit defines the tree.”  Jesus issues two challenges in this passage—make sure
those you are listening to are trustworthy, and listen to your own words to determine the
health of your soul. He tells us we need to be fruit inspectors—checking the health of
what we are hearing and saying.

There’s so much available for us to hear—radio, tv, internet, social media, blogs, video,
books—the sources seem to grow every day. I read part of a former youth pastor’s blog
the other day. His writing has become very popular among some Christians and I
thought I would check it out. What I found was what the New Testament calls ‘another
gospel’, a message that appeals to popular culture but ignores the Word of God,
choosing instead to twist it and redefine it to please his listeners. He was antagonistic
toward the local church, dismissing her relevance in today’s world, and belittled any
leader who didn’t agree with his worldview. Rotten fruit poisoned by the nature of a
venomous snake. Yet I know Christians who are not only following him, but allowing him
to shape their beliefs.

A great way to do a ‘fruit test’ is to compare what is being said to what Jesus values and
teaches. For instance, if someone is speaking against the local church then we need to
tune them out. Jesus came to build the church and He loves her.  The disciples tell us in
their New Testament writings that the local church is the hope of the world and is God’s
plan revealed. They teach us that Jesus does everything for the good of the church,
filling her with Himself so she can be light in the darkness. Of course she is flawed,
she’s filled with people who are flawed!  But she is His and to speak against her reveals
some rottenness in our soul.

Jesus is the Word, and He didn’t come to abolish or redefine the Scripture, He fulfilled it.
If what we are listening to, or what we are saying, doesn’t line up with that Word then it
isn’t trustworthy, no matter how much it appeals to our ‘itching ears’.  We can’t ask God
to bless a lifestyle, or anything else, that the Word clearly says is cursed. God doesn’t
change and His Word will not pass away, no matter how much we try to ignore it or
redefine it. When we hear or speak things contrary to His Word, rottenness in our souls
is being revealed. Our very nature, our reborn Christlike nature, is being poisoned by
the nature of a venomous snake. It may sound good and even feel ‘right’, but if it is
contrary to God’s Word it is rotten!
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Jesus gives us these fruit tests so we can recognize when something’s going wrong in
our soul. If we find ourselves drawn to rotten fruit, or we hear ourselves saying rotten
words, we need to do a heart check because something’s unhealthy. He wants us whole
and healthy so He gives us these heart checkups. And He is the heart doctor who can
heal the rottenness we have allowed into our souls. There’s a reason we listen to or say
things that don’t line up with what He values and has defined in His Word. We have
allowed our experiences, our hurts, our disappointments, our confusion, our bitterness,
to seep into our heart. Don’t ignore the fruit test and end up having a heart attack!  He
points it out so He can help us. Learn to run to Him when you fail the fruit test and He’ll
keep our hearts pure and strong.

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 81

“When virtue is stored within, the hearts of good and upright people will produce
good fruit. But when evil is hidden within, those who are evil will produce evil
fruit. You can be sure of this: when the day of judgment comes, everyone will be
held accountable for every careless word  he has spoken. Your very words will be
used as evidence against you, and your words will declare you either innocent or
guilty.”
Matthew 12:35-37 TPT

For those of us who have received salvation by trusting in Jesus, our sins have been
washed away by His blood and the Bible says God has chosen to forget them. The
Apostle Paul writes, “He (Jesus) canceled out every legal violation we had on our
record and the old arrest warrant that stood to indict us. He erased it all—our
sins, our stained soul—He deleted it all and they cannot be
retrieved!...Colossians 2:14”.

So who will be using our words as evidence against us? Our enemy, the accuser of the
saints, satan. Satan, contrary to what some erroneously believe, does not have the
attributes of God, including the ability to know our thoughts. He relies on our words and
actions for his plans against us. And, according to Jesus’ teaching in this passage, our
words will either declare us innocent, enforcing the victory we have in Christ, or declare
us guilty, becoming victims of satan’s lies.  Victor or victim will be determined by our
words!  Will we speak the Word of God when we face temptation or trials, or will we
speak ‘careless’ words flowing from our feelings, emotions or faulty human reasoning?

2 Corinthians 5:7 says, “We live by what we believe, not by what we can see.
(NCV)”. Jesus tells us we will find out what we believe when we speak. What’s in us
will come out. One of the definitions for temptation is to be put in a tight squeeze. When
we are tempted, our words will be squeezed out, and we will either be victors or victims.
If we speak the Word of God, declaring His victory no matter what we see or feel, we
will reinforce the victory given to us by Jesus. As one old saint said, “I’m not moved by
what I see. I’m not moved by what I feel. I am only moved by the Word of God!”

If what’s coming out of us when we are squeezed are careless words, finding blame and
fault, making excuses and becoming the victim, then we may be filling ourselves with
the wrong stuff. Maybe it’s time to pick up the Bible and fill up with His Word that gives
us life and makes us victors!

Today, and as long as we are on this planet, we will face temptation and trials. Jesus
has given us everything we need to win. When we are in a tight place, when we feel
squeezed, let’s use His Word instead of our careless words and finish this day in victory!
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 82

Jesus replied, “Only evil people who are unfaithful to God would demand a sign.
There will be no sign given to you except the sign of the prophet Jonah. For just
like Jonah was in the belly of the huge sea creature for three days and three
nights, so the Son of Man will be in the heart of the earth for three days and three
nights. The people of Nineveh will also rise up on the day of judgment to accuse
and condemn this generation.  For they all repented when they heard the
preaching of Jonah, yet you have refused to repent. And there is one greater than
Jonah who is preaching to you today! Even the Queen of Sheba  will rise up on
the day of judgment to accuse and condemn this generation for its unbelief! She
journeyed from a far and distant land just to hear the wisdom of King Solomon.
Yet now there is one greater than Solomon speaking to you, and you still refuse
to listen.”
Matthew 12:39-42 TPT

When Jesus is asked for proof He turns to Scripture instead of putting on a sideshow of
tricks and ‘signs’. There’s a lesson here for us. How often do we need a ‘sign’ from God,
something in addition to what He’s already given us in His Word?  Instead of just taking
Him at His Word and trusting Him to keep it, we just need one more ‘proof’ before we’ll
move forward. Jesus teaches us, in this passage, that God’s Word is enough. If we
have His Word on it, then we can trust Him to keep it again and again. Instead of
looking for another ‘sign’, we should be searching His Word,  becoming familiar with it
and able to find proof in our times of need.

The second thing Jesus points out in this passage is the connection between hearing
and repentance. He gives several Scriptural examples of people who really listened
and, in response, repented. Sometimes I’m concerned that our current culture only
wants the Word to make us feel better about ourselves and what we are doing. We don’t
want it to challenge us and we especially don’t want it to confront something we have
chosen to allow in our lifestyle. We just want a pat on the back to make us feel good.

But Jesus connects hearing the Word with repentance. None of us have ‘arrived’ yet,
fully grown up into the likeness of Christ. We all have areas where God would like to
see us mature.  And when we grow in those areas, we grab hold of more of the
God-kind of life Jesus died to give us.   Think of an area where God challenged you to
change. When you embraced the challenge and repented, He empowered the change
and your life is better as a result. We should joyfully wrap our arms around every
opportunity to repent, expecting His Word to continually challenge us to grow up into
Christlikeness. Repentance is not a thing to be dreaded, it is the lifestyle of Christians
who really ‘hear’.

Today, if I choose to truly listen, He will speak to me through His Word, giving me all the
proof I need that He is with me and for me. When I listen to Him today, He will draw me
closer and, as I see Him more clearly, I will also see the areas where I’m not like Him.
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Then, when I joyfully repent, He will gently remove those things as He transforms me
into full maturity in Christ. So at the end of this day I will be more like Christ than I was
at the beginning. That will make today a great day indeed!

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 83

“When a demon is cast out of a person, it roams around a dry region, looking for
a place to rest, but never finds it. Then it says, ‘I’ll return to the house I moved out
of,’ and so it goes back, only to find that the house is vacant, warm, and ready for
it to move back in. So it goes looking for seven other demons more evil than
itself, and they all enter together to live there. Then the person’s condition
becomes much worse than it was in the beginning. This describes what will also
happen to the people of this evil generation.”
Matthew 12:43-45 TPT

Jesus has spent much of this chapter addressing ‘this evil generation’.  The common
thread running through each of His points is their inner ‘emptiness’.  Here, He explains
that if we simply empty out the bad and don’t fill the vacated space with something
good, then we won’t simply slip back, we’ll slide to an even worse place. He also points
out that darkness is always looking for an empty place to take up residence.

One takeaway, for us as believers, is we’re all going to be full of something. What are
we going to be full of—His Spirit or something else?  In Genesis, Noah sends out a
dove, the Biblical symbol of the Holy Spirit, to determine if it’s safe to leave the ark. The
dove is looking for a place to land, and when it returns with an olive branch, a symbol of
peace, Noah knows it’s ok for him and his family to leave the ark. The dove had found a
place with life. Just as Jesus said the demons were looking for a place to fill, Holy Spirit
is looking for places that welcome Him.

When we ‘clean house’, don’t just throw out the bad habits we want to change, make
room for the Spirit. Then, instead of returning to the bad habit we targeted, we will find
ourselves practicing some ‘God habits’.  Too often we target a bad habit and work hard
to get it out of our lives, only to end up replacing it with other habits that don’t help us
find real life. It’s like deciding to quit eating so much cake, then filling cake’s space with
an extra burger!

Or, we fill the cleaned out space with ‘work’, trying to keep it clean by our own efforts.  I
decide to beat my cake addiction and start working out, which is a good thing. But I get
so focused on keeping cake’s former space clean that I develop a new obsession and
spend an inordinate amount of time at the gym. I’m not just working out anymore, I’ve
found a new addiction that is consuming me. I am compelled by a fear of returning to
cake, instead of enjoying a healthy lifestyle that includes exercise. I soon don’t have
room for much in my life because my gym addiction has taken over all the space. I’m full
of something empty, something that’s all about me, just like my cake obsession was.

But if I begin my housecleaning with an invitation for Holy Spirit to fill my space, He will
help me fill the cleaned out space with life.  Instead of replacing one obsession with
another all consuming one, He will expand my space, filling it with the presence of God
and making room for other life-giving things, like exercise. Instead of being driven by
fear, I find the ‘unforced rhythm of grace’ and my life becomes less complicated and
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more peaceful, like the place the dove had found for Noah.  I didn’t just clean out a
room, I made room for the Holy Spirit. And that means I will be full of God, not just full of
‘empty’ stuff. That’s a good thing. And He’ll also teach me how to make room for a little
cake in a healthy way.

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 84

But Jesus just looked at him and said, “Let me introduce you to my true mother
and brothers.” Then gesturing to the disciples gathered around him, he said,
“Look closely, for this is my true family. When you obey my heavenly Father, that
makes you a part of my true family.”
Matthew 12:48-50 TPT

When you make a decision to take your Christianity seriously, which includes taking
your local church life seriously, you will encounter resistance. And it’s always surprising
to me where the most resistance seems to come from—your family. When Sheryll and I
decided to be serious followers of Jesus, it seemed like my family wanted to test that
and see if we would choose family gatherings or church. I understand the occasional
conflict, but when every family gathering is planned in such a way that those who attend
church must choose, it’s not right.

And if we told folks we would be there after church, it was like we were ruining the
gathering. This was even after Sheryll and I were both full time employees of a church!
We were expected to treat church like it was some kind of hobby that we could easily
set aside for anything, especially family stuff. And if we didn’t, we were considered
‘crazy holy rollers’ who had the wrong priorities.

Here Jesus’ family is calling Him away from His ministry. Some scholars tell us the
original wording indicates they want to take Him home because they think He’s gone off
the deep end, that He’s unbalanced and investing too much time and energy in this God
stuff. Then Jesus teaches us a lesson about family. It’s often said you can choose your
friends but not your family, but Jesus says when we choose God we chose our family.
He refused to compromise His obedience to God, even for something as good as family.

Don’t get me wrong, I believe family should be one of our highest priorities, right after
God, but I don’t believe family takes precedence over Him. In fact, if I want great family
then I must honor Him first and He’ll make my family life better. I think Jesus reaffirms
here what He has already told us, that following Him will cause some division, even with
those we love and call family. But He models for us the response to family pressure
calling for a choice between the things of God or them. He chooses God and challenges
His family to join Him instead of pulling Him away. He tells me it’s ok, even right, to tell
folks we’ll be there after church and, if they’ll wait on us to eat, I’ll say the blessing!

Here’s the rest of the story.  Jesus comes across as rigid when we read His response to
His family. But He’s actually doing something that isn’t just good for God’s Kingdom,
He’s looking out for His family. He has set a boundary that His family now clearly
understands and watch what happens. Over time, every member of Jesus’ family joins
Him in His ministry. We can read about His mother being by His side when everyone
else abandoned Him, and His brothers, James and Jude, contributed part of our New
Testament. History tells us that every member of Jesus’ earthly family, his brothers and
sisters, were instrumental in the early churches and the spread of His message. When
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Jesus drew what seemed like a hard line in the sand, He actually loved His family into
becoming members of His true family—those whose obedience to God is first and
foremost. Now that’s what I call putting family first.

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?

Day 85
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He taught them many things by using stories, parables that would illustrate
spiritual truths, saying: “Consider this: There was a farmer who went out to sow
seeds. As he cast his seeds, some fell along the beaten path and the birds came
and ate them. Other seeds fell onto gravel that had no topsoil. The seeds quickly
shot up, but when the days grew hot, the sprouts were scorched and withered
because they had insufficient roots. Other seeds fell among the thorns and
weeds, so when the seeds sprouted, so did the weeds, crowding out the good
plants. But other seeds fell on good, rich soil that kept producing a good harvest.
Some yielded thirty, some sixty, and some even one hundred times as much as
he planted! If you’re able to understand this, then you need to respond.”
Then his disciples approached Jesus and asked, “Why do you always speak to
people in these hard-to-understand parables?” He explained, “You’ve been given
the intimate experience of insight into the hidden truths and mysteries  of the
realm of heaven’s kingdom, but they have not. For everyone who listens with an
open heart will receive progressively more revelation  until he has more than
enough.  But those who don’t listen with an open, teachable heart, even the
understanding that they think they have will be taken from them.
That’s why I teach the people using parables, because they think they’re looking
for truth, yet because their hearts are unteachable, they never discover it.
Although they will listen to me, they never fully perceive the message I speak.
The prophecy of Isaiah describes them perfectly:
‘Although they listen carefully to everything I speak, they don’t understand a
thing I say. They look and pretend to see, but the eyes of their hearts are closed.
Their minds are dull and slow to perceive, their ears are plugged and are hard of
hearing, and they have deliberately shut their eyes to the truth. Otherwise they
would open their eyes to see, and open their ears to hear, and open their minds to
understand. Then they would turn to me and let me instantly heal them.’
“But your eyes are privileged, for they see. Delighted are your ears, for they are
open to hear all these things. Many prophets and godly people in times past
yearned to see these days of miracles that you’ve been favored to see. They
would have given everything to hear the revelation you’ve been favored to hear.
Yet they didn’t get to see as much as a glimpse or hear even a whisper.”
Matthew 13:3-17 TPT

Some translations have Jesus calling this parable, the parable of the sower, the ‘key’
parable, similar to the key we find on a map. On most maps, usually near the corner, is
a description of what all the different lines, letters and markings mean. For instance, a
dotted line might represent an unpaved road, while a bold red line might represent an
interstate highway. Jesus teaches His disciples if they will seek to understand this
parable and the Kingdom principles represented within it, then they will be able to
understand all of the parables.  Then He gives them some tips on how to ‘hear’ to help
them in their ability to understand Kingdom stuff.

One of the first things we can learn from this parable is the Kingdom, and the Bible
which holds all the Kingdom truths, is not a ‘one and done’ concept.  We don’t just hear
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it once and get everything it means. We could read this parable every day for the next
year and, if we are seeking truth with a mind open to God’s voice, learn something new
every time. We may have memorized the words and be able to quote them perfectly, but
these words are unlike the words in any other book—they are alive and dynamic,
containing the Kingdom principles of life. When we open up the Bible, a living, breathing
Jesus walks off the pages and teaches us how to live the God-kind of life we were
created to live.

Another thing this parable teaches us is the Kingdom is based on a ‘seed system’ of
sowing and reaping. In fact, the Bible teaches us the entire planet is based on a seed
system. The Apostle Paul writes, “Don’t be misled—you cannot mock the justice of
God. You will always harvest what you plant.  Galatians 6:7 NLT”. The farmer in our
parable will reap a harvest based on the seed he has sown. And every seed will
produce a harvest but the quality of that harvest will be determined by where he sowed
seed. If we don’t like the harvest we’re getting in our lives, we need to examine two
things—the seed we are sowing and where we are sowing that seed.

Last, for today, is the importance of how we seek truth. Jesus says people think they’re
searching for truth but never discover it. We must seek truth with an open mind and
heart, but not an open mind as the world defines it. The world teaches us that if we’re
really ‘smart’ we will open our minds and hearts to anything. In fact, they define it as
‘progressive’ and anyone who believes there are certain unchangeable truths is
backwards, uneducated, and closed-minded. Jesus teaches us the true meaning of
open-minded here. If we want real truth, we are open to God’s Word and Ways, willing
to let them examine and challenge us. Jesus says if we really hear Him, He would
instantly heal us. That means real truth will expose where we are ‘sick’, where our
thinking and our ways don’t align with God’s. And if we open our hearts to that
exposure, He will instantly heal us, bringing our lives into step with Him. Too often we
seek to prove something we believe when we search the Bible. Jesus teaches us to ask
the Bible to examine what we believe, challenge the areas that aren’t Kingdom thinking,
and allow Him and His Spirit to change those beliefs.

Ok, that’s more than enough for today. Read and re-read this passage, asking Holy
Spirit to open our ears and hearts to the principles of the Kingdom that will shape our
lives and produce a life-Giving harvest.

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?
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2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 86

“For everyone who listens with an open heart will receive progressively more
revelation...
Now you are ready to listen to the revelation of the parable of the sower and his
seeds: “The seed that fell on the beaten path represents the heart of the one who
hears the message of the kingdom realm  but doesn’t understand it. The
Adversary then comes and snatches away what was sown into his heart. “The
seed sown on gravel represents the person who gladly hears the kingdom
message,  but his experience remains shallow. Shortly after he hears it, troubles
and persecutions come because of the kingdom message he received. Then he
quickly falls away,  for the truth didn’t sink deeply into his heart. “The seed sown
among weeds represents the person who receives the message, but all of life’s
busy distractions, his divided heart, and his ambition for wealth  result in
suffocating the kingdom message and prevent him from bearing spiritual fruit.
“As for the seed that fell upon good, rich soil, it represents the hearts of people
who hear and fully embrace the message of heaven’s kingdom realm. Their lives
bear good fruit—some yield a harvest of thirty, sixty, even one hundred times as
much as was sown.”
Matthew 13:12, 18-23 TPT

Yesterday we talked a little about the word progressive and how it’s used in popular
culture, particularly politics, to describe someone who’s ‘open-minded’ to the ‘new and
better ways’.  Those who ascribe to that definition consider anyone who believes truth is
not relative and that just because something is ‘new’ doesn’t necessarily make it better
as ‘close-minded, backward, and uneducated.’  The fact is, when it comes to lifestyle
choices, there is nothing new, just another version of something people have tried in the
past.

But note how Jesus uses the word progressive. He says progressive people are those
who are gaining more and more revelation of the Truth of God’s Word and learning how
to apply it to their lives. We are all progressing, either towards the reality of God’s
Eternal Kingdom or the illusion of humanity’s temporary society. Jesus teaches us to be
open-minded to the Truth and we will be ready to receive the revelation of His Word,
progressing toward life.

And notice what happens when we’re ready to listen—the Bible is no longer stories that
we can’t figure out. We are able to clearly hear and see the life-giving Truth that
empowers us to live the God-kind of life. What didn’t make sense before, now makes
sense and is practical and relevant.

Whenever we are struggling making sense of the Word, perhaps we need to ask Holy
Spirit to show us the areas where we are not ready to receive Truth. Sometimes it may
be an area where our way is not aligning with God’s way and we’re reluctant to change.
Or sometimes we may have applied the wrong definition and need our eyes opened to
see. No matter the reason, clearly understanding the Bible and how to apply it begins
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with humility. Simply admitting to God that we don’t know everything, we’re not as smart
as Him, and we would like to learn from Him, is the foundation of understanding the
Bible. If we begin our Bible reading with that attitude we’ll probably hear Jesus say,
“Now you are ready to listen to the revelation.”

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 87

Then Jesus taught them another parable: “Heaven’s kingdom realm can be
compared to a farmer who planted good seed in his field. But at night, when
everyone was asleep, an enemy came and planted poisonous weeds  among the
wheat and ran away. When the wheat sprouted and bore grain, the weeds also
appeared. So the farmer’s hired hands came to him and said, ‘Sir, wasn’t that
good seed that you sowed in the field? Where did all these weeds come from?’
“He answered, ‘This has to be the work of an enemy!’ “They replied, ‘Do you want
us to go and gather up all the weeds?’ “‘No,’ he said. ‘If you pull out the weeds
you might uproot the wheat at the same time. You must allow them both to grow
together until the time of harvest. At that time, I’ll tell my harvesters to make sure
they gather the weeds first and tie them all in bundles to be burned. Then they
will harvest the wheat and put it into my barn.’”
Matthew 13:24-30 TPT

One of the questions people sometimes ask is, “If there is a good God, why does so
much bad happen?”  There a few things in this passage that offer an explanation.

First, there is an enemy actively sowing evil. Throughout His teaching, Jesus continually
describes two oppositional kingdoms—His Kingdom of life and light and the kingdom of
death and darkness that rules the systems of this world. The farmer planted good seed,
but an enemy came and planted poisonous seed. We have an enemy who seeks to
poison and pervert anything our Heavenly Father has created. God’s original creation
was perfect and good, then mankind opened the door to the poisonous evil by listening
to satan.

Then there’s this sentence, “You must allow them both to grow together until the
time of harvest.” Note the use of the word “allow”. God ‘can do’ anything because He
is sovereign, but, until a specified time, He is allowing things He does not want. He gave
authority of His creation to mankind, then we handed it over to the enemy. Jesus calls
satan the god of this world. Could God remove him and the evil he has sown? Of
course!  But God will not break His Covenant with mankind. Even though this is His
creation, He gave us dominion and He will honor that dominion until the specified
‘harvest time’ laid out in the Covenant. So, for now, He allows what we allow. As Jesus
teaches later, “What you allow will be allowed in Heaven, and what you bind will be
bound in Heaven.”

Last, Jesus shows us the great and patient love of our Father, who is not willing that
even one should be lost. He doesn’t destroy the evil because of His great love for
humanity, even sinful and disobedient humanity. In His desire to see all saved, He
allows the weeds to remain. Just as the farmer doesn’t want to lose any of the wheat to
get rid of the weeds, our Father will tolerate evil among us until the full harvest of souls
is ready. Jesus tells us the farmer will not pull out the weeds until the end because he
doesn’t want to harm the wheat. So great is our Father’s love for people that He will
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tolerate evil among us until the full harvest of souls has come. He will not cause harm to
one, even if it means He allows evil to remain for a time.

There’s another principle Jesus points out in this parable-the principle Pastor Craig
Groschel calls ‘predictable resistance’.  When did the weeds appear? “When the wheat
sprouted and bore grain, the weeds also appeared.” When the wheat was bearing
fruit, the weeds showed up. We have an enemy who doesn’t want us to have any of the
good God has for us and we can expect, even predict, resistance when we choose
God’s way. So the next time you encounter resistance to following God’s Word, be
encouraged! It’s a sure sign you are about to bear some fruit, about to see some real
progress!  Don’t let the resistance stop you—keep growing and your harvest will come!

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 88

Then Jesus taught them another parable: “Heaven’s kingdom realm can be
compared to the tiny mustard seed that a man takes and plants in his field.
Although the smallest of all the seeds, it eventually grows into the greatest of
garden plants, becoming a tree for birds to come and build their nests in its
branches.”
Matthew 13:31-32 TPT

The Gospels speak of two Godly Kingdom realms, the Kingdom of Heaven and the
Kingdom of God. The book of Matthew focuses almost entirely on the Kingdom of
Heaven. Most of the time they can be used interchangeably, but there are a few
differences in the Kingdoms that knowing will help us.

The Kingdom of God is universe-wide and is ruled by God, while the Kingdom of
Heaven is earthly and ruled by Jesus. Heaven’s Kingdom is inherited by flawed
humanity while the Kingdom of God is inherited by glorified saints. Heaven’s Kingdom
has a beginning while the Kingdom of God is eternal. (If you’re interested in studying
this more, check out Dake’s Annotated Study Bible.)

There are two things in this parable I will focus on today: making room for the Kingdom
and opposition in the Kingdom.

Jesus tells us if we will make room for Heaven’s Kingdom in our lives, ‘planting it’, then it
will become the dominant feature of our life, our ‘garden’.  It’s important to note the use
of the word ‘planted’. If you’ve ever done any gardening then you’ve noticed that the
only thing that survives if you just toss it on top of the ground and leave it is weeds. The
good plants, the ones we want to grow, need to be planted. A hole needs to be dug and
the plant placed in it with care. If we really want it to thrive, then we water and fertilize.
Again, about the only thing that will thrive without water and some fertilizer is weeds.  If
we want our plant to do well, we’ll also pull out the weeds that try to share space with it.
Otherwise, the weeds will take it over and choke out the beauty.

Some plants are large and heavy, requiring lots of work to properly plant.   But Jesus
tells us it’s very easy to make room for the Kingdom of Heaven, comparing it to the
smallest seed.  Just make a little room in your garden and it will take root. Then, with
some watering and fertilizer—His Word and asking His Spirit to help us obey—it will
grow and become the plant others notice in your garden. In other words, if we’ll simply
make room for His Word and His Ways, people will soon be able to look at our lives and
know we belong to Jesus.

He ends the parable telling us that the birds will make nests in our tree. This is why it’s
important to understand the slight differences in the two Godly Kingdoms. The ‘birds’
were also mentioned by Jesus in the ‘key parable’ of the sower. If you’ll remember they
came to steal the seed planted by the farmer. Here, Jesus tells us that the Kingdom of
Heaven faces opposition, that ‘predictable resistance’ we’ve talked about. As you make
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room for Heaven to become the center of your life, you will encounter resistance. The
‘birds’ will be there to steal the fruit if we let them. In the Kingdom of God, and in
Heaven’s Kingdom after Jesus returns, there will be no opposition. But as long as we
are still here, we will encounter opposition to God’s best in our lives. Jesus doesn’t want
us to be worried about it, because He has overcome it and given us the tools to live in
victory.  But He doesn’t want us to be surprised by it either.

Today, make room for Heaven. Read the Word, invite the Spirit to help you obey His
ways, and there’ll be more of Heaven in your ‘garden’.  And when those pesky ‘birds’ try
to steal your peace and joy, just remember, like the birds in your natural garden, they’re
afraid of you. They may make a lot of noise and act like they’re in charge, but they know
they can’t stop you and you have authority in this garden!

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 89

Then he taught them another parable: “Heaven’s kingdom realm can be compared
to yeast that a woman takes and blends into three measures of flour and then
waits until all the dough rises.”
Matthew 13:33 TPT

There are at least two ways we can understand the meaning of this parable, a positive
way and a negative way. Let’s start with the negative way.

Throughout the Bible, yeast is used as a symbol for sin. With that in mind, Jesus
teaches us if we blend in false teaching with the Word, if we mix in a little redefining of
the things we wish weren’t there, if we ignore parts of the Word to make it fit us, then
the entire Word, and the Kingdom, will become infected and lose it’s transformative
power in our lives. In others words, we just can’t pick and choose what we want from
the Kingdom, shaping it into our version of what it should look like. As Jesus taught, you
can’t un-dot one i or un-cross one t.  Our culture demands that Christianity, and God’s
Word, must change to fit what the culture declares good. Jesus warns us that doing so
will render the Kingdom completely ineffective in our lives.

Now for the positive view. If we look at the parable as the yeast representing the
Kingdom, then Jesus teaches us that His Word and His Ways will permeate every area
of our lives if we’ll simply make room for them. If we start obeying His Word, even in a
small area of our lives, we will see the results and begin obeying in other areas.
Because obedience releases blessing, we will make room for more and more of our life
to be transformed by the power of His Word. Like the woman in the parable, we will
want every area saturated in His Word and His Presence until our entire life is filled with
His goodness. Instead of a false ‘good’ defined by the culture, we will live in the true
goodness of the Kingdom, unaffected by the ever changing whims of popular culture.

Here’s one more takeaway from this parable. The amount of flour used, three
measures, is the normal amount a woman baking for an entire household would have
used. Jesus is telling us our Kingdom decisions will affect our entire household. We can
allow compromise to corrupt the Word, or we can build our life on Truth—the choice is
ours. But our choice will have an impact on those we love. Our choices affect others
and Jesus is reminding us in this parable to make sure what we’re making room for is
not just good for us, but will have a life-giving effect on others.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 90

He answered, “The man who sowed his field with good seed represents me, the
Son of Man. And the field is the world. The good seeds I sow are the children of
the kingdom realm. The weeds are the children of the Evil One, and the enemy
who sows them is the devil. The harvest points to the end of this age, and the
harvesters are God’s messengers. As the weeds are bundled up and thrown into
the fire, so it will be at the close of the age. The Son of Man will send his
messengers, and they will uproot everything out of his kingdom. All the lawless
ones and everything that causes sin will be removed. And they will throw them
into the fiery furnace, where they will experience great sorrow, pain, and anguish.
Then the godly ones will shine like the brightness of the sun  in their Father’s
kingdom realm. If you’re able to understand this, then you’d better respond!”
Matthew 13:37-43 TPT

In this passage Jesus is kinda asking, “Who’s your daddy?” Sometimes you hear people
say, “We’re all God’s children,” but Jesus says that’s not true. We didn’t have a choice
about our birth dad, but we do have a choice about our spiritual dad. There are children
of God and there are children of the evil one, depending on who we choose to follow.

So we’re not all ‘brothers and sisters’ of the great human race. For those of us who
have chosen Jesus as Lord, our brothers and sisters are believers.  The end of the age
has not come yet because everything that causes sin has not been removed. That
means there’s lots of our ‘lost brothers and sisters’ who need to choose Jesus and
return to their true spiritual Father.

Jesus ends this explanation with a command, “If you’re able to understand this, then
you’d better respond!” He didn’t say we should just celebrate because our eternity is
secure in His Kingdom.  He says that if we really understand what we’ve been given
when we chose to follow Him, then, as children of God, we will be prompted to action in
response. We will not be content with knowing we are saved and safe, we will want to
see everyone saved.

If we were swimming in the ocean and saw a huge shark, we would get out of the ocean
to the safety of the beach. But, once safe, we wouldn’t just enjoy our safety on the
beach, relaxing under our umbrella and sipping a drink. We would be yelling at anyone
near us, “Get out the water! There’s a shark!”  We wouldn’t be able to relax until
everyone we could get to was also safe. That’s what Jesus means when He says,
“you’d better respond!”

We need to be spiritual lifeguards, taking on the responsibility of telling those not yet in
the Kingdom that there is danger. We need to ask Holy Spirit to keep us alert to
opportunities to warn others and help Him find our ‘lost brothers and sisters.”  Let’s
celebrate our safety today because of the free gift of salvation, but let’s respond to that
gift by joining Jesus in helping others find their way home. And that starts with living a
life that clearly says to others, “My daddy is God.”
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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“Heaven’s kingdom realm can be illustrated like this: “A person discovered that
there was hidden treasure in a field. Upon finding it, he hid it again. Because of
uncovering such treasure, he was overjoyed and sold all that he possessed to
buy the entire field just so he could have the treasure.”
Matthew 13:44 TPT

The ‘field’ is the world, as Jesus explained in His previous parable. I believe there are
two meanings of this parable, one from our perspective and one from Jesus’
perspective.

For us, the treasure found is the Kingdom. The Bible teaches it was ‘previously hidden’
but is now revealed to those seeking. (1 Corinthians 2).  When we find the Kingdom,
we will give everything to have it. His Kingdom—His wisdom, His Word, His Ways—is
worth it all. We must go all in to truly have the Kingdom. As one pastor taught, if we try
to keep one foot in the world and one foot in His Kingdom, we’ll walk funny. We need to
make the full swap, dying to our old self and ways to fully embrace this wonderful new
life He has given us.

For Jesus, we are the treasure found in the world. He gave everything so He could have
us!  He didn’t hold back or hedge His bets, He went all in so He could have the treasure.
We belong to Him, bought with the highest price. The price paid for us was His own
life—the most beautiful, perfect life that has ever walked this planet. The very best was
given joyfully for us. As the Old Testament says, “God swaps the priceless for the
worthless.” We weren’t so valuable that He had to come save us. We’re valuable
because He saved us. He has made us valuable—no matter our past, no matter our
mistakes, no matter how worthless we see ourselves!

We are His treasure, and His Kingdom is our treasure. Live today all in with Him. Live
today overjoyed that you have found Him and He has found you. As Solomon said, “I
am my beloved’s and He is mine.” I’ve been bought with a price and satan has no
hold on me. I belong to Jesus and am a citizen of Heaven. Oh, what an exchange!  Oh,
what a Savior!
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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“Heaven’s kingdom realm is also like a jewel merchant in search of rare pearls.
When he discovered one very precious  and exquisite pearl, he immediately gave
up all he had in exchange for it.”
Matthew 13:45-46 TPT

A jewel merchant has the ability to spot the treasure in jewels or pearls that others
would not see. Like the person who always finds something amazing at a junk sale or a
yard sale because they see what others don’t see and have knowledge others don’t
have. One person just sees an old piece of furniture, but the treasure finder sees the
priceless and rare antique. In this case, others see a rock or just another imitation pearl,
but the jewel merchant sees a precious and exquisite prize.

Jesus is the jewel merchant and you are the rare and exquisite pearl He is looking for.
You, and others, may not see all the beauty and value within you, but Jesus sees and
knows just how much you’re worth because He is your creator. He knows your destiny,
and He knows your future is not determined by your past but is declared and set in
place by God Almighty. He knows, no matter the route we took to get where we are
now, that our future is glorious and meant to be spent with Him.

Before He found us, we were just another lost and struggling person, doing things our
way, sometimes succeeding and sometimes failing. We were just another part of the
crowd, doing our best to figure out who we were and why we were here. But now, we’ve
been found by the Jewel Merchant.  He paid a great price for us. We belong to Him and
He has taken us with Him, cleaning us up and making us shine. We are His prized
possession and He won’t let us out of His sight.

Today, live like you belong to Him, like your worth has been determined by Him instead
of by past successes or failures. Shine brightly because you are a jewel of His Kingdom.
Like the rare and exquisite pearl on display in a jeweler’s shop window, our lives are
meant to draw others to the jeweler as we reflect His glory.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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“Again, heaven’s kingdom realm is like a fisherman who casts his large net into
the lake, catching an assortment of different kinds of fish. When the net was
filled, the fishermen hauled it up on the shore, and they all sat down to sort out
their catch. They collected the good fish in baskets and threw the bad away. And
so it will be at the close of the age. The messengers will come and separate the
evil from among the godly and throw them into the fiery furnace, where they will
experience great sorrow, pain, and anguish. Now do you understand all this?”
“Yes,” they replied.
Matthew 13:47-51 TPT

There’s a notable difference in this parable and the earlier parable of the wheat and the
weeds. In this one, the net is cast into the sea and is filled. The sea represents
humanity and the net represents the preaching of the Gospel.  So there is a present
separation of people—those in the net and those outside the net. If we allow the net to
represent the Church, the present manifestation of the Kingdom on earth, then we see
the contrast between this parable and that of the wheat.

The parable of the wheat illustrated the presence of evil in the entire world and God’s
reasons for allowing it to remain. This parable tells us that within the church, good and
evil coexist.  The Church, and every local church that makes up the greater Church, is a
combination of believers and unbelievers. Within any local church are those who are
submitting their lives, in some measure, to the Word and the Spirit, thereby growing up
into the likeness of Christ. There are also those among the church who have not
responded to the Gospel and have no inclination to allow the Spirit or the Word to shape
and direct their lives. Again, for a time, God allows the coexistence so that all have
every opportunity to come to Him by receiving Jesus’ saving work. There will be a final
separation, just as we saw in the parable of the wheat.

Sheryll and I once got lost navigating the ever changing streets of Atlanta and came to
an intersection where there sat a church called The Perfect Church. It was boarded up
and empty. I thought it was a great illustration of this parable. The only way we can have
a perfect local church, at this time, is if there are no people allowed in it!  We are all
imperfect and we make up our imperfect local churches. Yet, it amazes me how often
people leave their local church because it’s not perfect in their eyes. Of course, neither
are they, so when they go to another church, they just add to it’s imperfection!

What if one of the meanings of this parable is that we are to make room for imperfection
among our fellow church members and leaders, allowing God to continue to form and
shape each of us? What if we were more graceful when our pastor, or another leader,
did something that bugged us?  What if we we decided not to get offended when some
imperfect volunteer leader, trying their best to serve God and people, made a change
we didn’t like?  What if we made room for all those imperfect songs that aren’t the ones
we want to sing?  What if we were full of mercy when our imperfect pastor said
something in a message that irritated us?
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And what if we were able to trust God to ‘feed us’ when our imperfect leaders weren’t
teaching in a way we felt we were being ‘fed’?  What if we all started acting like we’re all
imperfect and we’re in this together, not for ourselves but for those among us, and still in
the world, who need the church and the Gospel?  What would our local churches look
like, and how powerful would they be on behalf of the Kingdom, if we left the
imperfections to God and focused on loving each other?

Note in the parable how it begins with a fisherman, but ends up with a team pulling out
the catch. Jesus, the Great Fisherman, has asked us, imperfect as we are, to be on His
team. He’s placed us in a local church, not to find the imperfections, but to be
teammates in this great adventure.  This week, let your local church teammates know
how glad you are that God has put you together. And the next time something imperfect
bothers you, remember we’re all imperfect and let’s be graceful and merciful.  Let’s have
great churches, even with all our imperfections!

Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?

Day 94
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He responded, “Every scholar of the Scriptures,  who is instructed in the ways of
heaven’s kingdom realm, is like a wealthy home owner with his house filled with
treasures both new and old. And he knows how and when to bring them out to
show others.” ...And the people became offended and began to turn against him.
Jesus said, “There’s only one place a prophet isn’t honored—his own
hometown!”
Matthew 13:52,57 TPT

The first thing we might notice in this passage is Jesus’ comparison of someone who
loves the Word to a wealthy home owner with a house full of treasures. When we make
knowing and loving God’s Word a priority in our lives, our life goes to what one pastor
calls an ‘HNL’—‘hole ‘nuther level!

Typically a wealthy home owner, in any culture, is more stable and secure than others.
He or she owns their home, they’re not renting or paying a mortgage. Therefore they
are not as susceptible to economic changes as those who rent or owe money. They
have more disposable income because there is no rent or mortgage, so life is less
complicated for them. When we know and apply the Word, we too are more stable,
more secure and life is simpler.  We aren’t tossed about by every societal change, nor
are we devastated by troubles and storms. The Word is our treasure and we know our
Father keeps His Word, so we are able to navigate even the toughest situations with
confidence in Him.

The next thing we should note is the treasures of the Word are meant to be shared with
others. The wealthy home owner didn’t just own treasures, he or she knew how and
when to share them. It’s not a coincidence that the next words of Jesus after this
illustration are about folks getting offended when He shared the treasures of the Word.

Sometimes we think we missed it if someone gets offended when we share the Word
with them. In today’s culture, and sometimes in our churches, we feel we aren’t
supposed to do anything that might offend someone. We’re just supposed to keep quiet
or nod in approval even if we know the Word is very clear on something. We’re certainly
not supposed to seek to offend others, but we’re not supposed to stay quiet when
others are rushing headlong into disaster chasing after some unscriptural lifestyle.

I think Jesus made sure we saw people getting offended when He shared right after He
taught us we are supposed to share these treasures. Here’s the best Teacher who ever
walked this planet, the Word Himself, sharing the treasures and people got offended!  It
wasn’t the wrong time or the wrong message, because He is always right on time and
knows the answers to any questions. Since He is full of Love and Grace, we know the
Truth was spoken in love, filled with grace and mercy. But folks still took offense. If it
happened with Him, it’s going to happen with us. But the treasures are still treasures,
whether those treasures are received or not. Love the Word and love people enough to
keep sharing the Word, even if we live in a society that doesn’t think the Word is a
treasure.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 95

“They don’t need to leave,” Jesus responded. “You can give them something to
eat.” They answered, “But all we have is five barley loaves and two fish.” “Let me
have them,” Jesus replied.
Matthew 14:16-18 TPT

In this passage thousands of folks are following Jesus and they need to eat. Jesus’
disciples think the answer is to send them somewhere else to find food. But Jesus
teaches them a valuable lesson that every disciple, then and now, must learn.  If you
are His disciple and people are seeking Him, as those in this crowd were, then you have
what they need.  They don’t need to look elsewhere if a disciple of Christ is present!

There are two important keys for us to understand as we continue to follow Christ,
representing Him on this planet until He returns. First, He has given us everything we
need to help others by giving us His Word and His Holy Spirit. When we meet others in
need we, like the disciples on that day, already have what is needed. And, like them on
that day, we often don’t recognize that we have what is needed. They didn’t think what
they had was enough and we often think what we have is not enough or not good
enough to help others. But Jesus says to us, just like He said to them, “Don’t tell them to
look elsewhere, you feed them!”  Jesus thinks you have the goods, and what He thinks
is always right. Don’t discount or disqualify yourself from being a resource Heaven can
use to touch others in their time of need.

The second key is being that resource requires us to partner with Jesus. “Bring me what
you have,” is His instruction to them and to us. It’s the “WITH” principle once again.
“With men this is impossible. But WITH ME all things are possible.” On our own
we don’t have enough and what we have isn’t good enough, but when we bring what we
have to Jesus, He takes what we bring, blesses it and makes it more than enough!  All
you may have is a simple word of encouragement for someone.  But when you bring it
to Jesus first, asking Him to bless it, He will touch that word and cause it to penetrate
the soul of someone you are trying to comfort. Instead of just another encouragement
that feels good for a little while but quickly fades, they will find hope that endures
because this word of encouragement was touched by Jesus.

Today we will encounter people who need a touch from Heaven. We will cross paths
with ‘hungry people’ who need more than what they’re finding in the answers this world
provides. We are Jesus’ representatives to those crowds and He has given us what
they need. Let’s be ready to share our ‘fish and loaves’ with them. We have more than
enough and what we have has been blessed by the King!  Encourage someone today.
Pray with people. Share the Word and obey the prompting of His Spirit. Don’t send them
away in search of the ‘right person who could help them’.  You are the right person,
placed in their path on purpose by Jesus.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 96

Then Jesus said, “Be brave and don’t be afraid. I am here!” Peter shouted out,
“Lord, if it’s really you, then have me join you on the water!” “Come and join me,”
Jesus replied. So Peter stepped out onto the water and began to walk toward
Jesus. But when he realized how high the waves were, he became frightened and
started to sink. “Save me, Lord!” he cried out. Jesus immediately stretched out
his hand and lifted him up and said, “What little faith you have! Why would you let
doubt win?”
Matthew 14:27-31 TPT

This is a familiar story with lots of lessons for us. Let’s look only at the three statements
of Jesus, extracting them from the rest of the story.

“Be brave and don’t be afraid. I am here!” Jesus is the same, yesterday, today and
tomorrow.  He is here, in the presence of His Holy Spirit, and still encourages us to be
brave and not be afraid. We will all face things from time to time that are fearful, whether
it is a scary situation or a scary diagnosis. Jesus tells us we have a choice—we can be
afraid or we can be brave. And, with Him in us and alongside us, we don’t have to be
brave by our own courage and strength, we can rely on His.

My strength, my courage, my bravery, have limits and will wear down or wear out if the
fearful thing I’m facing lasts too long. But His is limitless and cannot be overcome by
fear no matter how long I must endure.  So when I feel fear, I can simply lean into Him,
trusting His Word and His Spirit.  I do this by reminding myself of His Word, meditating
on the specific promises for whatever I’m facing and speaking it out loud instead of the
fearful responses my own brain is giving me. And I stir up bravery by praying in the
Spirit whenever I feel fear creeping in.

“Come and join me.” What a great key to overcoming anything we are facing!
Whenever you feel you are being overwhelmed, instead of focusing on what’s
overwhelming you focus on finding Jesus. Turn your attention away from the situation
and to Him. Here’s something I do that always takes me to where He is—worship. In the
midst of the turmoil, just start worshiping. Begin singing to Him, singing of His beauty
and grace. You should have an internal playlist of songs that bring you into His
presence.  The Bible promises He will make His throne in the midst of our praise. Don’t
let anything steal your song. Sing to Him, not about Him, and you will always be able to
join Him!

“What little faith you have! Why would you let doubt win?” There’s a story in the
Old Testament where one of God’s prophets is hiding in a cave. God comes to him and
asks, “What are you doing in this cave.”  God is incredulous that the prophet, knowing to
whom he belongs, has chosen to hide out in a cave. Jesus is using the same tone in His
question here. We could rephrase the question like this, “You know I love you and am
always with you. And you know nothing is impossible with Me. So what are you doing,
allowing doubt to be bigger than what you know about Me and My love for you?”
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When doubt tries to take over, we need to remind ourselves of how much we are loved
by our Lord. He paid the highest price for us and we are His prized possession. Don’t
allow doubt to drive you into a cave. Remind yourself of who you belong to and thank
Him for loving you unconditionally. Doubt wants to win but, with Jesus, it doesn’t stand a
chance!

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Jesus answered, “And why do you ignore the commandment of God because of
your traditions? For didn’t God say, ‘Honor your father and mother,’ and,
‘Whoever abuses or insults his father or mother must be put to death?’ “But you
teach that it’s permissible to say to your parents when they are in financial need,
‘Whatever gift you would have received from me I can keep for myself, since I
dedicated it as an offering to God.’ This doesn’t honor your father or mother. And
you have elevated your tradition above the words of God. Frauds and hypocrites!
Isaiah described you perfectly when he said: These people honor me only with
their words, for their hearts are so very distant from me. They pretend to worship
me, but their worship is nothing more than the empty traditions of men.”
Matthew 15:3-9 TPT

All of us have our own ‘traditions’—our way of doing things. And I sometimes think if it’s
not “my way” it’s the wrong way. In this passage Jesus teaches us two challenges to
“our way” that will keep us from allowing our traditions to stop us from having “God’s
way” in our life. His way is way better than our way, so we should continually use these
two challenges to make sure we aren’t wandering away. (How’d you like all those nifty
uses of the word ‘way’?)

First, Jesus says the Word always trumps our tradition. But He warns us that our
traditions will always seek to trump the Word. If my way doesn’t line up with His Way, as
defined in the Word, then my way needs to go!

For instance, years ago my way was I didn’t lift my hands in worship. I thought, being a
man, that lifting hands was for some people but not for me. But then I saw in His Word
that He wants all men everywhere to lift holy hands to Him. So I had to choose between
my way and His way. I chose His way, starting slowly as I ventured into something
different. At first, I just lifted one hand slightly. It was awkward and uncomfortable, but I
pressed on.  Before long I had one hand up to about shoulder height. Then I added the
other hand and it seemed ok. Then one day, I lifted both hands to a full stretch, as if I
were trying to touch Heaven. Each time I made the choice to obey God’s Word, it was
as if Heaven responded. The higher I lifted my hands, the greater the response from
Heaven!  Now lifting hands to God in worship is not only God’s way, it’s my way.

This walk with Jesus, this life He’s leading us into, is a continual choice of my way or His
Way.  His Word will keep challenging the things we think are the ‘right way’ because it’s
our way. Each time we choose to submit to His Word in obedience, His Ways become
our ways and our lives are enriched.

Next, Jesus challenges us to examine our relationship with God and ask ourselves are
we really after His heart or do we use Him to justify what we want to do?  Do we search
the Word to find Jesus, or are we looking for something that will make us feel better
about some choice we’ve made.
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I know I’m about to venture into dangerous waters here, but here I go. Today among
some Christians, drinking wine and other forms of alcohol is very fashionable. Whether
you do or not is between you and God, but if some of your most well-known and
oft-quoted verses from the Bible are the ones that justify your new tradition, then you
might want to re-read the passage above. Are you really after God and what He wants,
or are you after God’s approval of something you want?

Here’s the principle I learned from this passage years ago and it continues to challenge
me and my choices. If I have to justify it, then why am I doing it?  Humanity’s first
response to our personal sin is to justify it and rationalize it. I’m not saying everything
we seek to justify is sin, but if I feel the need to justify it, especially if I’m scouring the
Word for evidence, then maybe I need to take a closer look at my choice.

I have found that God’s way is always better than my way and my traditions. Today
done His way will always be better than today done my way. Allow His Holy Spirit and
His Word to challenge your ways.  Seek Him just to know Him and you will find real life,
a life so rich and satisfying it makes any of our old ways look silly.

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Then Jesus turned to the crowd and said, “Come, listen and open your heart to
understand. What truly contaminates a person is not what he puts into his mouth
but what comes out of his mouth. That’s what makes people defiled.”
Matthew 15:10-11 TPT

Jesus, and the entire Bible, puts tremendous importance on the things we say. Here He
tells us what we say is more important than what we eat. He’s not saying what we eat
isn’t important, nor is He saying just eat whatever you want and as much as you want!
He wants us to be wise about our health and eating is an important part of that. But, as
important as it is to eat, it’s even more important to give attention to what we speak.

When Sheryll and I received the baptism of the Holy Spirit, we became more hungry for
the Word and the things of God than we had ever been. We had a group of close friends
who were all on this journey together and we would meet at each other’s homes at least
once a week to spend time in the Word and encourage each other. We saw the
importance of our words and whenever one of us said something that didn’t line up with
God’s Word, the others would correct us by saying, “BC,” which meant bad confession.
We were like the word police, issuing citations whenever one of us messed up!  It
became very annoying after a while, but it did teach us to give attention to what we were
saying.

We learned not to say things like, “That scared me to death,” or “You’re killing me.” We
even cautioned each other about things like, “That tickled me pink,” asking whoever
said it did they really want to be pink.  You can see how that would become annoying,
but we helped each other learn to weigh our words, testing them with God’s Word
before we spoke.

The Bible teaches that faith comes by hearing.  What are we hearing from our own
mouths and what is it doing to our faith?  If we are constantly saying we’re gonna fail or
lose, we develop a faith in failure and losing, expecting it as our normal outcome. And,
in life, you usually get what you expect.

Today, what you eat will have your attention. You and I will give thought to where and
what we will eat, seeking to get the most enjoyment or benefit from what we put in our
mouth. Jesus encourages us to give even more thought to what we will allow to come
out of our mouth today. Is what I’m about to say life-giving and Scriptural?  Will it
increase my or someone else’s faith in receiving God’s best?  Am I blessing or cursing
with my words?  Let’s give more importance to the enjoyment and benefit, for us and
others, of what comes out of our mouth than what goes in it!
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Jesus replied, “Every plant that my heavenly Father didn’t plant is destined to be
uprooted. Stay away from them,  for they’re nothing more than blind guides. Do
you know what happens when a blind man pretends to guide another blind man?
They both stumble into a ditch!”
Matthew 15:13-14 TPT

We all have ‘sources’ we turn to for information, research and advice. Everyday day our
access to information increases. I remember reading, several years ago, about the
research staff the pastor of a huge church had to help him gather information for
Sunday messages. Now that same pastor has found other jobs for his team because
what used to take a whole team many hours to do is now accomplished in a few hours
by a single person. Information and opinions are everywhere.

In this passage Jesus cautions us about our ‘sources’, advising us to make sure the info
or opinion is consistent with God’s Word and Ways. There’s lots of self-proclaimed
‘experts’ out there who will gladly tell us how to do whatever we are trying to figure out. I
once heard an interesting definition of an ‘expert’: X is an unknown and spurt is a drip
under pressure.  Make sure your experts really know what they’re talking about!

Sheryll and I have been doing an extensive remodel of our home and I have gone to
YouTube many times to find answers to something I wasn’t sure about. There are
always lots of answers, but the first thing I learned is not all of those folks posting their
advice know what they’re doing!  The key is making sure the one I choose actually
knows how to do it. I went to YouTube because I didn’t know how to do it, and
sometimes the advice was being given by an equally ignorant person pretending to
know. Then I ended up in the ‘ditch’, not only still needing to know how, but now needing
to undo the mess I created by following bad advice.

Lots of well-intentioned folks want to tell us how to have a great life. But only One has
ever beaten death, and that makes Him the most qualified source on life. If we’ll learn to
measure our sources against the standard of God’s Word, we’ll find ourselves avoiding
a lot of ditches. Even if something works for a while, it will eventually run off the road if it
doesn’t line up with God’s Ways.

Jesus doesn’t want our lives to be a series of limited unsustainable successes followed
by restarts as we once again get out of the ditch. He wants us to experience the
God-kind of life where we move from glory to glory instead of ditch to ditch. No matter
how good the advice, or how trusted the source, if it doesn’t line up with His Word
ignore it and keep moving forward.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Jesus said, “Even after all that I’ve taught you, you still remain clueless? Is it
hard to understand that whatever you eat enters the stomach only to pass out
into the sewer? But what comes out of your mouth reveals the core of your heart.
Words can pollute, not food. You will find living within an impure heart evil ideas,
murderous thoughts, adultery, sexual immorality, theft, lies, and slander. That’s
what pollutes a person. Eating with un-washed hands doesn’t defile anyone.”
Matthew 15:16-20 TPT

Christianity, unlike any other religion, is all about relationship instead of rules. We start
our journey by entering into a relationship with the Giver of life Himself, Jesus, and we
will only grow and mature through embracing that relationship.  But, over time, humans
often revert to rules. We establish the rules in a well intentioned attempt to protect the
relationship, but in reality the rules actually stifle it. Instead of continuing to grow and
mature as our relationship with Christ deepens, we seek to protect what we have,
building a set of rules around it. The problem is relationships never stand still, they are
either growing or shrinking.  So when we put a set of rules around one, even though our
intentions are good, we have started the shrinking process and our growth and maturity
have stopped.

In this passage, Jesus explains that rule-setting, and rule-keeping, will not cleanse our
hearts. Israel, the chosen people of God, had been birthed out of relationship with God,
but, over time, they had developed an extensive set of rules instead of continuing in
relationship.  Their original goal was to protect it, but now the rules were the focus
instead of the life-giving relationship. Here’s Jesus, the very One whose relationship
they were seeking to protect with their rules, and those rules are keeping them from
knowing Him and growing in Him!  The One who can cleanse their hearts from all evil
isn’t given room to do so because He’s breaking a rule about washing hands!

There is no rule, no law, that will cleanse our hearts.  Only Jesus can make us clean
inside and out. Rules cause one of two things to happen—we become frustrated
because we can’t keep the rules and we eventually just give up, thinking we are
hopeless and beyond help; or, we become prideful in our ability to keep the rule and
begin judging others who can’t. Both results are all about me and leave no room for
Jesus to grow me up into His likeness.

Jesus wants a dynamic, life-giving relationship with us today. He wants us to do life with
Him, to walk alongside Him, to hear His whispers and know His heart. Relationships
require vulnerability, a willingness to be flexible and stretch beyond our comfort zones
that rules can’t allow. Jesus knows that if we will simply do life with Him today, we will be
more like Him by the end of this day.  That’s the power of relationship with Jesus. And
that’s the reason Christianity is all about relationship, not rules.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 101

Jesus said, “I’ve only been sent to the lost sheep of Israel.” But she came and
bowed down before him and said, “Lord, help me!” Jesus responded, “It’s not
right for a man to take bread from his children and throw it out to the dogs.”
“You’re right, Lord,” she replied. “But even puppies get to eat the crumbs that fall
from the prince’s table.” Then Jesus answered her, “Dear woman, your faith is
strong! What you desire will be done for you.” And at that very moment, her
daughter was instantly set free from demonic torment.
Matthew 15:24-28 TPT

Throughout this encounter Jesus never says no to this woman, He only defines the
boundaries He is limiting Himself to.  Once she steps inside those boundaries the thing
she is seeking from Him is released. What were the boundaries? Did she see herself as
belonging at the table of the Lord, and did she have faith in what a spot at that table
meant?

She came to Him with a need, and He cared about her need, but Him doing something
about it required her to make room for Him. Everybody has needs, and the Lord sees
them and cares about them. But making room for Him to help us with those needs is in
our arena. The Lord ‘can do’ anything because He is the sovereign Lord, but He has
chosen to limit Himself to what He has defined in His Word. He is not only a sovereign,
all-mighty God, He is a God who keeps His Word. We have been given dominion until
the Day of the Lord and we must make room for Him and His Kingdom to operate in our
lives.

A great illustration of this principle is a rental house. The owner of the house gives
‘dominion’ to the renter. Even though it’s the owner’s house, he or she can’t just come
and go as they please, the renter must give them permission per the contract. The
earth, and all that are within it, are the Lord’s, but He has given us dominion and honors
that contract. We authorize His activity on our behalf by inviting Him in.  Sometimes we
think the Lord is not answering when He is really waiting on us to make room.

Look at what this woman did—she came to Him, she bowed before Him,  she
acknowledged His Lordship. She identified herself with Him and His Kingdom.  Even if it
was as a puppy, it was under His table, making her His puppy!  And she believed He
could do what she was seeking.

Too often, we want Jesus to operate within our boundaries, but that puts limits on Him
and what He can do. We see the love of our Lord in this story as He coaches this lady
on how to remove the limits so He can do what He wants for her.  By His Word and His
Spirit, He continues to lovingly coach us, helping us make room for Him, taking the
limits off so He can pour out His love and power in us and through us. Instead of
thinking He hasn’t answered, listen for His gentle coaching. Remember, you have been
given a place at the King’s table where all things are possible!
Reflection and Journal:
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1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 102

Jesus called his disciples to himself and said, “I care deeply about all these
people, for they’ve already been with me for three days without food. I don’t want
to send them away fasting or else they may be overcome by weakness on their
journey home.” So the disciples said to him, “Where in the world are we going to
find enough food in this desolate place to feed this crowd?” “How many barley
loaves do you have?” Jesus asked. “Seven,” they replied, “and a few small fish.”
So he gave the order, “Have the people sit down on the grass.” Then he took the
seven loaves and the fish and gave thanks to God. He broke the bread and gave it
to his disciples, who then distributed the food to the crowds.
Matthew 15:32-36 TPT

I’m not sure how much time has passed since the disciples and Jesus fed the first large
crowd with a few loaves and fishes, but here they are again with the same situation. The
disciples do something that many of us do, forget what Jesus has done before when
they are facing a new dilemma.

Jesus has done so many great things in our lives, beginning with saving us.  The Book
of Judges says we should be ‘rehearsing His mighty acts’, meaning we should have a
list, either mental or literal, of the things He has done for us that we read regularly. We
need to constantly remind ourselves of all He has done, stirring up gratefulness and
faith. We will face some trial, trouble or temptation again and He will deliver once again.
But, like the disciples in this passage, we often will go through our list of solutions
before we turn to Jesus for His solution.

The lesson here is not to let the situation in front of us become our focus, consuming
our energy, when the same Lord who always rescues us is still with us. Remember what
He has done before and make room for Him to do it again.  Forget all our possible
solutions and jump right to Plan A—ask Jesus what we should do!

I also wonder how many in this crowd were in the first crowd Jesus fed. Notice how
Jesus didn’t go through a checklist of how these folks got in this situation.  He didn’t ask
them why they didn’t think of bringing food with them, or tell them they should have
known better. He didn’t point out the ones who had made this same mistake before or
do an interview to determine who was really hungry. He just cared about them and let
His compassion fuel a miracle.

Sometimes we won’t make room for Jesus because we think we should be disqualified.
We’ve been here before and we should have known better. He’s rescued us before and
we decide for Him that it’s time we learned from our mistakes and figure it out on our
own. Yet, He didn’t look for ways to disqualify any of this crowd, He just fed them again!
Sure He wants us to grow, to learn from our mistakes and move forward, but He also
loves us so much He will not leave us stranded while we figure it out. He’s there in all
His miracle-working glory, compelled by love, to help us out again.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 103

Jesus answered, “You can read the signs of the weather, for you say, ‘Red sky at
night, sailors delight.’ And, ‘Red sky in the morning, sailors take warning.’ You’re
so adept at forecasting the weather by looking at the sky, but you’re absolutely
clueless in reading the obvious signs of the times. A wicked and wayward
generation always asks for signs, but the only sign I provide for you will be the
sign of Jonah the prophet.” Then he turned away and left them.
Matthew 16:2-4 TPT

What is the sign of Jonah the prophet?  If you’ll remember the familiar Old Testament
story of Jonah, he spent three days in the belly of a whale and lived to tell about it!  In
this passage, Jesus is predicting His death, burial and resurrection—three days in the
belly of death, then emerging alive!  Jonah’s experience wasn’t just a great Bible story, it
is also a sign of the coming Messiah and what He would do for us.

Jonah was in the belly of the whale as a consequence for sin, for disobedience to God.
He should have died in that sin, but a graceful and merciful God performed a miracle
and brought him back alive from the depths. Jesus entered death in our place, for our
sin, our disobedience, and a graceful and merciful God brought Hm back alive from the
depths of death and hell.

Jesus is talking to Scriptural scholars in this passage, folks who should have been able
to recognize the Messiah from all the prophecies in the Scripture that described Him.
Yet, here He stands in front of them and they want more signs, more proof!  They’re
missing out on all Jesus is doing and saying while they wait for a sign. Jesus tells them
the only sign they need is Him beating death and the grave.

How much more do we need for Jesus to do?  He has taken all our sin—past, present
and future—to His cross and grave, leaving it there when He arose from the dead. It is
forgiven and forgotten. He conquered death, walking out of a tomb, and is alive today.
Everything we need is found in the Good News—the Gospel—of His death, burial and
resurrection. He left nothing undone, it is finished! What other sign do we need?

We are loved by the King of kings, the First and the Last, the mighty Lion of Judah. We
are His, we belong to Him, bought with His own precious blood. He’s paid the full price
for our total redemption. Let’s quit waiting for some other sign and live today like the
redeemed!  What we see or feel doesn’t matter if it doesn’t line up with the Word. We
are the redeemed, even when we don’t feel like it. We don’t need more proof, He’s
given us the only sign we need.  Jesus is alive, death is defeated, and sin has no hold
on me!  What a Savior!
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 104

Jesus spoke up and said, “Watch out for the yeast of the Pharisees and the
Sadducees.” Thinking Jesus was scolding them over not bringing bread, they
whispered among themselves. Knowing their thoughts, Jesus said to them, “You
have such little faith! Why are you arguing with one another about having no
bread? Are you so slow to understand? Have you forgotten the miracle of feeding
the five thousand families and how each of you ended up with a basket full of
fragments? And how seven loaves of bread fed four thousand families with
baskets left over? Don’t you understand? I’m not talking about bread, but I’m
warning you to avoid the yeast of the Pharisees and the Sadducees.”
Matthew 16:6-11 TPT

I’m always encouraged by the disciples, in their best moments and in their less than
stellar ones. They remind me again and again that God can use normal people. The
Book of Acts tells us they were uneducated and untrained, and sometimes, as in this
passage, they simply don’t get it. But they keep following Jesus, even when they’re not
even sure what He’s talking about!

Sometimes we have this need to understand first before we will follow or obey. What the
disciples teach us is that obedience precedes understanding.  I don’t have to
understand everything Jesus is saying or doing, I just need to follow and obey.
Inevitably, the understanding will come, but not if I’m still standing in the same place
wondering what He meant. The disciples didn’t let their lack of understanding stop them
from going forward. They may have been confused or dumbfounded, but they kept
following Him. And time after time, as they followed, He would clear up the mystery for
them.

I’m also encouraged by the fact Jesus handpicked this crew. He didn’t choose spiritual
or intellectual giants, He chose normal, everyday people. Nothing wrong with being a
spiritual or intellectual giant, it’s just encouraging to me because I’m not one and that
doesn’t disqualify me from being used in mighty ways by God. Sometimes people don’t
think God can use them because they struggle to understand the Bible. Look at the
disciples in this passage—they’re totally in the dark about what Jesus is saying!  And
they’re arguing over who’s at fault! Yet Jesus doesn’t kick them off the team and go look
for a brighter bunch, He just keeps teaching and leading.  (There’s a great lesson for
when we get frustrated with those we are leading.)

Jesus handpicked each of us for His team. He knows our shortcomings and our
strengths and He believes we can be used in mighty ways if we will just keep following.
Go through today expecting Him to use you, even if you’re stumbling through it. When
you’re not even sure what He’s doing or what He meant, just keep putting one foot in
front of the other and follow Him forward. There are great things awaiting us when we
simply follow even when we don’t get it.
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 105

When Jesus came to Caesarea Philippi, he asked his disciples this question:
“What are the people saying about me, the Son of Man? Who do they believe I
am?” They answered, “Some are convinced you are John the Baptizer, others say
you are Elijah reincarnated, or Jeremiah, or one of the prophets.” “But you—who
do you say that I am?” Jesus asked. Simon Peter spoke up and said, “You are the
Anointed One, the Son of the living God!” Jesus replied, “You are favored and
privileged Simeon, son of Jonah!  For you didn’t discover this on your own, but
my Father in heaven has supernaturally revealed it to you. I give you the name
Peter, a stone.  And this truth of who I am will be the bedrock foundation on
which I will build my church—my legislative assembly,  and the power of death
will not be able to overpower it! I will give you the keys  of heaven’s kingdom
realm to forbid on earth that which is forbidden in heaven, and to release on earth
that which is released in heaven.”
Matthew 16:13-19 TPT

If you’ve ever visited Israel, then you probably visited the site of Caesarea Philippi.  It is
located at the headwaters of the Jordan River and was a place for worship of false
gods. The Old Testament mentions it as a sacred place for the god of Luck and, in
Jesus’ time, it was a sacred place for the Greek god Pan, the ruler of nature and
pasturelands.  Pan, being the god of nature, didn’t have traditional temples, instead His
sacred places were places like caves.  There is a large cave at this site where people
would bring their things to offer to Pan. The city itself was named by one of Herod’s
sons, Philip, to honor Caesar and himself.

It’s no coincidence that Jesus chooses this place to ask these questions. First, who do
people say I am, then, who do you say I am? Is He just another legend, another of the
countless gods society worships who never come through when needed?  Or is He
different from anything or anyone else who has ever existed, either in reality or in myth?

Note what follows the answer that He is truly the Son of the Living God. Peter’s true
identity is revealed and Heaven and all its power are unlocked and made available to
those who say, not just believe, that!  If we want to know the answer to who we are and
why we are here, it’s all unlocked when we answer the question about who Jesus is.
Sometimes we get the Divine order reversed on this, wanting the answers to our
questions before we will answer His question. But it’s the answer to who He is that
makes all the other answers we are seeking available.

All around them on that day were people going about their daily business, looking for
answers to the things they were facing. Many were hoping for luck to smile on them, or
praying that some ancient higher power would see fit to help them today. Others were
looking to the political and economic powers of the time to be their source. In the midst
of that stands the Answer, God Himself, asking, “But who do you say I am?”
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Today, people all around us will be looking for answers in all the wrong places, trying to
figure out how to make it one more day. Many believe Jesus is a good teacher. Others
think He’s just another legend, like the Easter Bunny or Santa Claus. Some think He,
like the Ancient Greek gods, has become outdated and irrelevant. Lots of those folks
around us will be counting on luck, or some political or economic good fortune to make
their day. Jesus reminds us in this passage to be bold and say loud enough for others to
overhear, “You are the Son of the Living God!”  Heaven waits on our answer.  And,
whether they know it or not, so do all those around us.

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 106

Jesus turned to Peter and said, “Get out of my way, you Satan!  You are an
offense to me,  because your thoughts are only filled with man’s viewpoints and
not with the ways of God.”
Matthew 16:23 TPT

We live in a culture that has embraced political correctness and fault-finding. We are
quick to take offense and make sure anyone who will listen knows we have been
offended. We are offended when anyone doesn’t approve of our lifestyle choices.  We
are offended when anyone has a different world view from ours. We are offended when
someone corrects one of our kids. We are offended when our pastor uses any example
as an opportunity for change that remotely resembles something in our life.

Offense has become our go-to self defense mechanism. Instead of asking ourselves if
we need to change, or if we are too sensitive, we expect everyone else to jump through
our hoops and avoid offending us. And if we are offended, we are justified in whatever
ungodly way we respond because we were offended. Basically, if you offend me by not
agreeing with me and I act like a demon has possessed me, you just need to deal with it
because it’s all your fault to begin with. I’m just not responsible because you offended
me!

In this passage Jesus gives us a lesson on offense. First, He defines the source of
offense, satan, and encourages us to get away from it.  People who do not agree with
you are not your enemy. They may be different, and maybe even wrong, but they’re not
your enemy. Someone who hurts your feelings, even intentionally, is not your enemy.
They may be thoughtless, but they’re not your enemy.  That’s what offense does, it
divides and makes enemies. (If you want to explore this further you should read John
Bevere’s book, The Bait of Satan.)

Next is Jesus’ definition of the only Biblical reason we should take offense. Jesus is
offended whenever our thoughts and actions are based on any viewpoint other than
God’s!  He’s not offended because Peter hurt His feelings, didn’t agree with His choice,
or called Him out on something He needed to change. He says Peter is an offense
because he is thinking and acting contrary to God’s Word and Ways! And Jesus’ offense
is not based on His benefit but on Peter’s.  He wants what’s best for Peter and He
knows thinking and acting based on man’s viewpoint will rob Peter of having God’s best
for him.

So, if we’re going to be offended, it should be at satan only, because we see him
messing up somebody’s life.  And the only acceptable offense is when the Word is
being compromised. That really narrows our window for being offended. Any offense
other than that defined by Jesus here will only cause turmoil and conflict in our lives. If
we’re going to take offense, then let’s make it useful instead of destructive. Pastor
Michael Adams sums it up this way, “Maybe it’s time for us to quit thinking about how
the Word offends us and start asking ourselves how are we offending the Word!”
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 107

Then Jesus said to his disciples, “If you truly want to follow me, you should at
once completely reject and disown your own life. And you must be willing to
share my cross and experience it as your own,  as you continually surrender to
my ways. For if you choose self-sacrifice and lose your lives for my glory, you will
continually discover true life. But if you choose to keep your lives for yourselves,
you will forfeit what you try to keep. For even if you were to gain all the wealth
and power of this world with everything it could offer you—at the cost of your
own life—what good would that be? And what could be more valuable to you than
your own soul? It has been decreed that I, the Son of Man, will one day return
with my messengers  and in the splendor and majesty of my Father. And then I
will reward each person according to what they have done. But I promise you,
there are some standing here now who won’t experience death until they have
witnessed the coming of the Son of Man in the presence and the power of the
kingdom realm of God!”
Matthew 16:24-28 TPT

The number one reason people live unfulfilled lives is they either don’t know their true
purpose, or know it but are not pursuing it. In this passage Jesus tells us the key to
finding our purpose, living a fulfilled life, and experiencing the presence and power of
God.  The key?  Go all in with Jesus and live like we fully belong to Him.  The whole
salvation thing is an exchange—my life for His life. John the Apostle said it like this, “It’s
no longer I who live, but Christ living in me!”

Once we have accepted salvation, we make the exchange and we are no longer the
owners of our lives. But we hang on to parts of it, denying Christ what He has paid for.
And that area we hang onto is the very area where we are being robbed of God’s best
for us!  Jesus tells us here that any part of our life we cling to will be lost, while all those
parts we surrender to Him, the rightful owner, will flourish. And He tells us how we will
discover our true purpose—by selflessly serving others.

There are all sort of evaluations and surveys available today that are supposed to tell us
our purpose, and many are good tools to help point us in the right direction. But if you
really want to know what you were created to do, just start serving others. As you do the
Holy Spirit will direct you to your sweet spot, that place where you find fulfillment.  And
the New Testament teaches us the place to start is in the local church, the household of
faith. Find a place to serve in your church, just find where help is needed and start. If
you don’t fit in that first spot, don’t quit, just keep serving selflessly until you find the
sweet spot.

Too many people never find it because they quit. They didn’t feel like they were good at
what they were doing, or they didn’t like it, so instead of seeking a reassignment, they
just quit. Don’t quit, keep serving and let the Holy Spirit direct your steps. It’s much
easier to change the direction of a moving vehicle than one that’s parked!
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When you serve selflessly, with the sole purpose of glorifying Jesus, you will find your
sweet spot, your God-given purpose. Look again at the last statement in our passage.
Jesus says some of those He’s talking to at that moment will experience the fullness of
His reign before He comes again. Who? Those who don’t quit, who live like their life is
not their own, whose one desire is to see Him glorified in all they do. Jesus wants you to
experience Heaven on earth, and He clearly shows how to do it in this passage.

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 108

But Jesus walked over and touched them, saying, “Get up and stop being afraid.”
When they finally opened their eyes and looked around, they saw no one else
there but Jesus. As they all hiked down the mountain together, Jesus ordered
them, “Don’t tell anyone of the divine appearance you just witnessed. Wait until
the Son of Man is raised from the dead.” His disciples asked him, “Why do all the
religious scholars insist that Elijah must first appear before the Anointed One
comes?” He answered them, “They’re right. Elijah must come first and restore all
things. But Elijah has already appeared. And yet they didn’t recognize him, so
they did to him whatever they pleased. And the Son of Man is destined to suffer
the same abuse as what they did to him.” Then the disciples realized that Jesus
was referring to John the Baptizer all along.
Matthew 17:7-13 TPT

I think there are at least three takeaways for us to consider in this passage today. First,
Jesus didn’t just tell the disciples to get up and quit being afraid, He went to them and
touched them. They had just experienced something they didn’t expect and weren’t sure
how to handle. Their response was to fall to the ground in fear. Years ago, a lady had a
panic attack in the foyer of our church. She ended up on the floor curled up in a fetal
position. Several people were encouraging her, trying to talk her into getting up. Sheryll
and I laid down on the floor beside her, making eye contact, and began encouraging her
too. We were using the same words as those standing nearby, but she responded when
we were beside her and she was able to get up. The only difference in the
encouragement was the position of the ones offering it.

When we encounter something we didn’t foresee, or something that overwhelms us, we
often feel helpless and fearful. We may or may not fall to the floor in a fetal position, but
we are gripped by fear. Jesus doesn’t just encourage us from a distance, He moves
closer and touches us. He is not just for us, He is with us!  We should develop the habit,
when we feel fear, of expecting His touch and listening for His Word instead of letting
fear tell us what to do. He will be there and He will help us get up and keep moving
forward.

The next thing I learn from Jesus in this passage is how to handle promotion and
recognition. Jesus has just been openly and supernaturally validated by God, but His
response is asking those who saw it to keep it quiet until it will be useful for helping
others. He didn’t post it on social media, He didn’t pull His shoulder out of socket trying
to pat Himself on the back, He just kept it quiet and continued what He was called to do.
He didn’t deny it happened with some sort of false humility, and He didn’t act
embarrassed about the attention. He simply took care of those around Him, helping
them up, and He gave them instructions on when and how to use what they had just
seen for the good of the Kingdom.
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My last takeaway today is Jesus explaining that if we don’t recognize who He truly is,
we will treat Him as we want. Too often, we make Jesus into what we want Him to be at
that moment, needing “my Jesus” to behave differently than “your Jesus” or the Jesus of
the Word. Or sometimes we diminish His identity, making Him less than God and turning
Him into just another voice in our life.  But when we make room for who He truly is, like
these disciples, we will fall to the ground and we will be transformed. Instead of making
Jesus more like us, we will become more like Him. And that is a good thing—for us and
for the Kingdom.

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 109

I brought him to your followers, but they weren’t able to heal him.” Jesus replied,
“Where is your faith? Can’t you see how wayward and wrong this generation is?
How much longer do I stay with you and put up with your doubts? Bring your son
to me.” Then Jesus rebuked the demon and it came out of him and the boy was
instantly healed! Later the disciples came to him privately and asked, “Why
couldn’t we cast out the demon?” He told them, “It was because of your lack of
faith. I promise you, if you have faith inside of you no bigger than the size of a
small mustard seed, you can say to this mountain, ‘Move away from here and go
over there,’ and you will see it move!  There is nothing you couldn’t do! But this
kind of demon is cast out only through prayer and fasting.”
Matthew 17:16-21 TPT

At first glance, Jesus’ response may seem harsh, but He is expressing a desire to see
His followers succeed even when He is not physically present. He knows the time is
approaching when He will leave this earth and His disciples, then and in the future, must
learn to live by faith. He explains that if we will learn to access faith great things can be
accomplished and nothing can stand in our way.

Faith is different from belief. Today we hear a lot about different faiths, but the New
Testament teaches there is one faith. We confuse faith with belief. There are lots of
beliefs, some based on truths and some based on lies. But there is only one faith
because faith requires truth and any belief that doesn’t recognize Jesus as Messiah,
Lord and God is not a faith, it’s just another belief system. Beliefs don’t move
mountains, faith does. A belief may or may not be backed by the power of Jesus,
depending on if the belief is Biblical or not. But faith, true faith, is fueled by Jesus and all
His power and authority because it built on Biblical Truth.

The Bible teaches that the followers of Christ will live by faith. That’s the urgency we are
sensing in Jesus’ response here. He will leave soon and He wants His disciples to move
beyond depending on His physical presence to living in His Spirit continually. If the only
time they can access His power and authority is when He is physically present, then the
scope of the Kingdom is limited.  In fact, if His followers can’t access faith, then the
growth of the Kingdom will cease when He returns to Heaven.

One of these Apostles later writes it’s not enough that we believe. He says the demons
believe and tremble. It’s faith, fueled by Truth Himself, that distinguishes the followers of
Christ. One lesson for us from this passage is to examine our beliefs and determine if
they are Truth, supported by Scripture and empowered by the Holy Spirit. If not, then
they’re not feeding faith and we will face more and more obstacles that our beliefs can’t
move. Most of us have beliefs within us that aren’t Scriptural. They may be ingrained in
us from our childhood, or through our experiences, but if they don’t line up with God’s
Word we need to trash them. Many of the obstacles that remain in our lives are there
because of some erroneous belief.
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Jesus wanted His disciples then to be able to overcome any obstacle they faced.  He
wants that today for me and you. He wanted His disciples then to be able to access
Heaven’s power and authority even when He was no longer physically present. He
wants that today for me and you. He wanted them to move beyond belief systems and
live by faith. He wants that today for me and you. There are lots of beliefs, but only one
Faith, fueled by the One True God, moves mountains!

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 110

When they all gathered together in Galilee, Jesus said to them, “The Son of Man
is going to be betrayed and turned over to his enemies. They will kill him and in
three days he will be resurrected.” When the disciples heard these words they
were devastated.
Matthew 17:22-23 TPT

Jesus shares His purpose, His destiny, with the disciples and they are devastated. It’s
as if all they heard was the part about betrayal and death, totally missing the last part
about resurrection. Jesus came to die for our sins, but that’s not the end of the story, it’s
really only the beginning. It’s the resurrection part that makes the story complete.
Without the resurrection there is no victory. But all the disciples seemed to hear was
betrayal and death, and so they were devastated.

The New Testament teaches us that in Christ we are victorious, that no weapon used
against us can succeed. The Apostle Paul writes that if we have died with Christ then
we share in the glory of His resurrection. But how often are we like the disciples on this
day, hearing only the bad news and reacting to it instead of focusing on the victory of
the resurrection?  How often are we devastated because everything looks hopeless,
forgetting that we are winners in Christ because of the resurrection?  And how often do
we stop at the Cross when dealing with our sins, finding forgiveness but never moving
beyond them into a victorious life because of the resurrection? When I was a kid, our
pastor told us the problem with the crucifix necklace is that it still has Jesus on the
cross.  The power of the Cross is that it, and the tomb, are empty!  He is alive!

We need to hear everything Jesus is telling us, not just the betrayal and death part. We
need to live in the resurrection part. When we are facing something bad, when we are
feeling hopeless and overwhelmed, when we are devastated, we need to remind
ourselves of the rest of the story. There is a resurrection that assures me of victory in
Christ!  There is a resurrection that tells me, as Bishop Dale Bronner says, “My past
doesn’t define me, it prepares me.”  There is a resurrection that empowers me to move
past the mistakes, the hurt, the betrayal, and finish my race well, fulfilling my God-given
destiny. There is a resurrection that moves me from victim to victor. There is a
resurrection that promises me I will finish this day victorious because all the promises of
God are yes and amen in the resurrected Christ!

Make sure you listen to everything Jesus says, because it may start with betrayal and
death, but it will always end in victory. When He challenges us about an area of our life,
it may sound bad, like it’s really going to hurt if we have to give that up.  But there is a
resurrection waiting that will bring us into a new place of victory. What seemed like a
sacrifice will end up being a win for us and Christ. And if you find yourself feeling
devastated because of some situation, remind yourself of the resurrection.  Even death
can’t win when we are in Christ!  Thank You Jesus for the whole story-betrayal, death
and resurrection!  What a wonderful Savior!
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Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 111

...When Peter walked into the house, and before he had a chance to speak, Jesus
spoke up and said, “Peter, I have a question for you. Who pays tolls or taxes to a
king? Is tax collected from the king’s own children, or from his subjects?” “From
his subjects,” Peter answered. Jesus replied, “That’s right. The children get off
free without paying taxes. But so that we don’t offend them, go to the lake and
throw out your hook, and the first fish that rises up  will have a coin in its mouth.
It will be the exact amount you need to pay the temple tax for both of us.”
Matthew 17:25-27 TPT

This is another place where Peter gives me great hope. He gets cornered by the
religious authorities, feels pressure, and ends up making a commitment he can’t keep.
As my dad used to say, “He let his bulldog mouth overload his chihuahua rear end!”  I’ve
done that, and, unfortunately, will probably do it again. And he didn’t just commit for
himself, he committed for Jesus!  The thing you gotta love about Peter, one of the
greatest leaders in history, is his humanity. Time after time, he acts like one of us on his
road to becoming a history maker.

As the passage indicates, Jesus knew what Peter was doing, yet He let him make his
choice. Jesus doesn’t want to be a puppet master, controlling His followers. Even
though we have proclaimed Him as Lord of our lives, He gives us room to make choices
and decisions, even bad ones induced by pressure. But take notice of what our
wonderful Savior does and remember He is the same yesterday, today and tomorrow.
What He does for Peter here, He does for us if we will make room.

First, He teaches Peter so he’ll know how to respond next time he’s in a pressurized
situation. Jesus wants Peter, and us, to be able to think clearly before we respond, no
matter the situation. The New Testament teaches we have been given access to the
mind of Christ and encourages us to be of the ‘same mind’.  There is no situation we will
encounter that Jesus can’t help us through. We just need to learn, as Peter had to, to
slow our roll and listen for Holy Spirit’s wisdom.

Next, even when Peter had responded without consulting Jesus, our amazing Savior
covered him!  After He had taught Peter how to handle the situation better next time, He
then helped Peter handle what he had committed to doing. How many times have we
thought, “I got myself in this mess, so I guess it’s my responsibility to get myself out.”
As a result, we relied on our own intellect and resources to untangle something, instead
of taking it to Jesus. Even when we’re in a tangled mess of our own making, our Lord is
waiting to help. Yes He wants us to learn to make better choices, but He also wants to
help us get untangled so we can get on with pursuing life with Him.

No matter what we will face today, even if we feel like we’re in a pressure cooker, Jesus,
and all His wisdom, is available to us. And even when we make a decision He wouldn’t
have made, He will help us navigate our way through the maze. Learn from Peter. Even
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though he responded under pressure, he knew where and to whom he needed to go.
Don’t add to the mistake by trying to do it on your own. Take it to Him and make room
for Him to instruct and work a miracle!

Reflection and Journal:
1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 112

Jesus called a little one to his side and said to them, “Learn this well: Unless you
dramatically change your way of thinking and become teachable, and learn about
heaven’s kingdom realm with the wide-eyed wonder of a child, you will never be
able to enter in. Whoever continually humbles himself to become like this gentle
child is the greatest one in heaven’s kingdom realm. And if you tenderly care for
this little one on my behalf, you are tenderly caring for me. But if anyone abuses
one of these little ones who believe in me, it would be better for him to have a
heavy boulder tied around his neck and be hurled into the deepest sea than to
face the punishment he deserves! Misery will come to the one who lures people
away into sin. Troubles and obstacles to your faith are inevitable, but great
devastation will come to the one guilty of causing others to leave the path of
righteousness! If your hand clings to sin, cut it off and throw it away. If your foot
continually steps onto sin’s path, cut it off and throw it away. For it is better for
you to enter into heaven crippled and maimed than to have both hands and both
feet and be thrown into eternal fire. And if your eye is always focusing on sin,
pluck it out and throw it away. For it is better for you to enter into heaven with one
eye than to be thrown into hell fire with two. Be careful that you not corrupt one
of these little ones. For I can assure you that in heaven each of their angelic
guardians have instant access to my heavenly Father.”
Matthew 18:2-10 TPT

Jesus connects greatness in the realms of Heaven with humility and innocence, using a
child as an example. He urges us to protect our innocence, including the ability to  be
filled with wonder at ways and things of God. And He takes it a step further, we are to
protect the innocence of others, ‘little ones’, making sure we don’t do anything that will
cause them to stumble. Little ones are not just children, they are those who are newer
to the faith than we are. Jesus makes it very clear how seriously Heaven watches the
way these little ones are treated.

Jesus starts this passage with a challenge about “dramatically” rethinking the way we
do things. This whole passage is a challenge to our concept of ‘personal rights’.
Personal rights say what I do is my own business, saying “It’s my life and I’ll live it like I
want”.  Jesus says it’s Heaven’s business too, and if my personal rights are causing
others to stumble then I will answer to Him.  He’s asking us to think through our
decisions, asking ourselves what impact they will have on others, especially those
whose faith is still young and fragile.

He then gives us two keys to protecting our innocence, our ability to wonder, and the
innocence of others—being childlike and avoiding sin.
Humility has a twofold meaning. On one hand it means you put others ahead of
yourself.  Humility doesn’t mean you think less of yourself, it means you think more of
others. On the other hand, humility means staying teachable, protecting the ability for
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God, and all His creation, to amaze you.  Being teachable means you remain a lifelong
learner, believing every day and every encounter is an opportunity to learn and grow.

Then Jesus tells us to avoid sin like it’s dangerous, because it is. And He tells us it’s not
enough to ask how much this sin is going to cost me, but I need to ask how much my
sin will cost others. Sin will steal our innocence and feed our pride. Sin will promote our
personal rights, even working to make others feel guilty for questioning our sin! Over
time we’ll begin to lessen the danger of sin, developing our list of what’s bad and what’s
less bad. But Jesus encourages us to protect others and ourselves by taking all sin
seriously.

Our Lord paid the ultimate sacrifice to give people rich and satisfying life. He wants us
to enjoy what He’s given us, and He wants us to help others enjoy it. Stay teachable,
live in wonder, put others first, and this will be a Heavenly day.

Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 113

“The Son of Man has come to give life to anyone who is lost. Think of it this way:
If a man owns a hundred sheep and one lamb wanders away and is lost, won’t he
leave the ninety-nine grazing on the hillside and go out and thoroughly search for
the one lost lamb? And if he finds his lost lamb, he rejoices over it, more than
over the ninety-nine who are safe. Now you should understand that it is never the
desire of your heavenly Father that a single one of these humble believers should
be lost.”
Matthew 18:11-14 TPT

Years ago, when our first child Jeff was just a toddler, I lost him. He and I were at a
large hardware store and, while I was paying, he wandered off. One moment he was
right there by my side and, when I looked down again, he was gone!  Needless to say, I
was frantic!  The lady at the register ran and locked the doors, announcing to everyone
there was a lost child and I began searching every corner of that store for Jeff. I enlisted
the help of anyone who would listen and soon employees and customers were
searching for my lost son. We searched the main store, the warehouse and the
lumberyard to no avail.

Then I had a terrifying thought. Next door was a Kmart.  What if he had wandered out of
the store and went across the huge parking lot trying to get to Kmart?  The hardware
store manager told me to go and they would keep looking there. I ran across the parking
lot, yelling Jeff’s name, and into the entrance of Kmart. I asked the greeter at the door
had he seen a little blond headed boy and he replied he had seen the little fellow but
thought he was with some other folks who came in right behind him. I ran straight back
to the toy section, over to the aisle with toy trucks, and there he sat, surrounded by
Tonka toys!  I scooped him up, almost crying in relief, hugging him and telling him how
glad I was to find him.  We made our way back to the hardware store, his hand firmly
gripped by mine, and called off the search. Everyone there rejoiced with me as I
thanked them for helping.

If you’ve ever had something similar happen, then you totally get what Jesus is trying to
describe in this story. You know how desperately our Father wants to find all His lost
kids. You understand the heart of Jesus and our Father when He talks about rejoicing
when a lost one is found. I learned at least two things from my frantic episode with Jeff,
other than never let him out of my grasp for even a moment while shopping again!

First, when your kid is lost, you want everyone helping find him. There were folks who
probably had other things to do in that hardware store, but all I wanted was their help.
The store actually locked its doors until he was found, not allowing anyone in or out.
That was inconvenient, and may have even cost them money, but it meant the world to
me. As children of our God, we should be engaged with His heart in seeking His lost
kids. No matter what else we’ve got going on, our first priority must always be joining
Him in His search for the lost. We must never allow the other activities of our lives to
supplant finding the lost.
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Second, Jeff didn’t know he was lost. In fact, he was having a great time and really
didn’t understand the seriousness of the situation. I’m not sure he got it, even as I
explained to him that it must never happen again. He just wanted to play with some
trucks. Most of the lost kids Jesus came to find don’t yet know they’re lost. As Francis
Frangipane says, “Those who are deceived don’t know they are deceived.”  They’re just
in search of a good time, wandering through dangerous places, trying to get somewhere
more fun than where they are now. Jeff was happy in that toy aisle, but sooner or later
he would have realized he was lost and he would have panicked. The fun would be over
and the crying would start.

There are people all around us who are lost. Some don’t know it, but some are
beginning to sense that something is wrong. Our Father has positioned us strategically
in the search. He has given us His Spirit to help lead us to those lost kids. He has given
us His Son and His Word to help them find their way home. Let’s stay alert today,
looking for the one who might be wandering, separated from God.

Here’s one thing from my terrible experience I’ve always wondered about. Why didn’t
the greeter at the door ask instead of assuming Jeff was ok? How simple would it have
been to simply ask those folks if he was with them and then hold him til I came running
in?  I don’t want my Heavenly Father asking me that question when I see Him. “Tony,
why did you assume they were ok?  Why didn’t you just ask?”

Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 114

“If your fellow believer sins against you,  you must go to that one privately and
attempt to resolve the matter. If he responds, your relationship is restored. But if
his heart is closed to you, then go to him again, taking one or two others with
you. You’ll be fulfilling what the Scripture teaches when it says, ‘Every word may
be verified by the testimony of two or three witnesses.’ And if he refuses to listen,
then share the issue with the entire church in hopes of restoration. If he still
refuses to respond, disregarding the fellowship of his church family, you must
disregard him as though he were an outsider, on the same level as an
unrepentant sinner.”
“Receive this truth: Whatever you forbid on earth will be considered to be
forbidden in heaven,  and whatever you release on earth will be considered to be
released in heaven. Again, I give you an eternal truth: If two of you agree to ask
God for something in a symphony of prayer,  my heavenly Father will do it for
you. For wherever two or three come together in honor of my name,  I am right
there with them!”
Matthew 18:15-20 TPT

In this passage Jesus emphasizes the connection between our relationships with each
other as fellow believers and the effectiveness of our prayer lives.  He clearly defines
the process when there is an issue, but note the goal is more about restoration than
resolution. Apparently, Jesus thinks our relationships are more important than our
issues!  He also limits the discussion of the possibility of breaking relationship to sin, not
simply disagreement or hurt feelings: “If your fellow believer sins against you...”

The way Jesus defines starts with a private discussion. That’s different from the way
many of us begin the process. We often start with complaining to others, seeking
support for our side of the issue. Our Lord tells us to go to the individual privately before
we talk to anyone else. I wonder how many times our issues with each other would go
away if we simply followed His advice. How many times is it just a misunderstanding
that balloons into something bigger as we discuss it with everyone else but the person
involved?  By the time we finally go to them, our feelings are so entangled and sides are
clearly drawn making it hard to easily restore the relationship.

Notice what Jesus says we should be looking for when we do go to one who has sinned
against us—a response, not necessarily agreement. If there is a willingness to talk
about it, an open heart, then the goal of restoring the relationship is possible. Too often
we close the door on the relationship because there wasn’t resolution, but Jesus says
as long as there is a willingness to talk about it, the relationship is restored.

If there isn’t a response, then, and only then, do we broaden the circle of who knows
about it. Again, not looking for only those who agree with us, but with those who want to
see the relationship restored. If the goal when we approach the unresponsive person is
restoration more than confrontation, we have a much greater chance of success.  The
last step is bringing it before the church. These last two steps require us to be willing to
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allow others to speak into the situation without taking sides. The whole process has the
goal of restoration, which requires us to move our feelings aside.   If the one who sinned
responds, recognizing it was sin and repenting, then we should seek restoration,
whether or not we feel vindicated or justified.

Why is restoration more important to Jesus than resolution?  He tells us in the second
paragraph of this passage. As believers, our ability to access Heaven’s power is directly
related to our relationships with each other. And that access increases as our
relationships increase.  When our relationships are strong, when we find ways to agree,
Heaven responds.  Later on He tells us the way the world will know He is Lord will be
through our relationships with each other.

The next time you have an issue with a fellow believer, ask yourself a few questions
before you get your feelings involved:
Was the issue a sin or simply a disagreement?
Am I more concerned about the effect of the sin on the life of the other person than I am
about my hurt feelings?
Am I more interested in restoring the relationship or winning the argument?
When I go to others, am I looking for those on my side or for Godly counsel?
If our goal is the restoration of a fellow believer more than resolving things to our
satisfaction, we will see more of Heaven’s power released as we pray.

Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 115

Jesus answered, “Not seven times, Peter, but seventy times seven times! The
lessons of forgiveness in heaven’s kingdom realm can be illustrated like this:
“There once was a king who had servants who had borrowed money from the
royal treasury. He decided to settle accounts with each of them. As he began the
process, it came to his attention that one of his servants owed him one billion
dollars.  So he summoned the servant before him and said to him, ‘Pay me what
you owe me.’ When his servant was unable to repay his debt, the king ordered
that he be sold as a slave along with his wife and children and every possession
they owned as payment toward his debt.
The servant threw himself facedown at his master’s feet and begged for mercy.
‘Please be patient with me. Just give me more time and I will repay you all that I
owe.’ Upon hearing his pleas, the king had compassion on his servant, and
released him, and forgave his entire debt.
No sooner had the servant left when he met one of his fellow servants, who owed
him twenty thousand dollars.  He seized him by the throat and began to choke
him, saying, ‘You’d better pay me right now everything you owe me!’ His fellow
servant threw himself facedown at his feet and begged, ‘Please be patient with
me. If you’ll just give me time, I will repay you all that is owed.’ But the one who
had his debt forgiven stubbornly refused to forgive what was owed him. He had
his fellow servant thrown into prison and demanded he remain there until he
repaid the debt in full.
When his associates saw what was going on, they were outraged and went to the
king and told him the whole story. The king said to him, ‘You scoundrel!  Is this
the way you respond to my mercy? Because you begged me, I forgave you the
massive debt that you owed me. Why didn’t you show the same mercy to your
fellow servant that I showed to you?’ In a fury of anger, the king turned him over
to the prison guards to be tortured until all his debt was repaid.
In this same way, my heavenly Father will deal with any of you if you do not
release forgiveness from your heart toward your fellow believer.”
Matthew 18:22-35 TPT

Peter begins this passage by asking Jesus how much we should forgive someone,
giving what he thinks is a good number, 7 times, as an example. Jesus responds with a
number 70 times as big!  He’s not giving a defined number, He’s telling Peter we should
not place limits on our capacity for forgiveness. In fact, the number Jesus uses as an
example, 490, would mean we forgave someone every 3 minutes in a day!

Have you ever thought or said to someone who continually offends, “How many times
am I supposed to forgive you?”  What we usually mean is, “When are you going to
change?  When will you learn to quit offending?”  What Jesus teaches us here is to be
concerned about our response since we have no responsibility for the offender’s
actions. Don’t put limits on forgiveness, no matter how many times it’s the same offense
from the same person. That doesn’t mean we don’t set healthy boundaries in place. It
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means that when those boundaries are violated, we forgive again even as we reinforce
the boundary.

Whenever we limit how much we forgive, we impose a limit on how much we can be
forgiven, even from our Heavenly Father, who has limitless mercy.  We set a limit on His
limitless mercy when we choose to withhold forgiveness. Most of us seek forgiveness
from Him over and over, usually for the same type of offense. And He forgives over and
over again, reminding us of His Word and encouraging us, through His Spirit, to obey.

Because of that kindness, many of us eventually truly repent and experience change in
an area until we finally require less forgiveness.  Until that day arrives, it is His
forgiveness that enables us to move beyond the shame of our sin and continue moving
toward change. If He didn’t forgive, we would be stuck in our sin, tortured by our shame,
living in a state of continual regret. Notice how the unforgiving servant in the story went
from the original requirement of prison until the debt was repaid to tortured in prison
until the debt was paid. When we withhold forgiveness, even from the continual
offender, it is us who will be tortured by it!  Jesus wants us whole and healthy, so He
teaches us in this passage to forgive without limits, even if it means we’re forgiving the
same person for the same offense every 3 minutes.

Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 116

“Haven’t you read the Scriptures about creation?” Jesus replied. “The Creator
made us male and female from the very beginning, and ‘For this reason a man will
leave his father and mother and live with his wife.  And the two will become one
flesh.’ From then on, they are no longer two, but united as one. So what God
unites let no one divide!”
Matthew 19:4-6 TPT

Jesus gives us a lesson in answering life’s tough questions, showing us two keys to
finding the answers.

The first key is to make the Scripture our go-to source. And Jesus’ answer hints that
many of our questions would disappear if we made reading the Scripture a habit.
“Haven’t you read the Scriptures...?”  When we know the Word of God, when it is the
standard that defines how we live life instead of just another source, it simplifies life by
narrowing our choices.

We once had a family from a former Communist nation living with us for a while. One of
the things the father said to me after a while was how overwhelming it was to go to a
grocery store. The sheer abundance of food was amazing and wonderful, having come
from a country where food was scarce.  But the number of choices made it complicated
for him. He said in his country if you wanted ketchup, there was one choice.  In our
stores there’s an entire ketchup section with lots of options. So instead of a quick grab
of ketchup, then on to the more important choices of the real food, we had to spend time
deciding which ketchup we wanted.

Of course it’s nice to have choices in the ketchup aisle, but his point was sometimes too
many choices take away time from the things that should be more important. The
Scriptures narrow our choices by teaching us the choices God would make, showing
His ways and revealing His thoughts. So instead of living a life where everything is open
to question, we have a foundation built on His Word that is settled. And that makes life
less complicated. If our first response to possible choices, and the questions they
produce, is “Haven’t you read the Scriptures?.” then a lot of the tough questions and
choices are already answered and removed from our plate.

The second key is found in the last part of Jesus’ question, “Haven’t you read the
Scriptures about creation?”  The basis of our theology, our understanding of God and
our worldview, is found in our answer to this question. We either believe God is the
Author of creation or we don’t. If He is the Creator, then He is also the Authority on how
creation best functions, including our bodies and our life choices. If that is settled, then
we are able to look beyond the confusing questions that seek to redefine what He has
already defined, and answer the underlying questions about our motives and agendas.
Watch Jesus throughout the Gospels.  He is a master, actually the Master, at asking a
better question.
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If we will answer Jesus’ question, we will find the answers to most of our questions. The
answers are already given to us in the Scriptures by the Creator. The real question is
whether or not we want those answers. If we do, we will find life is much simpler and
better when lived that way.

Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 117

Jesus said, “Moses permitted you to divorce because your hearts are so hard and
stubborn, but originally there was no such thing. But I say to you, whoever leaves
his wife for any reason other than immorality, then takes another wife is living in
adultery. And whoever takes a divorced woman in marriage is also living in
adultery.”
His disciples spoke up and said, “If this is the standard, then it seems better to
never get married.” “Not everyone is meant to remain single—only those whom
God gives grace to be unmarried. For some are born to celibacy; others have
been made eunuchs by others. And there are some who have chosen to live in
celibacy for the sacred purpose of heaven’s kingdom realm.  Let those who can,
accept this truth for themselves.”
Matthew 19:8-12 TPT

During the time period when Jesus was walking the earth with His disciples, men had
begun to use divorce as a way to rid themselves of a wife when they were ready for
something different. Marriage wasn’t being treated with the respect God had given it in
Scripture. Instead of treating it as a lifetime commitment, marriage had become, for
many, something that could be set aside if it was too hard or got in the way of other
pursuits. If a husband grew tired of his wife and saw someone else he wanted, he would
simply issue his wife a writ of divorce and end the marriage.

Jesus teaches His disciples that marriage and, our other lifestyle choices, are ordained
by God and will be a struggle unless we invite God to be an active participant. Our
lifestyle choices aren’t supposed to be based on convenience or ‘happiness’, they are
built around God’s design for our lives. There will be times in any relationship when we
don’t make each other ‘happy’, but the relationship with God at the center grows
through those times and becomes stronger. Great marriages don’t just happen, they are
built, following God’s blueprint. Godly marriage has no off ramps or exits we take when
things aren’t going well. Great marriage, like great life, requires us seek God’s direction
and participation.

Sheryll and I were young and dumb when we were married. We were in love and
couldn’t wait to be married. We weren’t Bible scholars or deep spiritual giants full of
faith. We were two young people in love who wanted a great marriage and just
stumbled along doing our best to follow as God led. We’ve learned a lot about building
marriage in the forty plus years since we started, but we began with a simple rule as a
foundation. We took the ‘D’ word, divorce, out of our vocabulary. There was no way out
so we had to figure out how to make it work.  It’s amazing how hard you’ll work to figure
something out if there’s no escape.  We learned that God is an expert on making it work
well.  As we leaned more and more on His Word, we experienced the wonder of
marriage and the pleasure of living in God’s plan. We found other couples that were
ahead of us in the marriage thing, and learned more Godly principles from them. It has
been a life beyond belief, simply because we didn’t quit and we have intentionally
invited God to participate.
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But what if you have a different story, and it includes divorce?  Then thank God for His
grace and mercy, and allow Him to restore and heal your heart.  His disciples asked,
“Wouldn’t it be better if we didn’t marry?”  Jesus’ response tells us, that even if we failed
before, we can have a great marriage life if God’s design isn’t for us to be single. Don’t
give up on the idea of marriage, and don’t beat yourself up because it didn’t work. Put it
under the blood, repent and receive forgiveness, then promise God and yourself that
the next time will be done His way.

Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 118

Jesus overheard them and said, “I want little children to come to me, so never
interfere with them when they want to come, for heaven’s kingdom realm is
composed of beloved ones like these! Listen to this truth: No one will enter the
kingdom realm of heaven unless he becomes like one of these!” Then he laid his
hands on each of them and went on his way.
Matthew 19:14-15 TPT

Jesus describes the Kingdom of Heaven as a place filled with childlike innocence and
wonder. He encourages us to be like a child, not in childishness but in childlikeness.  It’s
through the trusting eyes of a child we are able to see and inherit the things of His
Kingdom.

As we grow and mature, our wonder and innocence are challenged, almost daily. Many
of the things we enjoyed as a child are set aside because we’re older and ‘wiser’ now.
Sometimes things we believed, the stuff of myths and fairy tales, are found to be just
that, myths and fairy tales instead of truth.  Almost everyone will sooner or letter be
disappointed by someone they trusted, and most of us will at some time disappoint
someone we love. Unless you were born rich, you’ll have to figure out a way to make
ends meet, and many of us eventually set aside the dreams we had as a child of being
an astronaut or a princess.

Jesus encourages us in this passage to guard our childlikeness, our innocence and
wonder, as we grow up. Instead of becoming cynical, jaded and mistrustful, He tells us
to keep our eyes on the things of Heaven and we will continue to live with a refreshing
childlike outlook. When we’ve allowed the ‘dust of this world’ to damper our enthusiasm
and awe, run to the Kingdom and let the Spirit wash us with His Word, refreshing and
restoring us to a heavenly childlikeness.

And when we’ve allowed our own mistakes, our own sins, to weigh us down and steal
our joy, act like a child. My kids always amazed me at their boldness when they had
been in trouble. We could have just finished disciplining them for some disobedience
and, a few minutes later, they were ready to move on to the next adventure. They would
come boldly to us, asking if they could go play with a friend or have their favorite candy
or go get an ice cream!  They didn’t let the mistake, the sin, stop them from moving on
to the next adventure. The price had been paid, the discipline issued, so it was time for
more fun!  We need to be childlike when we’ve blown it by being childish. Jesus has
paid the price and the discipline issued at the Cross. Quickly repent, put it under the
blood, and boldly run to Jesus and start the next great adventure with Him!

Live today with childlike eyes, looking for the adventure, filled with innocence and
wonder. When we do, we’ll see the Kingdom of Heaven all around us.
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Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 119

Jesus answered, “Why would you call me wonderful? God alone is wonderful.
And why would you ask what good work you need to do? Keep the
commandments and you’ll enter into the life of God.” “Which ones?” he asked.
Jesus said, “Don’t murder, don’t commit adultery, don’t steal, don’t lie, honor
your father and mother, and love those around you as you love yourself.” “But
I’ve always obeyed every one of them without fail,” the young man replied. “What
else do I lack?” Jesus said to him, “If you really want to be perfect,  go
immediately and sell everything you own. Give all your money to the poor and
your treasure will be transferred into heaven. Then come back and follow me for
the rest of your life.” When the young man heard these words, he walked away
angry, for he was extremely wealthy. Then Jesus turned to his disciples and said,
“Listen. Do you understand how difficult it is for the rich to enter into heaven’s
kingdom realm? In fact, it’s easier to stuff a heavy rope through the eye of a
needle than it is for the wealthy to enter into God’s kingdom realm!” Stunned and
bewildered, his disciples asked, “Then who in the world can possibly be saved?”
Looking straight into their eyes, Jesus replied, “Humanly speaking, no one,
because no one can save himself. But what seems impossible to you is never
impossible to God!”
Matthew 19:17-26 TPT

A wealthy young man asks Jesus what he must do to obtain eternal life. Jesus’
response to him is a miniature Old Testament, giving him a checklist of things to do.
Don’t you think Jesus already knew the young man was keeping those
commandments?  So Jesus starts the list with things the fellow can do. Then Jesus
adds one the young man cannot do, telling him to give away his wealth and follow Him.
Just as Jesus knew what the young man could do, He also knows what he can’t do.
This conversation is a great lesson on the importance of generosity in the Kingdom, but
the real lesson is found in the question, “What must I do?”

If any of us were to have this conversation with Jesus there would be a list of things we
can do, but He would be able to give us one we couldn’t do. It might not be this exact
one about riches, but there would be one.  Most of the Old Testament is the lesson that
we can’t do enough to earn eternal life. We can’t keep all the rules, check off all the
boxes, be perfect enough to earn entrance into Heaven’s Kingdom. Jesus would know
the exact question to ask us that would reveal the area where our efforts would fail,
where something of this world is so important to us that we can’t lay it aside. Every one
of us has a place where we will fall short of the mark.

That’s why His disciples reacted as they did, incredulously asking, “Then who in the
world can possibly be saved?”  Their whole life had been built around trying to check off
the boxes to earn entrance, and Jesus revealed the impossibility of doing it in this
encounter. The key point in this passage is not the danger of riches or the importance of
generosity, which are both important lessons for us. The key point is the one taught all
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through the ages in God’s Word—salvation is not based on what we can do, it is all
about what He has done!

Christianity is not about keeping rules and regulations, it’s about a relationship with
Jesus Christ.  It’s impossible for anyone on earth to be saved based on his or her own
merits or efforts.  But with God, salvation is available to everyone. Jesus checks off all
the boxes, keeps all the rules, and meets all the demands of perfection for us. His
perfect life, His suffering and death on the cross, His days in the grave, and His
resurrection fulfill all the requirements and check off all the boxes. Salvation and eternal
life are not earned, they are a gift from God we must receive by faith.

No matter how good we are in our own eyes, there is a place where we will fail. Thank
God for the saving grace of our wonderful Savior!  We don’t have to walk away sad
when we find that place where our efforts and abilities aren’t enough. Instead of walking
away, run and fall at His feet, grabbing hold of all He has done for us. Celebrate what
He has done instead of focusing on what you can’t do. Don’t let what you can’t do stop
you from embracing the eternal life He has given.

And, as you do life with Him, you’ll also become more like Him. And those things you
can’t do will eventually become easy. As the Apostle Paul says, “All those things I once
thought were important are like dung or garbage compared to the riches of knowing
Him!”

Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 120

Jesus responded, “Listen to the truth: In the age of the restoration of all things,
when the Son of Man sits on his glorious throne, you who have followed me will
have twelve thrones of your own, and you will govern the twelve tribes of Israel.
For anyone who has left behind their home and property, leaving family—brothers
or sisters, mothers or fathers, or children—for my sake, they will be repaid a
hundred times over and will inherit eternal life. But many who push themselves to
be first will find themselves last. And those who are willing to be last will find
themselves to be first.”
Matthew 19:28-30 TPT

Jesus continually highlights the differences between the Kingdom of Heaven and the
ways of the world. In this world’s system, we are taught and encouraged to promote
ourselves in order to get ahead, even if that requires putting others down in our
attempts to succeed.  Here’s the thing about comparison, no matter how good you are,
there is always somebody somewhere who is better. When we compare there’s always
a winner and a loser. Compare enough and almost everyone ends up being a loser.  So
many of those pushing to be first end up losing.

Even churches sometimes slip into this in their marketing with statements like, “Try us.
We’re not like other churches.”  In an attempt to promote something good, we put every
other church down. There’s nothing wrong with marketing and promotion, it’s a
necessary part of success, but why not just promote the good without using comparison
to what we may think is not as good?

What Jesus proposes to us in this passage is a win-win system where we put others
first.  This requires a change in our thinking from, “If I don’t look out for me who will?” to
“If I will look out for others I can trust the Lord to look out for me.”  Instead of a
comparison-based system where there are lots of losers and a few winners, Jesus
suggests we try an others-focused perspective where there are lots of winners and few
losers.

The problem with Jesus’ others-focused system is the ‘delayed gratification’ part.
Sometimes the reward is not instant, and sometimes we won’t see the full reward until
we enter eternity. With the world’s system we often get instant gratification.  It’s like
mashed potatoes. We can get microwave mashed potatoes that don’t require us to wait.
The microwave options are getting better and better, tasting more like real homemade
mashed potatoes.  But, no matter how hard they try, the microwave version is never as
good as those that require some time to make. We got potatoes in a hurry, but we didn’t
get the best. Jesus promises us the best if we will live with an others focused worldview.
And what He promises lasts forever, unlike the instant gratification that is quickly gone
leaving us wanting more.

Today we have opportunities to push to be first in some area—maybe in traffic, or at the
playground, or on our job, or in the line at the store, or in our relationships. We all are
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encouraged by the world’s system to get in the ‘rat race’.  But, as one of my pastor
friends always said, the problem with the rat race is even if you win you’re still a rat!
Jesus encourages to try His system this day, racing to put others ahead of us. And He
promises us we will end up way more satisfied with the results.

Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 121

“This will help you understand the way heaven’s kingdom operates: “There once
was a wealthy landowner who went out at daybreak to hire all the laborers he
could find to work in his vineyard. After agreeing to pay them the standard day’s
wage, he put them to work. Then at nine o’clock, as he was passing through the
town square, he found others standing around without work. He told them, ‘Come
and work for me in my vineyard and I’ll pay you a fair wage.’ So off they went to
join the others. He did the same thing at noon and again at three o’clock, making
the same arrangement as he did with the others. “Hoping to finish his harvest
that day, he went to the town square again at five o’clock and found more who
were idle. So he said to them, ‘Why have you been here all day without work?’
“‘Because no one hired us,’ they answered. “So he said to them, ‘Then go and
join my crew and work in my vineyard.’ “When evening came, the owner of the
vineyard went to his foreman and said, ‘Call in all the laborers, line them up, and
pay them the same wages, starting with the most recent ones I hired and finishing
with the ones who worked all day.’ “When those hired late in the day came to be
paid, they were given a full day’s wage. And when those who had been hired first
came to be paid, they were convinced that they would receive more. But everyone
was paid the standard wage. When they realized what had happened, they were
offended and complained to the landowner, saying, ‘You’re treating us unfairly!
They’ve only worked for one hour while we’ve slaved and sweated all day under
the scorching sun. You’ve made them equal to us!’ “The landowner replied,
‘Friends, I’m not being unfair—I’m doing exactly what I said. Didn’t you agree to
work for the standard wage? If I want to give those who only worked for an hour
equal pay, what does that matter to you? Don’t I have the right to do what I want
with what is mine? Why should my generosity make you jealous of them?’ “Now
you can understand what I meant when I said that the first will end up last and the
last will end up being first. Everyone is invited, but few are the chosen.”
Matthew 20:1-16 TPT

Jesus tells this whole story to illustrate one point—the first will end up last and the last
will end up being first.  This isn’t a story about unfair payments or who worked the
hardest. It’s a story illustrating how different God’s system is from the systems of this
world. And, in the end, it’s about God’s generosity and justice.

Look closely at the story, especially those who were hired last. Were they lazy, standing
around because they didn’t want to work?  No, they weren’t working because no one
wanted them.  “Because no one hired us,” is their response when asked why they
weren’t working. They are the unwanted, the left out and left behind, who wanted to
work like all the others but weren’t given the opportunity.  The landowner from the story
not only gives them an opportunity, he then treats them like all the others, even the
preferred who were hired first!
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Notice the complaint from the preferred. It’s not as much about the pay as it about their
status!  “...You’ve made them equal to us!”  Theologian Matthew Skinner writes, “It’s not
the generosity or the extravagance that makes them angry. Rather, the issue is this: By
dealing generously with a group of people that no other manager in town considered
worth the trouble of hiring, the landowner has made a clear declaration about their
value, their worth.  The landowner’s undue kindness thus denies the full-day laborers
the bonus they think they can claim: a sense of privilege or superiority. You don’t have
to read much of the Bible before you notice that it is God’s preference to show
uncommon compassion to those who don’t have it so good, who have been denied a
dignified place in the system...”

In this parable Jesus is responding to Peter’s question about his reward since he had
left everything to follow Jesus. Jesus is assuring him God will treat him right, but He’s
also cautioning him to watch his attitude toward those he might not think ‘deserve’ as
much of God’s grace and favor as he does.  Always remember none of us are
deserving, we can’t be ‘good enough’. We all need God’s grace.

When someone asks you today how you’re doing, respond as my friend Lloyd does,
“Better than I deserve.”  And rejoice when others who don’t deserve it get God’s best!

Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 122

Jesus was about to go to Jerusalem, so he took his twelve disciples aside
privately and said to them, “Listen to me. We’re on our way to Jerusalem, and I
need to remind you that the Son of Man will be handed over to the religious
leaders and scholars, and they will sentence him to be executed. And they will
hand him over to the Romans to be mocked, tortured, and crucified. Yet three
days later he will be raised to life again.”
The wife of Zebedee approached Jesus with her sons, Jacob and John. She knelt
before him and asked him for a favor. He said to her, “What is it that you want?”
She answered, “Make the decree that these, my sons, will rule with you in your
kingdom—one sitting on your right hand, one on your left.” Jesus replied, “You
don’t know what you are asking.” Then, looking in the eyes of Jacob and John,
Jesus said, “Are you prepared to drink from the cup of suffering that I am about
to drink? And are you able to endure the baptism into death that I am about to
endure?” They answered him, “Yes, we are able.” “You will indeed drink the cup
of my suffering and be immersed into my death,” Jesus told them. “But to be the
ones who sit at the place of highest honor is not mine to decide. My Father is the
one who chooses them and prepares them.”
The other ten disciples were listening to all of this, and a jealous anger arose
among them against the two brothers. Jesus, knowing their thoughts, called them
to his side and said, “Kings and those with great authority in this world rule
oppressively over their subjects, like tyrants. But this is not your calling. You will
lead by a completely different model. The greatest one among you will live as the
one who is called to serve others, because the greatest honor and authority is
reserved for the one with the heart of a servant. For even the Son of Man did not
come expecting to be served by everyone, but to serve everyone, and to give his
life in exchange for the salvation of many.”
Matthew 20:17-28 TPT

There is a dark undercurrent to Christianity some call ‘freedom’. It’s not a new thing,
having always been there, but those who buy into its lie think they have found a new
revelation. It’s a version of Christianity with no expectations, no boundaries, no restraint.
It’s a message that says, “Just be yourself.  Quit taking on pressure to be something
else, just be you.  We were saved by grace so live by grace and relax.”

The message is a response to the tension of Christianity described by Jesus in this
passage. We are saved by grace, received by God just as we are. But Jesus didn’t save
us to make us a better, ‘saved’ version of ourselves. He saves us from ourselves so we
can be Christlike. He doesn’t expect us to make that change happen, He expects us to
make room for His Spirit to do it.  That requires submission to His Word and His Will and
that creates a tension within us. Some respond to that tension by taking on pressure,
and sooner or later we cave to that pressure. Then, seeking to relieve the pressure, we
either return to our old ways or find a new, improved way that’s not as bad as the old
way, a new ‘freedom’ that gives me room to do what I want and still be Christian. A
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Christianity without expectations where ‘I can just be me.’  Then we justify and
rationalize, often blaming the Church and some of its leaders for putting pressure on us
to conform, using words like legalism and religious.

The problem is it’s not a Scriptural Christianity. Jesus never asks us to take on pressure
to be like Him. He simply asks us to do life with Him, obeying His Word and following
His Will. As we do, we are transformed into His image, growing up into Him instead of a
‘better version of ourselves’.  Like Paul, we are able to joyfully say, “It’s no longer I who
lives, but Christ within me.”

Jesus describes this tension in our passage today, telling His disciples they can follow
after Him and find the Kingdom way of life. A life lived for others instead of ourselves. A
life that requires ‘death to ourselves’ to be fully alive to Him. A life with a greater reward
than feeling good about ‘being me and doing what I want’.  Jerusalem was a place full of
opportunity to let your hair down and just be yourself. Jesus reminds His disciples of His
purpose before going there. We know there’s a tension within Him because we see it
later on at Gethsemane.  If Jesus had chosen to respond to the tension with this ‘new
freedom’ we would still be lost in our sins waiting for the Messiah. If His disciples had
chosen to ‘just be me’ instead of picking up their cross and following after Him, we
would not have the New Testament or the Church. If we choose to blame the Church
and her leaders for putting pressure on us and react by justifying our looser boundaries,
there are those we were created to reach who will pay a price.

True freedom, and real love, has boundaries that aren’t there to put pressure on us or
stop us from enjoying life. They’re there to keep us safe while we mature and grow up
into the full measure of Christ. Instead of, “Today I just wanna be me,” our life’s desire
should be, “Today I wanna be more like You. Today my purpose outweighs my wants.”
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Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 123

As Jesus approached Jericho an immense crowd gathered and followed him.
And there were two blind men sitting on the roadside. When they heard that it
was Jesus passing by, they shouted, “Son of David, show us mercy, Lord!” Those
in the crowd scolded them and told them to be quiet. But the blind men screamed
out even louder, “Jesus, Son of David, show us mercy, Lord!”
So Jesus stopped and had them brought to him. He asked them, “What do you
want me to do for you?” They said, “Lord, we want to see! Heal us!” Jesus was
deeply moved with compassion toward them. So he touched their eyes, and
instantly they could see! Jesus said to them, “Your faith has healed you.”
And all the people praised God because of this miracle. And the two men became
his followers from that day onward.
Matthew 20:29-34 TPT

Jesus tells these two guys it was their faith that healed them. We can learn a lot about
the kind of faith that makes room for Jesus to work miracles in this short passage.

First, faith refuses to be quiet even when everything says it should be. Sometimes our
circumstances or our feelings are telling us to give up, to just be quiet. Sometimes those
around us, even those who love us deeply, are cautioning us not to set our expectations
too high. Sometimes our past experiences and disappointments seek to damper our
faith, telling us to be realistic.  But faith knows Jesus is near and will not settle down and
be quiet, even at the risk of appearing foolish.

Next, faith believes Jesus can do something. These guys were not your typical ‘spiritual
giants of supernatural faith.’  They had just heard Jesus was coming close and refused
to accept any thought that He would not be able to help. They didn’t go through a
spiritual checklist to see if they qualified for His help, they just assumed He would want
to. They didn’t have a New Testament like we do telling them in numerous places that
He healed them all. They just figured if He was coming near them, then He would want
to know they needed His help.

Faith knows what it wants. When Jesus asked, “What do you want me to do for you?,”
they had an answer. They didn’t beat around the bush, trying to make their request
sound spiritual, they just told Him what they really wanted.

Last, faith moves us and those around us to worship Jesus and compels us to obey
Him.

Jesus didn’t have to be convinced or talked into helping these fellows. He didn’t ask
their back-story, or give them conditions they had to agree to follow before He healed
them.  He just helped them. Today, He stands ready to help. Stir up your faith, shout
louder than all those things telling you to just settle, and expect His help!
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Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 124

Now, as they were approaching Jerusalem they arrived at the place of the stables
near the Mount of Olives. Jesus sent two of his disciples ahead, saying, “As soon
as you enter the village, you will find a donkey tethered along with her young colt.
Untie them both and bring them to me. And if anyone stops you and asks, ‘What
are you doing?’ just tell them, ‘The Lord of All needs them,’ and he will let you
take them.”
All of this happened to fulfill the prophecy: Tell Zion’s daughter: “Look, your King
arrives! He’s coming to you full of gentleness, sitting on a donkey, riding on a
donkey’s colt.”
Matthew 21:1-5 TPT

Jesus could have entered Jerusalem this time using one of the ways He had entered on
one of His previous trips, but He chose to enter a certain way.  That way had been
defined in a prophecy in the Old Testament given many years before.  By doing so, He
not only fulfilled the prophecy, He also gives us some valuable lessons about living the
life God desires for us.

This prophecy had been given years earlier, to a whole different culture and climate. It
was given to a different people living in a society that had not ‘progressed and evolved’
to the place where Jesus’ surroundings had. Yet Jesus didn’t consider those Holy
Words to be out of touch with His times. He didn’t think their significance was limited to
a certain people in a certain time period. He didn’t dismiss those words as irrelevant or
in need of an update. He believed they were important and applied to Him and the
culture surrounding Him.  He treated those words with respect and honor, acting as if
God Himself had written them, even though human vessels delivered them. Jesus
believed those words were written about Him and took them personally.

Jesus also believed those words were given to define the boundaries of the God-kind of
life. He didn’t just enter Jerusalem, He entered her as defined by God’s Word. It was
important to Him to do it God’s way. He knew it mattered to His own life, and that it
would matter to those His life touched. He made room for His Father’s active
participation in every area of His life by knowing and honoring God’s Word.

God has given us His Holy Word, delivered to us years ago by fallible human vessels.
Everyday we make a choice about those Holy Words—deciding if we believe they apply
to us, if they’re still relevant, and whether or not we’re going to make room for God in
our daily walk.

Jesus teaches us in this passage how important it is to know God’s Word, to treat it as if
it was written just for you, and to do our best to follow its direction in our decisions about
life.  A while back someone gave me a Personal New Testament. My name is inserted
in the Scriptures, making them personal and about me.  You may not have a version like
that but, in actuality, your Bible is written that way—To be taken personally, honoring its
timeless relevance and allowing it to set our boundaries.
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Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 125

Upon entering Jerusalem Jesus went directly into the temple area and drove
away all the merchants who were buying and selling their goods. He overturned
the tables of the money changers and the stands of those selling doves. And he
said to them, “My dwelling place will be known as a house of prayer, but you have
made it into a hangout for thieves!”
Matthew 21:12-13 TPT

Look closely at what Jesus says here. “My dwelling place will be known as a house of
prayer, but you have made it into a hangout for thieves!”  The place of God’s presence
had been redefined to fit the purposes of men instead of God. Instead of a place
focused on prayer, conversing and communion with God, it had become a place filled
with the business of people.  I think Jesus is also challenging us to ask ourselves if we
are redefining the purpose of our local church in a couple of areas.

First, what are we buying and selling in His House?  Do we bring our shopping list to
church, defining what must be checked off if we are going to have a satisfactory
experience?  Did I get the right parking spot?  Did the bathrooms meet my
requirements?  Was I greeted appropriately?  Was the music the perfect sound level
and did the songs move me?  Was the message too challenging, not challenging
enough, too long or too short?  Was the pastor dressed correctly, or was he or she too
old or too young?

I understand the importance of doing things in excellence and finding a church home
where we fit, but too many of us come to our chosen church looking for the flaws
instead of His presence. We bring our ‘buying and selling’, more focused on our
comforts and wants than we are on seeking and communing with God along with other
members of His family. I saw a church sign a while back I really liked. It said that our
church gatherings are family get togethers with the sole purpose of celebrating the
goodness of our Father.  What if we all came together this week in each of our own local
churches with that purpose?  I think we would all leave satisfied because we all would
have experienced His presence.

Next, are we judging others’ sacrifices?  The moneychangers and the sellers of doves
were there because someone had judged the sacrifice brought by some worshiper as
unacceptable or blemished. So the less than worthy individual would have to buy an
‘acceptable and approved sacrifice’.  For instance, perhaps someone had a lamb they
had brought for their sacrifice.  Some person would examine it, looking for flaws, and
then take the unacceptable lamb off their hands, sending them to a table where they
could exchange their money for the correct money. There they would pay an exchange
fee and then be sent to the dove sellers where they would be able to buy a
pre-approved sacrifice. The original ‘defective’ lamb would magically become
‘acceptable’ and then sold to some other poor soul whose sacrifice had been judged as
unworthy.
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I once served on staff at a church and led worship there for a while. One Sunday, while I
was encouraging people to participate in our singing, I made a comment about the
‘frozen chosen’.  It’s a term used to describe people who stand still while singing praise
and worship songs. When I said it I immediately sensed I had grieved the Holy Spirit
and felt like He told me to never again make fun or belittle His children or their worship
style. Just because someone’s ‘sacrifice of praise’ isn’t like mine doesn’t make him or
her inferior or unacceptable. It makes them different. Holy Spirit taught me that day that
it’s not about how we worship, it’s about Who we worship.

As believers, we are all on this journey of worship together. Yes, God has defined how
He will be worshipped, and as we worship we will grow in those areas. But it’s not our
place to judge someone else’s sacrifice. We are gathered to worship Him, and our focus
is to be on Him, not on others.

If you continue reading the verses following today’s passage, you’ll find that, once Jesus
had set the House in order, people were healed and beautiful childlike worship
occurred. Our churches are given to us as a touch of Heaven here on earth. Let’s guard
that and treat them in such a way so they can be places of worship and healing for us
and the nations.

Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 126

But when the chief priests and religious scholars heard the children shouting and
saw all the wonderful miracles of healing, they were furious. They said to Jesus,
“Don’t you hear what these children are saying? This is not right!” Jesus
answered, “Yes, I hear them. But have you never heard the words ‘You have
fashioned the lips of children and little ones to compose your praises’?”
Matthew 21:15-16 TPT

Whenever Jesus is challenged, whenever there is a question about what is ‘right’, He
always responds with the Word of God. He never relies on what ‘feels right or good’, nor
does He look around to see what popular culture or the opinions of others say. He relies
on God’s Word to define ‘right’.

There are lots of things that may seem or feel right, things that, on the surface, appear
ok. Today we are being asked to approve, not just accept, things that are clearly defined
as wrong in Scripture. Jesus teaches us throughout the Gospels to avoid judging others,
but He never advises us to condone or approve ungodliness.

“But it just feels like the right or kind thing to do,” we reason.  In fact, if we accept but
don’t approve, we are labeled as ‘mean or phobic.’  Jesus was more concerned about
being pleasing to His Father and true to the Scripture than He was about being found
acceptable by society. He also knew the Way defined by Scripture, even when it was
counter-cultural and unpopular, was the true Way to a sustainable and fulfilling life. He
knew not to trust what “feels right, good or kind,” because our feelings and the norms of
society are always changing and cannot be relied upon.

It’s important for us to know the Word, to make a habit of daily Bible reading. Even when
it doesn’t make sense sometimes, there will be times when something you’ve read in
the Word will resonate within you when you’re being asked to decide what is ‘right’.
Just as Jesus responded, “But have you never heard...”, we will be able to respond to
our own questions with something that far outweighs our feelings or societal norms.
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Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 127

While walking back into the city the next morning, he got hungry. He noticed a
lone fig tree by the side of the path and walked over to see if there was any fruit
on it, but there was none—he found only leaves. So he spoke to the fig tree and
said, “You will be barren and will never bear fruit again!” Instantly the fig tree
shriveled up right in front of their eyes! Astonished, his disciples asked, “How did
you make this fig tree instantly wither and die?”
Jesus replied, “Listen to the truth. If you have no doubt of God’s power and speak
out of faith’s fullness, you can be the ones who speak to a tree and it will wither
away. Even more than that, you could say to this mountain, ‘Be lifted up and be
thrown into the sea’ and it will be done. Everything you pray for with the fullness
of faith you will receive!”
Matthew 21:18-22 TPT

Pay close attention to what Jesus says to the tree. He never says “wither and die”. He
said it would be barren and never bear fruit. The response was withering and dying.
Then, when asked about it, He connects it to prayer and faith.

As Christians, we are to ‘live by faith’ and ‘pray without ceasing.’  If we allow our faith
life to become barren, and if our prayers never produce results, the vitality of our daily
walk with Jesus will wither and die. Instead of a vibrant, fruitful relationship, we will
simply be going through the motions out of obligation or some religious duty. But when
our faith is alive and reproducing, drawing those around us toward Jesus, and when our
prayers hit the mark, aligning with Heaven’s desires and producing results, we find
ourselves refreshed and invigorated.

Too many of us, when we experience seasons of dryness, look outside for reasons or
cures. Some think they need something ‘new’ or ‘fresh’, and go in search of anything
that will provide that sense of ‘newness and excitement’.  As a pastor for many years,
I’ve watched people come to our church, telling everyone how great and fresh it is, then,
after the newness has worn off and their old familiar feelings return, leave in search of a
new feeling. Usually it’s our fault they no longer are feeling good about us, claiming we
have changed or finding a reason to be offended, or using the reliable “I’m not being
fed” option. They find a new church, and soon they are proclaiming how great and fresh
the new experience is, telling everyone around them how much better it is than the
others before that have failed them. And the cycle begins again, a feeling of ‘new and
fresh’ eventually overcome by a season of withering and dying.

I’ve watched others just withdraw, slowly disengaging from church, ‘church people’,
worship, and prayer. Some begin to do church ‘alone’, while others replace their Godly
habits with some of the things they used to do before they became ‘too involved’.  In
search of a ‘feeling’, they wander away, believing any change is a good change as long
as they feel something again.
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Jesus challenges us in this passage to look within when we feel like we’re in a dry
season, withering and dying. What we see is almost like a time-lapse photo of what was
happening inside this tree.  The tree died from within, as a result of barrenness and not
being fruitful.  Jesus encourages us to examine our faith walk and our prayer life instead
of pointing the finger at something outside when we’re experiencing those kind of
feelings. Obviously we all need to find a local church where we fit and can be a
productive member, but Jesus gives us a hint here that our church or our Christian
habits might not be the reason we’re not feeling refreshed and invigorated.  Perhaps we
aren’t being fruitful in our personal relationship with Jesus.

Feed your faith with God’s Word, reminding yourself of all the promises He has kept, all
the times He has proven Himself to be faithful and true. Surround yourself with others
who are in fruitful seasons, people who make you feel refreshed and challenged.
Remember the answered prayers and stir up your prayer life, focusing your prayers
more on Heaven’s desires than personal needs. Fill the atmosphere around you with
worship and praise. And find ways to share the goodness of God with others. Do that
instead of falling back to faultfinding and blame placing and you’ll find yourself alive and
refreshed.  And you’ll be a source of refreshment to those around you. You’ll be fruitful!

Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 128

Jesus answered them, “I too have a question to ask you. If you can answer this
question, then I will tell you by what power I do these things. From where did
John’s authority to baptize come from? From heaven or from people?” They
stepped away and debated among themselves, saying, “How should we answer
this? If we say from heaven, he will say to us, ‘Then why didn’t you respond to
John and believe what he said?’ But if we deny that God gave him his authority,
we’ll be mobbed by the people, for they’re convinced that John was God’s
prophet.” So they finally answered, “We don’t know.” “Then neither will I tell you
from where my power comes to do these things!” he replied.
Matthew 21:24-27 TPT

What’s the question we don’t want to answer?  What’s the question Jesus has already
asked, or the one we don’t want Him to ask, that we refuse to answer?  More than likely
it involves an authority issue, just like the question He asked here.

There are many areas of our life with Jesus where we are happy to give Him
authority—forgiving our sin and giving us eternal security, receiving His mercy and
grace, correcting us in areas where we don’t mind being corrected, and more. But most
of us also have some areas where we’d rather not answer any of His questions, those
areas where we either don’t think we can change, or we don’t want to change. Those
areas where we like being the authority and aren’t yet willing to yield to Him. So we
avoid His questions, or act like we didn’t hear Him.

If we’ll look at our history with Him, we’d see that in every area where we’ve given Jesus
complete authority we’re better off. In a lot of those areas we were hesitant, or even
resistant, to letting go of our control and submit to His authority. But now we look at
those areas and think, “Why did I resist? My life is so much better with Him at the reins
than it ever was when I was in control.”

Look at the heart of Jesus’ question in this passage. He’s basically saying, “There is so
much more power available to you if you’ll just get this authority thing settled.”  He is for
us, not against us, and He wants us to have the God-kind of life. Let’s just settle this
Lordship thing and answer His questions, making room for more of His reign in our
lives.  He’s God and we’re not. We know that but sometimes we’re a little stubborn in
living it.

Today, live as though He is Lord over every area of your life. Make decisions based on
His authority rather than yours. Let His Spirit direct your steps.  You’ll find out, just like
you have every time you’ve relinquished control to Him, that life is so much better with
Him in charge.
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Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 129

Jesus said to his critics, “Tell me what you think of this parable: “There once
was a man with two sons. The father came to the first and said, ‘Son, I want you
to go and work in the vineyard today.’ The son replied, ‘I’d rather not.’ But
afterward, he deeply regretted what he said to his father, changed his mind, and
decided to go to the vineyard. The father approached the second son and said the
same thing to him. The son replied, ‘Father, I will go and do as you said.’ But he
never did—he didn’t go to the vineyard. Tell me now, which of these two sons did
the will of his father?”
They answered him, “The first one.”
Jesus said, “You’re right. For many sinners, tax collectors, and prostitutes are
going into God’s kingdom realm ahead of you! John came to show you the path
of goodness and righteousness, yet the despised and outcasts believed in him,
but you did not. When you saw them turn, you neither repented of your ways nor
believed his words.”
Matthew 21:28-32 TPT

It’s important to note to whom this parable is addressed—critics. Jesus is specifically
calling out those who feel qualified to be the critics, the umpires, the judges.  Those who
feel their calling in life is to tell all the rest of us where we’re messing up and doing it
wrong.

Sheryll and I like to play tennis and have been on quite a few teams throughout the
years.  We really enjoy the competition and the camaraderie. We’ve made lots of good
friends and enjoyed playing other teams.  When we’re not on the court during a match,
we usually all sit together and cheer on our teammates in their matches. Invariably,
sometime during the match, we will take off our cheerleader hat and put on our critic
hat, making observations about how that point or a specific shot should have been
played.  And someone will always remind us, “It’s a lot easier when we’re sitting here
than when we’re the ones on the court.”  Then we’ll all put our cheerleader hats back on
for a while, encouraging our teammates once again.

I think Jesus reminds us, as His followers, of two important things in this parable: avoid
the critic hat and stay in the game instead of observing from the stands. People,
especially those trying to follow Jesus, need companions more than they need critics.
We need people who walk with us through our journey, cheering us on when we’re
pushing forward and pulling us out of the ditch when we run off the road.

Jesus is encouraging His critics to get back in the game, to get dirty again by joining in
the fray.  It’s easy to say what should or shouldn’t be from the stands.  He’s reminding
us how much harder it is when you’re actually doing it, so get out there and encourage
each other!
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Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 130

“Pay close attention to this parable,” Jesus said. “There once was an honorable
man who planted a vineyard.  He built a fence around it, dug out a pit for pressing
the grapes, and erected a watchtower. Afterward he leased the land to tenant
farmers and then went a distance away. At harvest time he sent his servants to
the tenants to collect the portion that was due him as the lord of the vineyard. But
the tenants seized his servants and beat one, killed another, and stoned another.
So the landowner sent other servants, even more than at first, but they were
mistreated the same way. Finally, he sent his own son to them, and he said to
himself, ‘Perhaps with my own son standing before them they will be ashamed of
what they’ve done.’ But when the tenants saw the son, they said, ‘This is the heir!
Let’s kill him and then we can have his inheritance!’ So they violently seized him,
took him outside the vineyard, and murdered him. “You tell me, when the lord of
the vineyard comes, what do you think he will do to those tenants?”
Matthew 21:33-40 TPT

One of the mistakes we can make when reading Jesus’ teaching is excusing ourselves
from the lessons to be learned by limiting His target to only a few. For instance, He is
directing these parables at the religious scholars, the scribes and the elders. We could
easily use that as an escape clause for ourselves since we aren’t one of those.

Who were these folks?  They were a group who should have known better, who should
have recognized the Messiah and welcomed His arrival because they had the
Scriptures readily available to them. They had been taught the Word for years and
some of them were now teaching it. They were supposed to be the ones whose top
priority was God’s Kingdom. But something had happened. They had achieved a certain
place in society and they liked it. To protect that place they became skilled at making the
Scriptures fit them instead of fitting the Scriptures. They didn’t want anything or anyone
to challenge the way they thought, or the way they lived, so they could find ways to
invalidate any challenge.  And they could make their invalidation look “spiritual”.  They
should have known better but their own wants, desires and opinions overruled any
pause they may have felt.

If we’re honest, we know all of us can, or have, acted that way. We have way more
access to the Scriptures than any of them had. We have an abundance of resources
available to help us understand, including letters from Jesus’ own disciples. We have
servants given as a gift by Jesus Himself to His Church—pastors, prophets, evangelists,
teachers and apostles.  And we have the very Spirit of God in us and among us. There
are times when we should know better, but our own wants, desires and opinions
outweigh our ‘spiritual common sense’.  Don’t look for a way to excuse yourself from
any of Jesus’ lessons.  Instead, learn to look for ways to make them personally apply to
you, even if they challenge an area you think you’ve got nailed.

I think there are two clear challenges to us in this parable:
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First, if you believe you are called as one of those servants of the Master portrayed
here, specifically those Christ gifts to His Church—pastor, prophet, apostle, evangelist,
teacher—then make sure you are representing Him. To represent means to
“re—present”—to present Him again to others accurately. As His chosen servants, our
goal is to please Him even if it means we are rejected as the servants in the parable
were.  We cannot allow what the Apostle Paul called ‘the care of the church’, with all its
ups and downs, with people we love coming and going, sometimes painfully, to affect
our representation. We cannot allow the desire for growth or some cultural idea of
‘success and acceptance’ to influence the sharing of His Word and Ways. We must hear
from God for those we lead, faithfully re-presenting Him each time we speak.

Second, all of us who are Christians have to continually examine how we are receiving
and treating the servants the Lord has sent to us—those Christ gifts called pastor,
prophet, evangelist, teacher and apostle.  In our culture we want those gifts to be “one
of us”, just another human being.  And we have sometimes allowed the failures of some
to color the way we look at all.  Yet every week these servants spend time in prayer for
us, seeking a Word from God for us, caring for us and doing their best to lead us into
His Kingdom. They are gifts to us from Christ Himself, given to grow us up into the very
image of Christ. And Jesus teaches us in this parable that the way we respond to them
is more than likely the way we will respond to Him!

I am challenged by this parable—challenged to be a better ‘re-presenter’ no matter the
response of others, and challenged to be more thankful and respectful of those servants
Christ has sent to us. I don’t want them to just be ‘one of us’, making it easier for me to
dismiss what they’re saying.  I want them to have a place of authority in my life, able to
comfort and encourage, but also able to challenge and correct.  Christ gave them to me
for my good, even if my own wants, desires and opinions are pushing me another way. I
know the Word, but anytime my pride in knowing the Word gets in the way of hearing
from one of His gifts, I’m in a bad place. He wants the best for me and sent these
servants on ahead to help me get ready for Him.  Thank you Lord for helping me
receive them and for sending them to me.
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Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 131

Jesus said to them, “Haven’t you ever read the Scripture that says: The very
stone the builder rejected as flawed has now become the most important
capstone of the arch. This was the Lord’s plan — isn’t it a miracle for our eyes to
behold? “This is why I say to you that the kingdom realm of God will be taken
from you and given to a people who will bear its fruit. The one who comes against
this stone will be broken, but the one on whom it falls will be pulverized!”
Matthew 21:42-44 TPT

Jesus, speaking again to the Jewish leaders, is chastising them about their handling of
God’s Kingdom that has been given to them, pointing out the lack of Kingdom fruit.
(Remember the lesson of the fig tree with no fruit.)  He warns them that if the Kingdom
is not producing fruit in them, then it will move on to find others who will be fruitful.
(Some use this to develop a flawed theology that the Jewish people have been
‘replaced’ as God’s special people.  But don’t forget the parable of the two sons in which
Jesus pointed out that delayed obedience does not disqualify us from the Kingdom. The
Jewish people are still His prized possession and have not been replaced.  Restoration
is coming! If He starts replacing folks based on complete obedience rather than grace,
we’re all in trouble!)  As believers in Christ, we have been given the Kingdom and the
question for us today is, “Is His Kingdom producing fruit in our lives?”

The Apostle Paul describes what Kingdom fruit looks like in us in Romans 14:17-18:
“For the kingdom of God is not a matter of rules...but is in the realm of the Holy
Spirit, filled with righteousness, peace, and joy. Serving the Anointed One by
walking in these kingdom realities pleases God and earns the respect of others.”

A life submitted to the Holy Spirit is characterized by goodness, peace and joy
regardless of the circumstances surrounding us.  It’s not a forced or false happiness,
putting on a ‘good face’ or gritting our teeth and hoping to make it through. It’s a life at
ease with God, trusting His Spirit no matter what we face. It’s not about following a
bunch of rules trying to figure out how to be pleasing to Him.  It’s resting in the fact we
are pleasing to Him because of what Jesus has already done and not as a result of
something we do.

Jesus ends this series of parables with a Scripture about the stone rejected by the
builders, which is an image of Christ.  He basically says we can either fall on the stone
and be broken, or the stone will fall on us and we’ll be pulverized. I heard a pastor
summarize this well: “Be humble or be humbled.”  Humility is the key to a life in which
Kingdom fruit is produced. Humility doesn’t see the grace given to us, the freedom from
rules, as an opportunity to satisfy our own wants and desires.  Humility understands the
purpose of our freedom and, as Paul said, “...rather than putting my liberty first...I
sincerely attempt to do anything I can so that others may be saved. “1
Corinthians 10:33
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The parables in this chapter are teaching tough lessons and it would be easy to skip
them or excuse ourselves from them, but they are so valuable in helping us stay free. I
imagine the men to whom Jesus addresses these started their Kingdom journey in
sincerity, truly seeking to know God, His will and ways. Somewhere along the way that
innocence and sincerity were overcome by pride as they grew in their knowledge of God
and the Kingdom. Somewhere along the way they quit being concerned about how they
were representing the Kingdom to others and became focused on themselves. And
somewhere along the way the righteousness, peace and joy of submitting to the Holy
Spirit got lost. Instead of attracting others to the Kingdom, they had developed their own
version of the Kingdom, a version without the presence of God.  They couldn’t even see
the Kingdom slipping away from them.

Humility is not afraid to ask God’s Spirit if we are still pursuing His Kingdom or have we
started developing our own version. Humility is not afraid of submitting to the counsel of
other Godly leaders who may challenge the way we are going. Humility is not afraid of
laying ourselves aside to serve others, knowing our true life is only found when we
choose to lose it instead of clinging to our ‘personal rights’.  Humility will protect us from
losing the Kingdom without even knowing it!

Jesus encourages us to practice humility.  He also warns us that we will either be
humble or end up being humbled. I like the ‘be humble’ option!  The result is true
goodness, peace and joy produced by the Holy Spirit. And that’s a pretty good life!

Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 132

As was his custom, Jesus continued to teach the people by using allegories. He
illustrated the reality of heaven’s kingdom realm by saying, “There once was a
king who arranged an extravagant wedding feast for his son. On the day the
festivities were set to begin, he sent his servants to summon all the invited
guests, but they chose not to come.
So the king sent even more servants to inform the invited guests, saying, ‘Come,
for the sumptuous feast is now ready! The oxen and fattened cattle have been
killed and everything is prepared, so come! Come to the wedding feast for my son
and his bride!’ “But the invited guests were not impressed. One was preoccupied
with his business; another went off to his farming enterprise. And the rest seized
the king’s messengers and shamefully mistreated them, and even killed them.
This infuriated the king! So he sent his soldiers to execute those murderers and
had their city burned to the ground. “Then the king said to his servants, ‘The
wedding feast is ready, yet those who had been invited to attend didn’t deserve
the honor. Now I want you to go into the streets and alleyways and invite anyone
and everyone you find to come and enjoy the wedding feast in honor of my son.’
“So the servants went out into the city streets and invited everyone to come to
the wedding feast, good and bad alike, until the banquet hall was crammed with
people!
Now, when the king entered the banquet hall, he looked with glee over all his
guests. But then he noticed a guest who was not wearing the wedding robe
provided for him. So he said, ‘My friend, how is it that you’re here and you’re not
wearing your wedding garment?’ But the man was speechless. “Then the king
turned to his servants and said, ‘Tie him up and throw him into the outer
darkness, where there will be great sorrow, with weeping and grinding of teeth.’
For everyone is invited to enter in, but few respond in excellence.”
Matthew 22:1-14 TPT

Jesus encourages us in at least three things in this parable:
1. Don’t expect everyone to celebrate the Kingdom.
2. Our place in the Kingdom is not earned by our efforts
3. Our response to His grace should be a life lived in excellence.

In the first part of this story, Jesus tells of the lack of response from those who should
have been excited about the invitation. Some had excuses and some were just rude,
while others were openly aggressive toward the king’s messengers.  In the past in the
U.S. Christianity has been treated with respect, even by those who weren’t believers.
More and more we are seeing rejection, hostility and even aggression from those who
have a differing belief system. Jesus teaches us here not to allow the attitudes of some
to deter us, but stay focused on finding those who will respond to the invitation. Instead
of spending time and effort debating or defending our faith, spend that time looking for
those who are ready to respond, looking for a better way.  Later in the New Testament,
Paul encourages us to avoid fruitless arguments about our beliefs. There will always be
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those who want to debate, but we are surrounded by people who are looking for
answers and Jesus tells us to focus on them.

In the story, there is a guest who has accepted the invitation but isn’t dressed in the
garments that were provided. He is escorted, rather forcibly, from the party. We have
been invited, through the death, burial and resurrection of Jesus, into the Kingdom of
God. We’ve been given a place at His table.  We didn’t deserve it but we have it through
this wonderful gift of salvation.  He has replaced our filthy rags of sin with His royal robe
of righteousness, clothing us in blood washed white. Whenever we think our goodness,
or our own efforts, can earn God’s favor, we have taken off the provided garment and
replaced it with one of our own making. And, in the realms of Heaven, we stick out like a
sore thumb!  No one, based on his or her own merits, can enter this party. We gain
entrance only through Jesus Christ, and it’s His righteousness that brings us into the
presence of God. There’s no formula, no secret code, no way known only by a few.
There is one way, and that way has been made known to all who will listen and is
available to anyone, no matter how “good or bad”.  We got in the party because of Him
and we get to stay at the party because of Him.

And we never need to forget in whose honor the party is given. The party is all about
Jesus, not us. We are invited to the party to honor Him, to give our attention to Him.
When we turn our focus from Jesus to ourselves, whether we are extolling our
goodness or lamenting our badness, we’ve forgotten why we’re at the party. And we’re
taking off the provided garment and putting on our own party clothes. Our response to
His grace and mercy is more about us than about Him. We’re saved so we no longer
live since we were crucified with Him!  This party is His party and the excellent response
remembers that, celebrates that, and doesn’t bring dead things to His party.

Today, don’t take off the living garment He has provided us. Clothe yourself in Christ
and celebrate Him.  There are lots of folks whose paths we will cross today who are
waiting for an invitation to this party.  Instead of fitting in by wearing the same stuff
everybody else is wearing—a self-focused lifestyle; put on your party clothes—a
Christ-focused lifestyle—and make it easy for them to find someone who has the
invitations to the party!
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Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 133

Jesus knew the malice that was hidden behind their cunning ploy and said, “Why
are you testing me, you imposters who think you have all the answers? Show me
one of the Roman coins.” So they brought him a silver coin used to pay the tax.
“Now, tell me, whose head is on this coin and whose inscription is stamped on
it?” “Caesar’s,” they replied. Jesus said, “Precisely, for the coin bears the image
of the emperor Caesar.  Well, then, you should pay the emperor what is due to the
emperor. But because you bear the image of God, give back to God all that
belongs to him.”
Matthew 22:18-21 TPT

Have you ever been in a conversation with someone who wasn’t really listening to you
because they were always looking for a spot to say what hey wanted to say?  Even if
they asked you a question they weren’t really wanting to hear your answer, they were
just setting you up to hear their answer.  It usually doesn’t take long before you realize
it’s not really a conversation because that would require them to be sincerely interested
in a two-way exchange.

Jesus desires conversation with us, a real, open, and honest exchange between
friends. Obviously He is the Truth and not only has the answers but is the answer.  But
watch His interaction with His disciples and others who really are seeking to know.
Then compare it with His response to those who think they have all the answers, the
‘know-it-alls’.  He delights in helping the sincere find the Truth, gently leading them
toward the answer in conversation. But He’s pretty quick to shut down those who aren’t
really interested in His response since they already know the answer they want.

Do we come to Jesus with answers or questions?  And are our questions truly seeking
His answer or just another way of giving our answers? Have we already made up our
mind and even defined how God will answer or are we ready to engage in conversation
with the Giver of Life, making room for Him to teach us and lead us?

And when He responds to our questions with a question of His own, remember He’s not
asking because He doesn’t know the answer. He’s asking because He wants us to
know the answer. Take a lesson from Job in the Old Testament when God asked him
questions.  Instead of trying to sound smart and come up with an answer, he said, “You
know Lord. Please tell me.”
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Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 134

Jesus answered them, “You are deluded, because your hearts are not filled with
the revelation of the Scriptures or the power of God. For after the resurrection,
men and women will not marry, just like the angels of heaven don’t marry. Haven’t
you read what God said: ‘I am the Living God, the God of Abraham, the God of
Isaac, and the God of Jacob’? God is not the God of the dead, but of the living.”
Matthew 22:29-32 TPT

No one likes finding out they’ve been deceived, or that what they thought was true was
really a lie. We don’t like feeling like we were tricked or duped, or discovering something
we believed in was only an illusion, leaving us disillusioned or deluded.

In this passage Jesus tells us having God’s Word in our hearts and knowing His power
will protect us from deception and illusion. His Word is like the bumpers used for little
kids at the bowling alley. They prevent the ball from getting in the gutter, keeping it on
the lane until it reaches the goal of striking the pins. When we have stored God’s Word
in our hearts, it will define the healthy boundaries of our life, keeping us out of the gutter
while we run this race called life.

In this particular passage Jesus is talking to people who should have known the
Scriptures and the power of God.  In fact, it was their job to know them both. But they
had allowed the culture around them and their own desires to re-shape the Word into
what they wanted it to say rather than allowing the Word to shape them into who God
created them to be. Thus the disconnection from knowing God’s true power. When we
redefine His Word to fit us or to fit our culture, we will see a decrease in God’s power
among us because He ‘watches over His Word to perform it.”  He doesn’t honor ‘our
version’ of His Word, nor is He bound to performing it. He keeps His true Word.  When
we ignore or redefine His Word to fit us, or the culture, we create an illusion. And,
sooner or later, we end up duped and deluded, finding ourselves off course and in the
gutter.

Listen to what Paul says about this: “And so I insist—and God backs me up on
this—that there be no going along with the crowd, the empty-headed, mindless
crowd. They’ve refused for so long to deal with God that they’ve lost touch not
only with God but with reality itself. They can’t think straight anymore...”
Ephesians 4:17-19 MSG

Our Heavenly Father wants us to have real life, rich and satisfying real life, not some
illusion of real life that can’t be sustained. He’s given us His Word to define that kind of
life and He backs it up with His power displayed in our life. Make room for His power by
honoring and obeying His Word, even when it challenges or confronts our illusions.
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Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 135

Jesus answered him, “‘Love the Lord your God with every passion of your heart,
with all the energy of your being, and with every thought that is within you.’ This
is the great and supreme commandment. And the second is like it in importance:
‘You must love your friend in the same way you love yourself.’ Contained within
these commandments to love you will find all the meaning of the Law and the
Prophets.” Matthew 22:37-40 TPT

The symbol of Christianity is the cross, a longer vertical beam supporting a shorter
horizontal beam. We can use the symbology of the cross to more accurately understand
and apply what Jesus teaches us about love in this passage.  We are designed to love
vertically—upward toward God, and horizontally—sideways toward others.  There is a
‘Divine Order’ for love defined by Jesus here and, when followed, it results in a rich and
satisfying love life.

Love begins with the vertical beam. We are to love God first, with everything we’ve
got—with our entire being.  Our every thought should be directed first
upward—vertically—toward God. When our love, and our life, is directed first vertically
toward God, He becomes the ‘filter’ removing those things that should not be. Our
harmful, hurtful, and hateful thoughts will be filtered out, replaced and redirected with
constructive, life-giving alternatives. When the ‘vertical’ becomes the dominant part of
our love life, we have healthy relationships with appropriate boundaries.

The vertical beam of the cross supports the horizontal one. Without it, the horizontal
beam falls to the ground. It’s the same with our love life.  If our first, and dominant,
emphasis is our horizontal relationships with ourself and others, then we will find
ourselves continually working hard to keep them from falling flat.  Instead of a ‘divine
flow’ where our relationships are centered on and supported by our vertical relationship
with God, we find ourselves always working to maintain them, constantly taking
corrective measures.  We leave a wake behind us of damaged and destructive
relationships, and we usually become more and more ‘me-focused’ since no one
‘understands us or gets us.’  The horizontal beam of our love life gets bigger and bigger,
becoming so heavy we can’t support it no matter how hard we work.

But when we simply follow the Divine Order, making the vertical beam the first and
biggest part of our love life, then our horizontal relationships, beginning with the one we
have with ourselves, find their support in our relationship with God. Compromising our
boundaries or manipulation are no longer needed to try and make things work.  Seeking
approval from others will fall by the wayside when we’ve found our approval from God.
A Divine Flow directs our steps and actions, resulting in relationships that are fruitful
and fulfilling. Simply love God with everything you’ve got, THEN love yourself and
others out of that love.  It takes all the pressure off our horizontal relationships to
provide things for us that only God can truly provide.

As the song says, “that’s the recipe for love.”
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Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 136

While all the Pharisees were gathered together, Jesus took the opportunity to
pose a question of his own: “What do you think about the Anointed One? Whose
son is he?” “The son of David,” they replied. Then Jesus said to them, “How is it
that David, inspired by the Holy Spirit, could call his son the Lord? For didn’t he
say: The Lord Jehovah said to my Lord, ‘Sit near me in the place of authority until
I subdue all your enemies under Your feet’? “So how could David call his own
son ‘the Lord Jehovah’?” No one could come up with an answer. And from that
day on none of the Pharisees had the courage to question Jesus any longer.
Matthew 22:41-46 TPT

The question for each of us, pre-Christians or Christians, is “What do you think about
the Anointed One? Whose son is he?”  Is He really God the Son, the Almighty God
incarnate?  And if we’ve already believed that in our hearts and confessed it with our
mouths, is He really Lord of all?  It’s the Lordship question once again—are we going to
honor Him as the Lord of our lives, or are we going to keep control of certain areas?

Most of us, as Christians, trust Him with our eternity, believing He has secured our place
in Heaven through His death, burial and resurrection. But what about with our here and
now life?  In some areas we have relinquished control, but in others we hang onto the
reins.  Sometimes it’s because we’re afraid we can’t change and sometimes it’s
because we don’t want to change.  We like what we’re doing and the decisions we’re
making and, like the Pharisees, we don’t have the courage to ask the Lord of our life if
He likes what we’re doing.

The Pharisees quit asking Him questions and, as a result, they ended up on the wrong
side of the greatest event in history. Their resistance couldn’t stop God’s plan from
happening. Their hesitancy in recognizing the Lordship of Jesus didn’t slow Him down, it
just cost them the joy of being a part of what He was doing.

If we have accepted Jesus’ free gift of salvation, if we consider ourselves born again,
then He is Lord of our life. The writer of Hebrews says He is a better Lord offering us a
better Covenant and every area we will surrender to Him will be better off!  Don’t ever
stop asking Him questions. Make it a habit to have the courage every day to ask Him,
“Lord, is there any area in my life I’m not surrendering to You?”  If we do we’ll find out
the old-timer’s saying is true: “Every day with Jesus is better than the day before!”
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Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 137

“The religious scholars and the Pharisees sit on Moses’ throne as the authorized
interpreters of the Law. So listen and follow what they teach, but don’t do what
they do, for they tell you one thing and do another. They tie on your backs an
oppressive burden of religious obligations and insist that you carry it, but will
never lift a finger to help ease your load. Everything they do is done for show and
to be noticed by others. They want to be seen as holy, so they wear oversized
prayer boxes on their arms and foreheads with Scriptures inside, and wear
extra-long tassels on their outer garments. They crave the seats of highest honor
at banquets and in their meeting places. And how they love to be admired by men
with their titles of respect, aspiring to be recognized in public and have others
call them ‘Reverend.’
“But you are to be different from that. You are not to be called ‘master,’ for you
have only one Master, and you are all brothers and sisters. And you are not to be
addressed as ‘father,’ for you have one Father, who is in heaven. Nor are you to
be addressed as ‘teacher,’ for you have one Teacher, the Anointed One.
The greatest among you will be the one who always serves others from the heart.
Remember this: If you have a lofty opinion of yourself and seek to be honored,
you will be humbled. But if you have a modest opinion of yourself and choose to
humble yourself, you will be honored.”
Matthew 23:2-12 TPT

“...Everything they do is done for show and to be noticed by others...” The
passage above is Jesus’ opening statement to a whole chapter of challenging what has
become ‘accepted norms’ among the Jewish leaders. And this one line, spoken in
warning then, is still so challenging today. It drills down to the core of why we do what
we do and for whom.  It identifies the source of much of our discontent, frustration and
distress. It is the antithesis of all the culture around us touts as what is right and good.

And it challenges us to take a good, honest look at our own motivations and agendas.
What happens inside us when we’re not receiving the ‘notice’ we think we deserve?
What’s going on in our thought life when someone else, not nearly as good or qualified
as us, gets the attention we wanted?  How often do we change the way we look, talk or
behave in order to fit some ever-changing ‘norm’?  Have we ever quit serving in our
local church because we didn’t feel we were being treated appropriately?  Have we ever
quit giving our best at school or work because we didn’t think anyone noticed anyway?
Our answers to these questions uncover the reasons behind what we do and our
resulting discontent.

In Colossians 3:23, Paul gives us the anecdote for much of our frustration and
discontent, “Whatever you do, do it from the heart, as something done for the Lord
and not for people.” The Bible teaches us the Lord is always noticing, always
watching over us to guide and direct us. When we flip our motivation from seeking to be
noticed by others to seeking His attention, we will find ourselves living a more satisfying
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and fulfilling life. His standards don’t change with every new thing or the latest
redefining of what is acceptable and good.

Keith Green, one of my favorite Christian artists, sang one of my favorite all time songs,
“Oh Lord, You’re Beautiful.” The first lines are “Oh Lord, you’re beautiful. Your face is all
I seek.  For when Your eyes are on this child, Your grace abounds to me.”
Jesus told us our Father’s eyes are watching over the sparrows and we are way more
valuable to Him than a sparrow. His eyes are on us and His grace is abounding over us.

Today, let’s examine our motivations for all we do and do it as unto Him instead of for
the approval or attention from others. The result will be a ‘grace-full’ day.

Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 138

“Great sorrow awaits you religious scholars and you Pharisees—such frauds and
pretenders! You do all you can to keep people from experiencing the reality of
heaven’s kingdom realm.  Not only do you refuse to enter in, you also forbid
anyone else from entering in!”
“Great sorrow awaits you religious scholars and you Pharisees—frauds and
pretenders! For you eat up the widow’s household with the ladle of your prayers.
Because of this, you will receive a greater judgment.”
“Great sorrow awaits you religious scholars and you Pharisees—such frauds and
pretenders! For you will travel over lake and land to find one disciple, only to
make him twice the child of hell as yourselves.”
“You blind guides! Great sorrow awaits you, for you teach that there’s nothing
binding when you swear by God’s temple, but if you swear by the gold of the
temple, you are bound by your oath. You are deceived in your blindness!  Which
is greater, the gold or the temple that makes the gold sacred? And you say that
whoever takes an oath by swearing, ‘By the altar,’ it is nothing. But if you swear,
‘By the gift upon the altar,’ then you are obligated to keep your oath. What
deception! For what is greater, the gift or the altar that makes the gift sacred?
Whoever swears by the altar swears by the altar and everything offered on it. And
whoever swears by the temple swears by it and the one who dwells in it. And
whoever swears by heaven swears by the throne of God and by God, who sits
upon it.”
“Great sorrow awaits you religious scholars and Pharisees—frauds and
pretenders! For you are obsessed with peripheral issues, like insisting on paying
meticulous tithes on the smallest herbs that grow in your gardens.  These matters
are fine, yet you ignore the most important duty of all: to walk in the love of God,
to display mercy to others, and to live with integrity.  Readjust your values and
place first things first. What blind guides! Nitpickers! You will spoon out a gnat
from your drink, yet at the same time you’ve gulped down a camel without
realizing it!”
“Great sorrow awaits you religious scholars and Pharisees—frauds and
imposters! You are like one who will only wipe clean the outside of a cup or bowl,
leaving the inside filthy. You are foolish to ignore the greed and self-indulgence
that live like germs within you. You are blind and deaf to your evil. Shouldn’t the
one who cleans the outside also be concerned with cleaning the inside? You
need to have more than clean dishes; you need clean hearts! Great sorrow awaits
you religious scholars and Pharisees—frauds and imposters! You are nothing
more than tombs painted with fresh coats of white paint—tombs that look shining
and beautiful on the outside, but within are found decaying corpses full of
nothing but corruption. Outwardly you masquerade as righteous people, but
inside your hearts you are full of hypocrisy and lawlessness.”
“Great sorrow awaits you religious scholars and Pharisees—frauds and
imposters! You build memorials for the prophets your ancestors killed and
decorate the monuments of the godly people your ancestors murdered. Then you
boast, ‘If we had lived back then, we would never have permitted them to kill the
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prophets.’ But your words and deeds testify that you are just like them and prove
that you are indeed the descendants of those who murdered the prophets. Go
ahead and finish what your ancestors started! You are nothing but snakes in the
grass, the offspring of poisonous vipers! How will you escape the judgment of
hell if you refuse to turn in repentance? “For this reason I will send you more
prophets and wise men and teachers of truth. Some you will crucify, and some
you will beat mercilessly with whips in your meeting houses, abusing and
persecuting them from city to city. As your penalty, you will be held responsible
for the righteous blood spilled and the murders of every godly person throughout
your history—from the blood of righteous Abel to the blood of Zechariah, son of
Jehoiada, whom you killed as he stood in the temple between the brazen altar and
the Holy Place. I tell you the truth: the judgment for all these things will fall upon
this generation!”
“O Jerusalem, Jerusalem—you are the city that murders your prophets! You are
the city that stones the very messengers who were sent  to deliver you! So many
times I have longed to gather a wayward people, as a hen gathers her chicks
under her wings—but you were too stubborn to let me. And now it is too late,
since your city will be left in ruins. For you will not see me again until you are
able to say, ‘We welcome the one who comes to us in the name of the Lord.’”
Matthew 23:13-39 TPT

Jesus describes seven things that will prevent us from the Kingdom life He wants for us.
He’s specifically addressing the Scribes and Pharisees, but let’s not excuse ourselves
from the list. Jesus addresses them because they should have known better and
because they were using their influence unrighteously. We have more access to God’s
Word than any of them had and, as Christians in an increasingly godless society, we’ve
been given the opportunity to influence others.

If you look closely at the seven ‘woes’ they are more about ‘influence’ than they are
about ‘right and wrong’.  We can be ‘right’, doing things we have the personal right to do
because of our freedom in Christ, but we are ‘wrong’ because of our negative influence
on those around us to whom we are supposed to be representing Christ and His
Kingdom.

Seven Woes:
1. Hindering others from turning to Jesus.
2. Using the Kingdom for personal benefit and gain.
3. Leading others into distortions of the Truth.
4. Giving anything more weight and authority than God.
5. Placing the keeping of our own rules higher than Godly relationship. Thinking we’re
ok if we’ve kept all our rules but our relationships stink.
6. Being more concerned with outward appearance than inward holiness.
7. Despising and ridiculing God’s messengers.

Now, for those of us who have still excused ourselves from Jesus’ list, He turns His
attention to every person in the city. Jesus tells the entire city they have missed seeing
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Him, failed to receive all He wanted to do for them, because of their stubbornness. The
people were so acclimated to the culture around them they couldn’t even see the
Kingdom they had prayed for had come!  They could even celebrate Jesus one day, but
quickly return to their ways. They prayed for the Kingdom to come, but weren’t looking
for it.  They had allowed the world around them to lull them to sleep.

Paul warns us all about this in his letter to the Roman church:
“With eyes wide open to the mercies of God, I beg you, my brothers, as an act of
intelligent worship, to give him your bodies, as a living sacrifice, consecrated to
him and acceptable by him. Don’t let the world around you squeeze you into its
own mould, but let God re-mould your minds from within, so that you may prove
in practice that the plan of God for you is good, meets all his demands and moves
towards the goal of true maturity.” Romans 12:1 JBP

Jesus is broken-hearted because the people of Jerusalem, the very city of God, had
allowed themselves to be shaped by the world around them rather than being
transformed into God’s image by His Scripture and His very presence in the middle of
their city!

For me, the lesson is to make sure I’m not being lulled to sleep by what the world
around me calls acceptable or good. I’m to stay alert, not becoming desensitized by the
continual bombardment of ungodliness.  I’m to guard my heart and strengthen, not
loosen, my boundaries even as others allow themselves to be lured into unholiness.
And I don’t do this so I can be called holy. I do this because those around me need to
know there’s a better way, a life-giving way, filled with grace and mercy. A way called
holiness that offers hope when all the other ways collapse. It’s not about ‘right or wrong’;
it’s all about influence.
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Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 139

And Jesus turned to them and said, “Take a good look at all these things, for I’m
telling you, there will not be one stone left upon another. It will all be leveled!”
Matthew 24:2 TPT

The Temple was Israel’s crowning achievement, the center of their universe, their pride
and joy. It was one of the wonders of the world at that time, an architectural
masterpiece.  It was inconceivable to any Israelite that it would or could be destroyed. It
was the place where God dwelled and it represented what they believed would be the
Kingdom of God on earth, the return of an earthly king who would restore Israel’s glory
and kick out their Roman oppressors.

Then Jesus, the Messiah in their midst whom they didn’t recognize, tells them all that
will be destroyed, every stone overturned!  How crazy is that?  They had God’s plan all
figured out and here was Jesus telling them it might not work out exactly like they had it
planned.  This was another of those times where His disciples probably nodded in
agreement but thought He had lost His marbles.

I’ve stood at the place near where Jesus said this in Jerusalem and guess what?  The
street is filled with the huge overturned stones of the temple! About 70 years after He
said this the Romans completely destroyed the Temple, crushing an Israeli rebellion and
taking their oppression to an even greater level.

Here’s two lessons for us: Everything Jesus says will happen will happen. You can
count on that. And when nothing is going as you had hoped or planned, you can count
on Jesus.  When everything we thought would stand collapses, He will be there
standing strong. He is the Truth, He tells us the Truth, and He will remain True when it
seems everything around us is coming apart.

Here’s one more lesson: Jesus told us He would return.  This statement about the
destruction of the Temple seemed crazy at the time He said it and probably looked like it
wasn’t going to happen as the years passed by.  But if He said it, then it was a sure
thing and it happened just as He said. No matter how many years it has been, or will be,
His return is a sure thing. Don’t let anything shake your belief in that.
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Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 140

Jesus answered, “At that time deception will run rampant. So beware that you are
not fooled! For many will appear on the scene claiming my authority or saying
about themselves, ‘I am God’s Anointed,’ and they will lead many astray. “You will
hear of wars nearby and revolutions on every side, with more rumors of wars to
come. Don’t panic or give in to your fears, for the breaking apart of the world’s
systems is destined to happen. But it won’t yet be the end; it will still be
unfolding. “Nations will go to war against each other and kingdom against
kingdom. And there will be terrible earthquakes—seismic events of epic
proportion, horrible epidemics and famines in place after place. This is how the
first contractions and birth pains of the new age will begin!”
“You can expect to be persecuted, even killed; for you will be hated by all the
nations because of your love for me. Then many will stop following me and fall
away, and they will betray one another and hate one another. And many lying
prophets will arise, deceiving multitudes and leading them away from the path of
truth. There will be such an increase of sin and lawlessness that those whose
hearts once burned with passion for God and others will grow cold. But keep
your hope to the end and you will experience life and deliverance. “Yet through it
all, this joyful assurance of the realm of heaven’s kingdom will be proclaimed all
over the world, providing every nation with a demonstration of the reality of God.
And after this the end of this age will arrive.”
Matthew 24:4-14 TPT

Jesus, responding to a question about the ‘end times’, paints a picture for us of what to
expect before He returns. In this dialogue He will describe events that are about to
happen, things the disciples will see before they die, weaving them with events in the
distant future, things you and I are seeing now.  There are two overarching themes
running through His descriptions of the ‘end times’.

First, He doesn’t want His followers to be caught off guard or surprised by the
continuing decay of the world’s systems. He tells us the world and it’s cultures will grow
darker and meaner. We shouldn’t be shocked to see an increasingly hostile attitude
toward true Christianity, even in the States.  It shouldn’t be surprising to hear of once
prominent Christian leaders rejecting the faith or compromising the Truth. We should not
react in fear because the world seems to be spinning out of control and even the planet
itself seems to be under strain. Jesus told us all this would happen, not so we could
become ‘end time experts’, eagerly looking for our escape, but so we could be light in
the increasing darkness, offering hope in an increasingly hopeless world.

That’s the second overarching theme throughout Jesus’ end-times descriptions—His
followers should be easily recognizable because of the joy in their lives regardless of
the circumstances surrounding them.  We are to be the proof that there is a Kingdom of
God present on our planet even as this world grows darker and meaner. We are the
“...joyful assurance of the realm of Heaven’s Kingdom...” right in the midst of the
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people around us, “...providing every nation with a demonstration of the reality of
God.” We are the good news in the middle of all the bad news.

Don’t let the way the world around us is behaving affect the joy of belonging to Jesus.
Don’t let the continual pressure to compromise or reject the truth bend and twist you into
the world’s mold, causing you to ‘fit in’ rather than ‘stand out’.  Don’t let the cruelty and
perversion of the moral and social fabric cause you to fear or worry. Eagerly expect
Jesus’ return but don’t become a Christian escapist, praying to just get out of here
before it gets even worse.  Live today, and every day, with the joy of salvation and the
Spirit. Pray without ceasing for the lost, the hurting, the broken and the next generation.
We won’t see or hear about anything today that Jesus didn’t tell us would happen. Don’t
ever grow accustomed to it, desensitized by the brutality, but don’t let it overcome the
light within you. “This little light of mine, I’m gonna let it shine!”

Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 141

“When you witness what Daniel prophesied, ‘the disgusting destroyer,’ taking its
stand in the Holy Place [let the reader learn], then those in the land of Judah must
escape to the higher ground. On that day, if you happen to be outside, don’t go
back inside to gather belongings. And if you’re working out in the field, don’t run
back home to get a coat. It will be especially hard for pregnant women and for
those nursing their babies in those days. So pray that your escape will not be
during the winter months or on a Sabbath. For this will be a time of great misery
beyond the magnitude of anything the world has ever seen or ever will see.
Unless God limited those days, no one would escape. But because of his love for
those chosen to be his, he will shorten that time of trouble.
“And you will hear reports from some, saying, ‘Look, he has returned,’ ‘The
Messiah is over here,’ or ‘The Messiah is over there!’ Don’t believe it. For there
will be imposters falsely claiming to be God’s ‘Anointed One,’ and false prophets
will arise to perform miracle signs to lead astray, if possible, those God has
chosen to be his. Remember this, for I prophesy it will happen! So if someone
says to you, ‘Look, the Anointed One has returned! He’s in the desert,’ don’t go
chasing after him. Or if they say to you, ‘Look, he’s here in our house,’ don’t
believe it. The appearing of the Son of Man will burst forth with the brightness of
a lightning strike that shines from one end of the sky to the other, illuminating the
earth. How do birds of prey know where the dead body is?  They just know
instinctively, and so you will know when I appear.”
“Then immediately this is what will take place: ‘The sun will be darkened and the
moon give no light. The stars will fall from the sky and all the cosmic powers will
be shaken.’ Then the sign announcing the Son of Man will appear in the sky, and
all the nations of the earth will mourn over him.  And they will see the Son of Man
appearing in the clouds of heaven, revealed with mighty power, great splendor,
and glory. And he will send his messengers with the loud blast of the trumpet,
and with a great voice they will gather his beloved chosen ones by the four
winds, from one end of heaven to the other!”
Matthew 24:15-31 TPT

This passage reinforces our need to know God’s Word and develop our ability to
understand what’s going in in the world around us in light of His Word. In this passage
Jesus tells us we should be able to discern the true from the false, recognize imposters
and frauds, and know the signs of His coming.  Jesus walked in the “fullness of the
Spirit” and suggests we do too.  Jesus has given us His Holy Spirit to help us in this
area. He will teach us, give us wisdom, show us how to apply the Word in our daily
lives, and increase our understanding of what’s going on in the world in which we live.

Several years ago Pastor Larry Stockstill shared his personal prayer model with a group
of us at a pastor’s gathering. I adapted his model and use it as a daily prayer, asking for
God’s help in being able to do what Jesus suggests we should be able to do. You might
find it helpful too.
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A Daily Prayer
Ask for each of the described ‘Sevenfold Spirit of the Lord’ to be active in your life today.
Revelation 4:5 “From the throne came flashes of lightning and the rumble of
thunder. And in front of the throne were seven torches with burning flames. This
is the sevenfold Spirit of God.”

Isaiah 11:2  “And the Spirit of the Lord will rest on him— the Spirit of wisdom and
understanding, the Spirit of counsel and might, the Spirit of knowledge and the
fear of the Lord.”

1. Spirit of worship- intimacy, unashamed adoration, liberty, transparency
2. Spirit of wisdom- the ability to make complex things simple, practical and relevant
3. Spirit of understanding- strategic thinking that understands the present, sees the

future God wants and positions for a holy collision
4. Spirit of knowledge- know-how: teach me how to do what I don't know how to do
5. Spirit of counsel- the ability to make a good Godly decision. One good decision

will lead us out of a lot of bad decisions. Like the decision that leads you out of
the woods after having been lost

6. Spirit of might-supernatural energy and strength. Mount up with wings like
eagles, walk and not faint, run and not grow weary. Don't grow weary of
well-doing

7. The fear of The Lord- integrity and character that accurately reflect Him. Note
verse 3 of Isaiah 11- “His delight is in the fear of The Lord.” Find my joy,
satisfaction in representing Him well

Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 142

“Now learn the lesson from the parable of the fig tree. When spring arrives and it
sends out its tender branches and sprouts leaves, you know that ripe fruit is soon
to appear. So it will be with you, for when you observe all these things taking
place, you will know that he is near, even at the door! I assure you, the end of this
age will not come until all I have spoken comes to pass. The earth and sky will
wear out and fade away before one word I speak loses its power or fails to
accomplish its purpose.”
“Concerning that day and exact hour, no one knows when it will arrive, not even
the angels of heaven — only the Father knows. For it will be exactly like it was in
the days of Noah when the Son of Man appears. Before the flood, people lived
their lives eating, drinking, marrying, and having children. They didn’t realize the
end was near until Noah entered the ark, and then suddenly, the flood came and
took them all away in judgment. It will happen the same way when the Son of Man
appears. At that time, two men will be working on the farm; one will be taken
away in judgment, the other left. Two women will be grinding grain; one will be
taken away in judgment, the other left. This is why you must stay alert: because
no one knows the day your Lord will come.
“But realize this: If a homeowner had known what time of night the burglar would
come to rob his house, he would have been alert and ready, and not let his house
be robbed. So always be ready, alert, and prepared, because at an hour when
you’re not expecting him, the Son of Man will come.”
Matthew 24:32-44 TPT

Jesus gives several illustrations of the importance of staying alert, watching for His
return.  He reassures us that every thing He has spoken will happen, just as He says it
will. He tells us not to waste time trying to determine the day of His return since only the
Father knows. So the next time a new book is released claiming to know we can save
our money and ignore it! He uses three words in regard to His return and we should
take a closer look at them: ready, alert, and prepared.

Ready.  Are we ready for His return?  Of course that begins with our personal salvation.
He is the Savior of the world, paying the price for all mankind’s sin and making a way for
reconciliation with our Heavenly Father. But is He our Lord, have we believed in our
heart and confessed with our mouth that He is Lord of our life?  The gift of salvation has
been given to all humanity, but each human must personally accept it as His or her own.
Ready also means we need to ask ourselves if we’re ready to stand face to face with
God. What’s my relationship with Him like?  Will seeing Him be joyful or fearful?  When
we are about to leave on vacation, we get ready to go.  We make sure things are in
order and we have what we will need. Every day could be the day He returns. Every day
until that return is an opportunity for me to be more ready by deepening my relationship
with Him so when I see Him I know I’m ready to face the Almighty God.
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Alert.  The first disciples believed Jesus would return at any moment.  I would imagine
they woke up every morning and checked the signs, looking to the sky in anticipation.
They didn’t let their day-to-day activities and duties dull their sense of eager
anticipation.  Has His delay lessened our alertness?  Jesus cautions is in this passage
about letting either the lure of what the world offers or the routine of life distract us from
watching for His return and living each day as if it is the day of His appearing.

Prepared.  Preparing for a vacation or a business trip means making sure you have
what you need to take with you. The only thing we will take with us when we leave this
world with Jesus is souls. Are we doing our best to make sure those in our circle of
influence are ready for His return?  Are we “packing souls” as we await His return?
Preparing for His return means living every day ready to go through any open door with
the Gospel.  It means not letting anything else supplant our desire to see everyone
come to a saving knowledge of Christ. Years ago our pastor challenged us, asking
those of us who had never personally led someone to Christ to begin praying for an
opportunity and preparing for it. In just a short time Sheryll and I both had the
opportunity and experienced the joy of leading someone we loved to Jesus!  Today, as
Christians, we should be prepared to lead others to Him.  We should be looking for any
opportunity to share the Good News.

Live today ready, alert and prepared. He may be coming back today. If He delays, there
is no better life than the one lived every day as if it is the day of His return.

Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 143

“Who is the one qualified to oversee the master’s house? He will be a reliable
servant who is wise and faithful, one he can depend on. The master will want to
give him the responsibility of overseeing others in his house, for his servant will
lead them well and give them food at the right time. What joy and blessing will
come to that faithful servant when the master comes home to find him serving
with excellence! I can promise you, the master will raise him up and put him in
charge of all that he owns.
“But the evil servant says in his heart, ‘My master delays his coming, and who
knows when he will return?’ And because of the delay, the servant mistreats
those in his master’s household. Instead of caring for the ones he was appointed
to serve, he abuses the other servants and gives himself over to eating and
drinking with drunkards. Let me tell you what will happen to him. His master will
suddenly return at a time that surprises him, and he will remove the abusive,
selfish servant from his position of trust. And the master will cut him in two  and
assign him to the place of great sorrow and anguish  along with all the other
pretenders and unbelievers.”
Matthew 24:45-51 TPT

Jesus uses some words in this passage that many of us are not comfortable with,
particularly the words Master and Servant.  The Bible, especially the New Testament
teaches that whatever or whomever we serve will become our Master. And, as the old
Bob Dylan song says, “You’re gonna serve somebody.”   And there is no master other
than Jesus, not even ourselves, who will look out for our best interests.  This parable
shows what happens when we allow Jesus’ role as the Lord and Master of our lives to
slide down our priority list.

We receive salvation as a gift provided by the Grace of God. We can’t get good enough
to earn it or keep it. In this parable Jesus teaches how we behave after we’ve received
the free gift of salvation matters. One servant stays focused on the promised return of
his master and it affects the way he lives his daily life. The other servant focuses on the
delay and misinterprets that as permission to promote himself, along with his wants and
desires, to the role of master.  The servant who keeps his Master in his rightful place
serves others. The ‘evil servant’, having demoted the true Master and promoted himself,
serves his own desires, lowering his boundaries and ignoring his responsibilities.

Note that both are servants of the Master.  What we do, how we behave as believers,
matters. It matters to our Master and it matters to those around us to whom we are
given the responsibility of accurately representing our Master and His Kingdom.  Who or
what will we serve today?  Who or what will we place in the role as Master?  Only One
has earned the right to sit in that place. Only One will ‘master’ us with the goal of
achieving God’s best in our lives. And that One is not us!  It is only Jesus.  What a
wonderful Savior. What a magnificent Master!
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Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 144

“At the time my coming draws near, heaven’s kingdom realm can be compared to
ten maidens who took their oil lamps and went outside to meet the bridegroom
and his bride. Five of them were foolish and ill-prepared, for they took no extra oil
for their lamps. Five of them were wise and sensible, for they took flasks of olive
oil with their lamps.
When the bridegroom didn’t come when they expected, they all grew drowsy and
fell asleep. Then suddenly, in the middle of the night, they were awakened by the
shout ‘Get up! The bridegroom is here! Come out and have an encounter with
him!’ So all the girls got up and trimmed their lamps.
But the foolish ones were running out of oil, so they said to the five wise ones,
‘Share your oil with us, because our lamps are going out!’ “‘We can’t,’ they
replied. ‘We don’t have enough for all of us. You’ll have to go and buy some for
yourselves!’
“While the five girls were out buying oil, the bridegroom appeared. Those who
were ready and waiting were escorted inside with him and the wedding party to
enjoy the feast. And then the door was locked. Later, the five foolish girls came
running up to the door and pleaded, ‘Lord, Lord, let us come in!’ “But he called
back, ‘Go away! Do I know you? I can assure you, I don’t even know you!’
“That is the reason you should always stay awake and be alert, because you
don’t know the day or hour when the Bridegroom will appear.”
Matthew 25:1-13 TPT

Oil is used in the Bible to symbolize the Holy Spirit. This parable illustrates the
importance of our relationship with the Holy Spirit, especially in regard to our being
ready, alert and prepared for the return of our Lord Jesus.  There are at least four
lessons for us about our interaction with the Holy Spirit in this parable.

1. The Holy Spirit is given to prepare us for the return of Jesus.  He is the only
member of the Godhead on our planet today. Father God and Jesus are in
Heaven. Jesus told us it would be to our advantage if He left so Holy Spirit could
come.  Take time to learn about Him and treat Him like a person instead of an it.

2. You must have your own relationship with the Holy Spirit, not just rely on others
and their relationship with Him.  We need Godly friends and leaders in our life
who hear from the Holy Spirit. But He wants a relationship with each of us.  The
most dangerous Christian to the Kingdom of darkness is one who can hear from
God.

3. If we give attention to Him, cultivating an intimate relationship instead of an
occasional fling, He will keep us alert and prepared to see Jesus. Make Him your
best friend, inviting Him to direct your steps and participate in every aspect of
your life, not just the tough times or when you’re in a crisis.

4. Those who learn to embrace the Spirit’s presence in their lives, and make room
for His leadership, will have an ‘encounter’ with Jesus, not just seeing Him from a
distance.  The TPT translators placed a footnote on the word “encounter” in
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verse 6, noting it is way more than a casual meeting and implying a deep level of
intimacy.

Every morning, make a habit of greeting the Holy Spirit, asking Him to help you stay
ready, alert and prepared to see Jesus.

Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 145

“Again, heaven’s kingdom realm is like the wealthy man who went on a long
journey and summoned all his trusted servants and assigned his financial
management over to them. Before he left on his journey, he entrusted a bag of
five thousand gold coins to one of his servants, to another a bag of two thousand
gold coins, and to the third a bag of one thousand gold coins, each according to
his ability to manage.”
“The one entrusted with five thousand gold coins immediately went out and
traded with the money, and he doubled his investment. In the same way, the one
who was entrusted with two thousand gold coins traded with the sum and
likewise doubled his investment. But the one who had been entrusted with one
thousand gold coins dug a hole in the ground and buried his master’s money.”
“After much time had passed, the master returned to settle accounts with his
servants. The one who was entrusted with five thousand gold coins came and
brought ten thousand, saying, ‘See, I have doubled your money.’
“Commending his servant, the master replied, ‘You have done well, and proven
yourself to be my loyal and trustworthy servant. Because you have been a faithful
steward to manage a small sum, now I will put you in charge of much, much
more. You will experience the delight of your master, who will say to you, “Come
celebrate with me!”’
“Then the one who had been entrusted with two thousand gold coins came in and
said, ‘See, my master, I have doubled what you have entrusted to me.’
“Commending his servant, the master replied, ‘You have done well, and proven
yourself to be my loyal and trustworthy servant. Because you were faithful to
manage a small sum, now I will put you in charge of much, much more. You will
experience the delight of your master, who will say to you, “Come celebrate with
me!”’
“Then the one who had been entrusted with one thousand gold coins came to his
master and said, ‘Look, sir. I know that you are a hard man to please and you’re a
shrewd and ruthless businessman who grows rich on the backs of others. I was
afraid of you, so I went and hid your money and buried it in the ground. But here
it is—take it, it’s yours.’
“Angered by what he heard, the master said to him, ‘You’re an untrustworthy and
lazy servant! If you knew I was a shrewd and ruthless business man who always
makes a profit, why didn’t you deposit my money in the bank? Then I would have
received it all back with interest when I returned. But because you were
unfaithful, I will take the one thousand gold coins and give them to the one who
has ten thousand. For the one who has will be given more, until he overflows with
abundance. And the one with hardly anything, even what little he has will be
taken from him.’
“Then the master said to his other servants, ‘Now, throw that good-for-nothing
servant far away from me into the outer darkness, where there will be great
misery and anguish!’”
Matthew 25:14-30 TPT
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In this story it’s important to ask, “Who’s the owner?”  As we read Jesus’ parable we will
see there is only one owner, the master. Everyone else is a steward of what the master
owns.  The biggest lesson we can learn is to be a steward, not an owner. Don’t take
ownership of ‘your’ time, talent or treasure; because it is not ‘yours’, it’s the Master’s.

The owner is responsible for the provision. If we are the owners of our time, talent and
treasure, then we are responsible for providing it. The pressure is on us to make it
happen. And we operate from a ‘scarcity mentality’ that says there won’t be enough. So,
like the untrustworthy servant in the story, we guard against loss rather than going for a
bigger win. But if we are simply stewards of what the Master has given us, our only
responsibility is to handle it wisely, as He would. He operates from an abundance
mentality, after all one of His names is “More than Enough”!

Whenever we struggle with giving our time, talent or treasure, it’s always because we
have taken ownership. We need to remember none of the three servants in this story
started with anything. They had nothing until the master gave them the gold coins. The
one who went into protection mode ended up with nothing, even ‘less than nothing’.  But
the two who refused to take ownership and handled the coins with the abundance
mentality of their master ended up with more.

Stewardship is better than ownership. Live today as a steward of everything—time,
talent and treasure. It’s a lot more fun than living with the pressure of being the owner.
Our Master is well equipped for that pressure and He’ll handle the provision part when
we handle the stewarding part.

Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 146

“When the Son of Man appears in his majestic glory, with all his angels by his
side, he will take his seat on his throne of splendor, and all the nations will be
gathered together before him.  And like a shepherd who separates the sheep from
the goats, he will separate all the people. The ‘sheep’ he will put on his right side
and the ‘goats’ on his left.
Then the King will turn to those on his right and say, ‘You have a special place in
my Father’s heart. Come and experience the full inheritance of the kingdom realm
that has been destined for you from before the foundation of the world! For when
you saw me hungry, you fed me. When you found me thirsty, you gave me
something to drink. When I had no place to stay, you invited me in, and when I
was poorly clothed, you covered me. When I was sick, you tenderly cared for me,
and when I was in prison you visited me.’
“Then the godly will answer him, ‘Lord, when did we see you hungry or thirsty
and give you food and something to drink? When did we see you with no place to
stay and invite you in? When did we see you poorly clothed and cover you?
When did we see you sick and tenderly care for you, or in prison and visit you?’
“And the King will answer them, ‘Don’t you know? When you cared for one of the
least important of these my little ones, my true brothers and sisters, you
demonstrated love for me.’
“Then to those on his left the King will say, ‘Leave me! For you are under the
curse of eternal fire that has been destined for the devil and all his demons. For
when you saw me hungry, you refused to give me food, and when you saw me
thirsty, you refused to give me something to drink. I had no place to stay, and you
refused to take me in as your guest. When you saw me poorly clothed, you closed
your hearts and would not cover me. When you saw that I was sick, you didn’t lift
a finger to help me, and when I was imprisoned, you never came to visit me.’
“And then those on his left will say, ‘Lord, when did we see you hungry or thirsty
and not give you food and something to drink? When did we see you homeless,
or poorly clothed? When did we see you sick and not help you, or in prison and
not visit you?’
“Then he will answer them, ‘Don’t you know? When you refused to help one of
the least important among these my little ones, my true brothers and sisters, you
refused to help and honor me.’ And they will depart from his presence and go into
eternal punishment. But the godly and beloved ‘sheep’ will enter into eternal
bliss.”
Matthew 25:31-46 TPT

Some, seeking to prove our personal salvation can be lost, point out that the ‘goats’,
sent into eternal punishment, called Jesus Lord in this passage. It’s important to
remember the time period when what Jesus is describing will happen. This occurs after
His return when, as the New Testament teaches, “every knee will bow and every tongue
confess” that He is Lord.  Jesus is not talking about the eternal security of our salvation
here, He is describing the heart change that takes place when we are truly saved.
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When Jesus is truly the Lord of our life, we change from the inside out, becoming more
and more like Him as we submit to His Holy Spirit. The heart change within is revealed
in how we treat others. We are no longer able to ignore the lost, the broken and the
hurting as we go about our daily business. And here’s the real beauty of what Jesus
describes here—we don’t just feel sympathy, we are empowered to do something about
it through our relationship with Him!

Notice the difference in the sheep and the goats—the sheep didn’t just see the hurting,
they did something about it. They had the resources provided to make a difference. We
have been given access to Heaven and all its resources through our relationship with
Jesus and His church. When we are moved by His compassion we should not stop at
sympathy. We should look for His provision to help. Jesus didn’t leave us here to just
hang on until He returns. He expects us to be light in darkness and help for the
hopeless. And He will provide whatever is needed to accomplish that.  It may look like
we lack the resources, but history has proven that, when the truly saved refuse to
accept any excuse for not helping, God will make a way.

Don’t be hesitant to act on your compassion. As Jesus said, “Come and experience
the full inheritance of the kingdom realm that has been destined for you from
before the foundation of the world!”

Reflection and Journal:

5) What captured my attention?

6) What does it say about God?

7) What does it say about me?

8) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 147

After Jesus had completed his teachings, he said to his disciples, “You know that
the Feast of the Passover begins in two more days. That’s when the Son of Man is
to be betrayed and handed over to be crucified.”
Matthew 26:1-2 TPT

Jesus sets the date for the cross.  The crucifixion of Jesus, and the entire brutal process
leading up to it, is a horrible experience of inconceivable pain and suffering. But it didn’t
‘happen to Jesus’, He ‘happened to it’.  It was the fulfillment of God’s prophesied plan
and it happened on Jesus’ terms, when He said it would. He was never the ‘powerless
victim’ of His torturers. Through it all He is sure of His final victory because of His
Father’s Word.  He made it through His suffering because He trusted His Father and the
Word.  In fact, He knew what was coming because of the Spirit within Him.  So He never
became a ‘victim’ of what was happening.

We will go through some bad times in this life, some of us will encounter horrific things.
No one wants to experience suffering or even bad times. But as Christians we never
have to become victims of what has happened to us.  When we allow the bad things
that happen to us to make us victims, we lose. It’s not the bad things that turn us into
losers, it’s the victim mentality that remains after the bad things have ceased. We don’t
have to take on a victim mentality because we have been given the ultimate victory
through our union with Christ.  We have His Spirit within us to strengthen us, we have
His Word and it’s promises, and we have Jesus’ example.

Throughout history Christians have encountered some brutal things. We can read
stories of the martyrs or listen to what missionaries in hostile areas encounter. The ones
who don’t just survive, but live healthy lives, are the ones who will not become victims,
no matter how bad their suffering became. In the next few chapters of Matthew, as
Jesus goes through His suffering, He will show us how to be victors no matter what we
will endure in this life.  He will forgive.  He will praise God in the midst of suffering.  He
will remember God’s Word.  And He will always know He is in His Father’s hands.  He
starts here by letting His disciples, and us, know that He happens to life, life doesn’t
happen to Him. He will not be a victim, no matter what is happening.
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Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 148

Jesus knew their thoughts and said to them, “Why are you critical of this woman?
She has done a beautiful act of kindness for me. You will always have someone
poor whom you can help, but you will not always have me. When she poured the
fragrant oil over me, she was preparing my body for burial. I promise you that as
this wonderful gospel spreads all over the world, the story of her lavish devotion
to me will also be mentioned in memory of her.”
Matthew 26:10-13 TPT

There are good things and there are God things. It’s always a good thing to help the
poor. It always a God thing to pour our lavish worship on Jesus. There are lots of good
causes to which we can contribute. There is only one Gospel that is the cure for all
those causes. Jesus isn’t dismissing the cause of the poor here.  He’s teaching us that
simply helping our good causes will not fix anything. As He says, just help the cause of
the poor with money and “...you will always have someone poor whom you can help.”
But if we give our attention to the promotion of the wonderful Gospel, we are not just
providing temporary help, we are offering the permanent cure!  This woman gave to the
Gospel and her gift is still making an impact today!  In fact, as Jesus prophesied,
anywhere in the world the Gospel is shared, her gift is shared.

So what’s the lesson for us?  Don’t just give to good causes, give to those whose
primary goal is sharing the Gospel as they help the good causes.  Think of this—what if
every Christian gave the bulk of their giving through their healthy local church, trusting
their Godly visionary leaders to invest that giving in God things?  What if, instead of “I
gave at the office,” we truthfully replied, “I give at my church.”?

First, our local churches would become healthy financially. Second, the local churches
in each community would become the most influential organization in that community.
Third, all those good causes asking for our money, inviting us to their fundraising
events, would know they needed to connect to, and partner with, a healthy life-giving
local church.  That would add even more strength and influence to the local church, and
give their good cause more credibility and accountability.  Instead of our giving having a
‘shotgun effect’ as we spread it in small amounts to the various good causes, we would
focus on God causes birthed in corporate prayer resulting in transformation rather than
temporary relief.

This woman gave lavishly to Jesus and the Gospel instead of just giving to a good
cause. As a result her giving is still impacting the world. Jesus came to ‘build His
church’.
Listen to how the Apostle Paul describes that church in Ephesians 3:8-10 (MSG):
“And so here I am, preaching and writing about things that are way over my
head, the inexhaustible riches and generosity of Christ. My task is to bring out in
the open and make plain what God, who created all this in the first place, has
been doing in secret and behind the scenes all along. Through followers of Jesus
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like yourselves gathered in churches, this extraordinary plan of God is becoming
known and talked about even among the angels!”

The plan of God is to work through believers gathered in local churches!  The local
church is God’s agent of transformation in our communities and throughout the world.
She is what Jesus is actively building.  When we focus on lavish giving through a
healthy, life-giving local church we are investing in what Jesus is personally involved in
and our giving does more than make us feel good. It makes an impact that lasts! It’s a
God thing, not just a good thing.

Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 149

He answered them, “My heart longs with great desire to eat this Passover meal
with you.  Go into Jerusalem and you will encounter a man.  Tell him that the
teacher says, ‘My appointed time is near. I am coming to your home to eat the
Passover meal with my disciples.’” …
While they were eating, Jesus spoke up and said, “One of you is about to betray
me.” …
He answered, “It is one who has shared meals with me as an intimate friend. All
that was prophesied of me will take place, but how miserable it will be for the one
who betrays the Son of Man. It would be far better for him if he had never been
born!”
Then finally, Judas the traitor spoke up and asked him, “Teacher, perhaps it is I?”
Jesus answered, “You said it.”
Matthew 26:18,21,23-25 TPT

The Passion Bible translators add a footnote pointing out that while the other eleven
disciples call Jesus ‘Lord’, Judas calls Him ‘Teacher’.  What comes out of our mouth
often reveals what’s in our heart. It’s easier to disobey or betray Jesus if He’s just our
teacher. But if He’s my Lord and Master, disobedience and betrayal are tougher. So, in
order to disobey or betray I must first pull away from Him in my heart, making a
conscious decision to lessen His authority in my decisions and my life. Notice our
pattern when we’ve decided we’re going to do something Jesus wouldn’t approve. We
don’t immediately jump into it, we first begin the process of moving away from His
influence.  We quit reading the Word, pull away from church and our godly friends, and
avoid serious prayer. Then, once we’ve readjusted His role in our life, we’re able to
pursue our sin.

And, conversely, we have to set our face to continue doing something our heart is
reluctant to do. Try staying angry during an argument if you refuse to quit smiling. It’s
very hard to continue being mean when your face is set in a smile. It doesn’t matter to
me if people call me Pastor or not.  I appreciate it but it’s kind of like the old country
music song, “I don’t care what you call me as long as you call me.”  But I’ve noticed
over the years that when someone who formerly addressed me as Pastor ceases doing
so, it usually means our relationship is on the rocks and they will be leaving soon. If we
will protect how we address Jesus, and the others in our life, it will make it harder for our
heart to turn against Him or them.  It’s hard to reject or betray someone you refuse to
speak against.

Jesus also points out that everything prophesied about Him—His death, burial and
resurrection—will happen, regardless of whether He is betrayed or not. He’s basically
telling His betrayer, “You don’t have to do this because it will make no difference in the
events that happen for me. But it will ruin your life.”  He’s not concerned about what His
friend’s betrayal will do to Him; He’s concerned about what it will do to His friend!  What
an example for us when we face rejection and betrayal!  We can come through it
healthy if we will focus on how it’s hurting others rather than our own hurt. If we trust
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Him with protecting our heart, we can do this.  We can decide that their betrayal will not
alter the course of our life and our concern is how it will affect theirs. Instead of allowing
betrayal and rejection to knock us off course, we end up recovering quicker and getting
on with the life Jesus has for us.

I think it’s also worth noting when Judas decided to betray Jesus. Jesus had just
corrected the disciples for their stinking thinking about the woman pouring out
expensive oil on Him. The other disciples took the correction and kept moving forward.
Judas reacted by developing a plan to betray Jesus. How do we handle correction,
especially if we don’t agree?  Are we willing to set aside relationships because of it or
are we able to continue moving forward?  It’s a heart issue and we need to submit it to
the Holy Spirit to help us be Christlike.

Valuable life lessons from our Lord in this passage. Thank You Jesus for showing us
how to handle the tough issues we often face.

Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 150

As they ate, Jesus took the bread and blessed it and broke it and gave it to his
disciples. He said to them, “This is my body. Eat it.” Then taking the cup of wine
and giving praises to the Father, he entered into covenant with them, saying,
“This is my blood. Each of you must drink it in fulfillment of the covenant. For
this is the blood that seals the new covenant.  It will be poured out for many for
the complete forgiveness of sins. The next time we drink this, I will be with you
and we will drink it together with a new understanding in the kingdom realm of
my Father.”
Matthew 26:26-29 TPT

Later we are instructed to “Remember Me” anytime we receive the communion
elements. Every time we receive communion we are reminded of at least three things
Jesus shares in this passage.

Jesus is with us, we’re doing life together with Him. Through the presence of His Holy
Spirit in us and around us we are joined to Jesus and never again walk alone through
our journey here.  Our God is not some distant entity, watching us from afar as we try to
figure life out. He is present, fully engaged and participating in our lives.  Communion
reminds us we are His and He is ours.

The Kingdom is a present reality, not some far off dream. It exists today on earth and is
only limited, for a time, by how much of its reign we will make room for. It is not defined
by geographic boundaries, it’s defined by where it’s authority is recognized and
embraced. We choose whether we will abide by the Kingdom principles defined in His
Word, finding the true freedom and forgiveness only available there, or be confined and
ruled by the principles of this world, a dying and decaying system. If we will simply
honor Him and His Kingdom, He will enforce it in our lives.  Communion reminds us
there are two kingdoms on this planet, one of darkness and one of light.  Communion
reminds us we are members of His Kingdom of Light and darkness has no authority in
our lives.

His Kingdom is a miraculous Kingdom, not limited by physical laws. In this Kingdom,
death is defeated, the grave has no power and is not the end, forgiveness is given freely
and the rule of sin is broken. In this Kingdom, all things are possible and true freedom is
a reality. In this Kingdom, sickness, disease, poverty and brokenness are healed and
wholeness is the norm. Jesus rules this Kingdom and there is nothing and no one who
can stand against Him. Communion reminds us we are members of a miraculous
Kingdom and do not have to accept the illegal constraints darkness tries to strap on us.
Communion reminds us to expect the miraculous.

At our church the communion elements are available every week. The next time you
worship, take the time to receive communion and ask Holy Spirit to help you remember
Jesus and embrace even more of “...a new understanding in the kingdom realm of
my Father.”
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Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 151

Along the way Jesus said to them, “Before the night is over, you will all desert
me. This will fulfill the prophecy of the Scripture that says: I will strike down the
shepherd and all the sheep will scatter far and wide! “But after I am risen, I will go
ahead of you to Galilee and will meet you there.”
Then Peter spoke up and said, “Even if all the rest lose their faith and fall away, I
will still be beside you, Jesus!”
“Are you sure, Peter?” Jesus said. “In fact, before the rooster crows a few hours
from now, you will have denied me three times.”
Matthew 26:31-34 TPT

The Book of Romans teaches us that the God-kind of faith speaks of things that are not
as though they are. As Jesus’ date with death approaches, He continually emphasizes
the desired result—His resurrection—when talking to His disciples. His focus is on
‘going through’ to victory rather than the pain and suffering required to get there. Even
when He foretells the coming desertion of His friends, He finishes by prophesying their
restoration.  And instead of allowing Peter to live in denial, He challenges him with truth
so Peter will remember, after he has failed, that Jesus knew and still expects Peter to be
restored.  Jesus is using His words to make room for faith to work.

The Bible says we, as believers, are to live by faith. Too often we speak of those things
that are as if they are not, instead of following Jesus’ example here. Instead of speaking
the promised victory from God’s Word, we will focus on wishing the bad would go away.
For instance, when we’re sick we wish the sickness would go away instead of making
room for faith by speaking of our sure healing promised through Jesus’ stripes.

Faith is fueled by the truth of God’s Word, so we make room for faith to work by
speaking the desired result promised in His Word rather than wishing and praying for
whatever is happening to go away.  Instead of “I wish I could get a job,” we make room
for faith by speaking the promises that say “I am blessed in the marketplace. I have
found favor with God and will find favor with man.”

Jesus knew God watches over His Word to make it happen, so He spoke the promised
result as He approached, and throughout, the ordeal of death and burial. He told us we
would go through troubles in this earth, but He promised us victory if we will focus upon
His overcoming the world. We can ‘go through’ instead of languishing ‘in the valley’ if we
follow His example and keep our eyes, and our words, on God’s promised victory. When
we do, we, like Jesus, can rest in knowing faith has room to do its work.
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Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 152

Then Jesus led his disciples to an orchard called “The Oil Press.” He told them,
“Sit here while I go and pray over there.” He took Peter, Jacob, and John with
him. However, an intense feeling of great sorrow plunged his soul into deep
sorrow and agony. And he said to them, “My heart is overwhelmed and crushed
with grief. It feels as though I’m dying. Stay here and keep watch with me.” Then
he walked a short distance away, and overcome with grief, he threw himself
facedown on the ground and prayed, “My Father, if there is any way you can
deliver me from this suffering, please take it from me. Yet what I want is not
important, for I only desire to fulfill your plan for me.” Then an angel from heaven
appeared to strengthen him.
Later, he came back to his three disciples and found them all sound asleep. He
awakened Peter and said to him, “Do you lack the strength to stay awake with me
for even just an hour? Keep alert and pray that you’ll be spared from this time of
testing. You should have learned by now that your spirit is eager enough, but
your humanity is weak.”
Then he left them for a second time to pray in solitude. He said to God, “My
Father, if there is not a way that you can deliver me from this suffering, then your
will must be done.”
He came back to the disciples and found them sound asleep, for they couldn’t
keep their eyes open. So he left them and went away to pray the same prayer for
the third time. When he returned again to his disciples, he awoke them, saying,
“Are you still sleeping and resting? Don’t you know the hour has come for the
Son of Man to be handed over to the authority of sinful men? Get up and let’s go,
for the betrayer has arrived.”
Matthew 26:36-46 TPT

It is here, in Gethsemane, that the battle for our salvation is won. As The Passion
translators point out in the footnotes, Jesus is in a battle to keep Him from the cross.
The torture He endures starting here is designed to kill Him before He ever fulfills the
Messianic prophecies of taking our sin to the cross with Him. But, by the time He leaves
here, He has won the battle, receiving supernatural strength from Heaven, assuring the
ultimate victory over death and sin at Calvary. He wins His greatest battle, securing our
salvation, before He ever gets to the cross.

Jesus teaches us that victory should be found on our knees in the presence of our
Father. According to some flawed theologies, if we are going through times of suffering,
then we aren’t walking in ‘enough faith’.  What Jesus shows us here is suffering is not a
sign of weak faith and defeat—quitting because of the suffering is. In our Father’s
presence we can always find victory, either through deliverance or through being
strengthened to endure.  The great lesson for us is to learn to be sensitive to the Spirit,
who knows what’s coming our way, and learn to win our battles before we actually face
them.
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Jesus also shows us the importance of doing life with Godly friends.  He didn’t go to the
garden alone, He intentionally brought close companions and asked them to join Him in
the spiritual battle. We need Godly friends who will walk with us in the tough times. But
Jesus also shows us our victory doesn’t depend on how many friends we have or how
effective their prayers are. Even when His friends failed to ‘be there for Him’, He was not
alone.  His Father was with Him and sent angelic help to accompany Him. We need
good friends in this journey, but our faith is not in our friends, it’s in the unfailing love of
our Father. Sometimes even the best of friends fall asleep, but we always have our
Father’s attention.

Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 153

“My beloved friend,” Jesus said, “is this why you’ve come?” Then the armed men
seized Jesus to arrest him. But one of the disciples pulled out a dagger and
swung it at the servant of the high priest, slashing off his ear. Jesus said to him,
“Put your dagger away. For all those who embrace violence will die by violence.
Don’t you realize that I could ask my heavenly Father for angels to come at any
time to deliver me? And instantly he would answer me by sending twelve armies
of the angelic host to come and protect us. But that would thwart the prophetic
plan of God. For it has been written that it would happen this way.”
Then Jesus turned to the mob and said, “Why would you arrest me with swords
and clubs as though I were an outlaw? Day after day I sat in the temple courts
with you, teaching the people, yet you didn’t arrest me. But all of this fulfills the
prophecies of the Scriptures.” At that point all of his disciples ran away and
abandoned him.
Matthew 26:50-56 TPT

Jesus knows what God’s Word says about Him and, as a result, knows God’s plans for
Him. So in the middle of chaos and turmoil He remains calm and in charge. He only
allows those things that are according to God’s plan to happen, making it clear He could
stop it if He wanted.

How many times do we allow the circumstances around us to dictate our response and
our emotions?  How well do we know God’s Word and His plan for our life?  Do we pull
out our ‘dagger’, trying to use our own wits and abilities to fight our way out, or do we
rest in His love, trusting with quiet assurance that our Father has us in His hands?  Do
we know when we should fight and when we should allow things to happen?  Think of
the times when something we didn’t like was happening but, in the end, we were able to
see and understand how God’s plan was at work.

In this passage we see the two ways we can respond to what life brings our way.  We
can be reactive like the disciple who pulled out his dagger, allowing the situation to
determine our response.  Or we can live proactively, allowing God’s Word and His plan
to dictate how we respond. The reactive guy with the dagger ends up running away and
abandoning the Word. The proactive guy, Jesus, ultimately ends up victorious and
honoring God.
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Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 154

But Jesus remained silent before them. So the chief priest said to him, “I charge
you under oath—in the name of the living God, tell us once and for all if you are
the anointed Messiah, the Son of God!” Jesus answered him, “You just said it
yourself. And more than that, you are about to see the Son of Man seated at the
right hand of God, the Almighty.  And one day you will also see the Son of Man
coming in the heavenly clouds!”
Matthew 26:63-64 TPT
As Jesus stood in front of the Roman governor, Pilate asked him, “So, you are
really the king of the Jews?” Jesus answered, “You have just spoken it.”
Matthew 27:11 TPT

We all have questions—questions about life, questions about God, and questions about
ourselves.  Jesus points out in this passage how often we ask questions without really
wanting to know His answer. The chief priests had their minds made up before they
asked the question.  They knew the answer but they didn’t want to accept it. Pilate may
have been sincere, or perhaps he was sarcastic, but he wasn’t really interested in the
answer as much as he was getting rid of the problem. I know Jesus would have still
gone to the cross because it was God’s plan, but how would these men’s lives have
been affected had they actually wanted to hear Jesus’ answer to their questions?

How often do we bring our questions to God and really want to hear His answer?  Do
we come with multiple-choice questions, having already limited Him to certain
responses we are willing to accept?  Do we already know what we’re going to do and
we’re just being polite and asking because it seems like we should?  Have we already
decided who He is and how He will respond before we ask the question? Are we, like
Pilate, on a schedule and requiring Him to answer within our imposed timeline so we
can get on with whatever we need to do?

What if the chief priests and Pilate had sincerely given Jesus time to tell them who He
really was?  As I said, the cross was going to happen but their place in history may have
looked completely different. What if we come to Jesus with our questions and sincerely
wait to hear all He has to say?  What if we lay aside our preconceived answers and
solutions and allow Him to say whatever He wants to say?  First, we would probably
learn to slow our pace of life some as we practiced ‘waiting on the Lord’.  I think we
would probably end up having to do less restarts and do-overs since we would actually
have the right answer since we waited on Him to respond. And we would begin to
experience a more peaceful life in spite of the chaos surrounding us because we have
learned to rest in His presence while we seek His answer.

Next time we ask Him a question, pause before running off with what we think is the
answer and listen.  Did we hear Him say, “You said it.”? If so, let’s learn the practice of
going back and hearing His answer.
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Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 155

For three hours, beginning at noon, darkness came over the earth. And at three
o’clock Jesus shouted with a mighty voice in Aramaic, “Eli, Eli, lema
sabachthani?” —that is, “My God, My God, why have you deserted me?”
Matthew 27:45-46 TPT

There are several ways to interpret what Jesus says here from the cross. We could say
God has turned His eyes away from Jesus because our Savior has taken on all our sin
and God will not look on sin. We could say it is something Jesus has never experienced
since He is God and, up until this point, had never known what it was like to be
separated from His Heavenly Father.  Those, and other interpretations could have some
validity, but I think they are incongruent with our Savior’s character.

After all Jesus has endured throughout the horrible process of His torture and
crucifixion, without saying anything to indicate He was not in charge of what was
happening and could stop it at any moment if He desired to do so, would He now sound
desperate or surprised?  Throughout His life on earth Jesus always quoted Scripture
when He was faced with trouble. I believe He is doing that here from the cross. He is
quoting the Messianic prophecies from Psalm 22 and 49. He is reminding Himself of
God’s promises and He is reminding those watching, then and throughout the future,
that what is happening before their eyes is the fulfillment of God’s Word and not some
unfortunate circumstance. Look at a few excerpts from those Scriptures and it becomes
clear what our wonderful Savior was doing.

“For he has not despised my cries of deep despair. He’s my first responder to my
sufferings, and he didn’t look the other way when I was in pain. He was there all
the time, listening to the song of the afflicted.”
Psalm 22:24 TPT
“His generation yet to be born will glorify him. And they will all declare, “It is
finished!”’
Psalm 22:31 TPT

“I will say to God, “You are my mountain of strength; how could you forget me?
Why must I suffer this vile oppression of my enemies— these heartless
tormentors who are out to kill me?” Their wounding words pierce my heart over
and over while they say, “Where is this God of yours?” So I say to my soul,
“Don’t be discouraged. Don’t be disturbed. For I know my God will break through
for me.” Then I’ll have plenty of reasons to praise him all over again. Yes, living
before his face is my saving grace!”
Psalm 42:9-11 TPT

Jesus, the perfect life coach, is modeling for us what to do when we’re facing really bad
stuff. Don’t allow your feelings, or the pain and distress, to dictate what comes out of
your mouth. Instead, remind yourself, and your enemy, of what God has said and how
He is always faithful. Then, like our Hero, you can look the battle right in the eye and
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say, “It is finished. The outcome has already been decided in God’s Word and I am a
winner in Christ.”

Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 156

Along the way, Jesus suddenly appeared in front of them and said, “Rejoice!”
They were so overwhelmed by seeing him that they bowed down and grasped his
feet in adoring worship.
Matthew 28:9 TPT

Jesus’ first word to His followers after His death, burial and resurrection is rejoice, and
they responded with worship and adoration. What if our first response to Him was
always rejoicing to see Him, and adoring Him with worship?  How often are our first
words to Him all about us and our problems, needs, issues and fears?

If we fell at His feet in worship, overwhelmed by the fact we get to come into His
presence and see Him face to face, everything else would fade in comparison. Too
often we forget the great privilege He has bestowed upon us at great personal
price—the privilege of coming boldly into the very throne room of God!  We don’t
deserve it, we can’t earn it, and we’ll never be good enough on our own to have the
right to see God without dying.  But here we are, walking right in to see Him, actually
living in His presence every day.

Today, and every day til He returns or we go to Him, we have the opportunity to see Him
again. Let’s do what He said and rejoice before we bring Him our lists.  Let’s follow the
example of these first believers and fall at His feet in worship and adoration.  Doesn’t
mean we set aside our prayer requests, it just means we put them in the correct order,
presenting them sometime after we have renewed our wonder and amazement at His
goodness and presence. We’ll remember that nothing we face here will ever compare to
the privilege of knowing and seeing Him. When we rejoice at seeing Him every day, the
things trying to take first place in our minds will fall back to a less pressing place and we
will know it’s gonna be alright. As the old song says, “Turn your eyes upon Jesus...and
the things of earth will grow strangely dim...”
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Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 157

Then Jesus said to them, “Throw off all your fears. Go and tell my brothers to go
to Galilee. They will find me there.”
Matthew 28:10 TPT

Noice the way Jesus describes fear—almost like a coat or shawl that can be thrown off.
The way He treats it here helps us realize fear is a choice—we can pick it up and wrap it
around us or we can throw it off.  How often do we throw it off but don’t throw it out?
Instead of banishing fear, we hang it up neatly on a hanger in a coat closet so we can
easily grab it again and put it on. All of us face fears, but how many times are we facing
the same fear again?  Some of us have kept a certain fear around so long it has
become familiar, something we expect and accept.

The first thing Jesus told these ladies was, “Rejoice!”  The next thing was, “Throw off all
your fears.”  Jesus’ desire for us is a joyful, fearless life.  What are the familiar fears
we’ve allowed to hang in our closet? Which fear do we know so well that we can tell
others when it will appear?  It’s time to banish that fear and throw it off for good. And, in
this passage, Jesus gives us three important keys to ridding our lives of the familiar
fears.

First, “Go”.  He tells these ladies to go find His brothers.  Get moving!  Don’t let fear
paralyze you or keep you circling the same thing that’s causing the fear. Move forward
with the Holy Spirit. Listen to Him and take the steps He directs. Fear’s biggest trick is to
immobilize us, keeping us in the place where fear thrives. Holy Spirit will direct you to a
place fear can’t survive.  But we’ve gotta make the choice to “Go.”

Next, where did He tell them to go?  “Go find my brothers.” We all need brothers and
sisters in Christ we can find when the familiar fear wants to be worn. Fear’s next trick is
isolation, keeping us all alone or making us feel all alone. Instead of putting on that old
familiar coat of fear, go find some brothers and sisters in Christ who know the Word and
how to encourage. Fear doesn’t like hanging around with encouraging people speaking
God’s Word.

Last, Jesus told them where they would find Him. The last thing fear wants us to do
when it’s calling to us is to go find Jesus!  Fear must have darkness to survive and
there’s no darkness anywhere near Jesus. And the good news is Jesus is easy to find.
Just start praising Him, just begin to worship, and His throne will be there!  He inhabits
the praises of His people!  Don’t let fear trick you into thinking He’s not nearby.  Throw
off all your fears and find Jesus!  A joyful and fearless life awaits you!
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Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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Day 158

Then Jesus came close to them and said, “All the authority of the universe has
been given to me. Now go in my authority and make disciples of all nations,
baptizing them in the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. And teach
them to faithfully follow all that I have commanded you. And never forget that I
am with you every day, even to the completion of this age.”
Matthew 28:18-20 TPT

In these last “red-letter Words” recorded by Matthew, we see the impact and results of a
life lived in obedience to God.  Sure Jesus is the resurrected Messiah, King of kings,
Lord of lords, the First and the Last, and the Son of God, setting Him apart from every
human being. But He’s also the Son of Man, the Word made flesh, come to show us
how God intended for us to live.  He is our example, the first-born of the resurrection,
and everything He does is done to show us the way.  A life lived in obedience to God
and His Word is a life worth living and a life resulting in eternal dividends.

The first “red-letter words” in the Gospel of Matthew are, “It is only right to do all that
God requires.” (Matthew 3:15). Then Matthew ends His Gospel with today’s passage.
Jesus’ journey begins with obedience and ends with authority. The result of obeying
God will always be increased authority.

And Jesus says the authority was given to Him, not taken by Him.  Authority is given
when influence has been earned. Another result of obeying God is increased influence.

Then Jesus tells the same disciples who ran and hid a few days earlier to go and make
disciples throughout the world, facing danger and persecution, and they do it!  Same
disciples, different result.  Obeying God, no matter what, even if it means dying on a
cross, results in great power!

Last, His command to go is still being carried out today, and those doing so sense His
presence with them no matter where they are. Obedience creates a legacy that outlives
you, that keeps making a difference when you’re no longer here.

Obedience to God will result in a great life that influences others. Jesus showed us that
a life of obedience culminates in a victorious life. Yes there will be troubles along the
way, but remain obedient to God’s Word and His will and we will have shown others the
way to victory by following our Savior. And, even to the ends of the earth, we will be
living with Him by our side.
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Reflection and Journal:

1) What captured my attention?

2) What does it say about God?

3) What does it say about me?

4) Is there anything I am supposed to do?
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